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DEDICATION
In honor of my mother and father
ABSTRACT
AMERICAN MAN: THE AMBITIOUS SEARCHES OF RICHARD WRIGHT AND
ERNEST HEMINGWAY
MAY 2007
MICHAEL KWAME FORBES, B.A., EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Michael Thelwell
This dissertation is a comparative examination of how certain works by Ernest
Hemingway and Richard Wright jointly address themes concerning manhood, violence,
and alienation. The dissertation considers how each American writer's treatment of
common themes is effected by race and the social climates they come out of: the
American Midwest during and after the World War I era and the American South after
The Great Depression. An important dimension of this study is how each man traveled to
identical geographical settings-Spain, Africa, and France and responded to globally
significant events taking place there such as The Spanish Civil War and independence
coming to Anglo- Africa after World War II. The shared subject here is the affects of
modernity on traditional culture. Their debut collection of short stories in the mid 20' s to
late 30's on through to their nonfiction journals on Anglo-Africa in the early 1950's
shows a developing struggle, in each writer, with detached individualism and offering
political analysis and commentary.
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INTRODUCTION
The relationship ofa black boy to a white boy is a very complex thing.. .The things that
most white people imagine that they can salvage from the storm of life is really, in sum, their
innocence. It was this commodity precisely which I had to get rid of at once, literally, on the pain
of death... to become a Negro man, let alone a Negro artist, one had to make oneself up as one
went along. The world had prepared no place for you, and if the world had its way. no place
would ever exist. Now, this is truefor everyone, but, in the case ofa Negro, this truth is absolutely
naked; if he deludes himself about it he will die.
This is not the way this truth presents itself to white men. who believe the world is theirs
and who albeit unconsciously, expect the world to help them in the achievement of their identity.
Rut the world does not do this-for anyone... And, therefore, the anguish that can overtake a white
man in the middle of his life, when he must make the almost inconceivable effort to divest himself
of everything he has ever expected, or believed, when he must take himselfapart and put himself
back together again... This cannot yet happen to any Negro ofNonnan 's age, for the reason that
his delusions and defenses are absolutely impenetrable by this time, or he hasfailed to survive
them. "I want to know how power works, " Norman once said to me, "how it really works in
detail. " Well, I know how power works, it has worked on me and if I didn V know how power
works, I would be dead. And it goes without saying, perhaps, that I have siniply never been able
to afford myselfany illusions concerning the manipulation of that power.
James Baldwin on Norman Mailer
"The Black Boy Looks at the White Boy
"
This dissertation is inspired by and is an attempt to examine the central ideas in
the Baldwin passage quoted above as they inform and find expression in some major
works written by Richard Wright and Ernest Hemingway a generation earlier. The
complexity of the relationship (between a "black boy" and a "white boy") to which
Baldwin refers is, of course, racially/culturally determined: i.e. The extent to which
pressures and considerations of race, class, and the effects of racism in and on American
culture, determine fundamental differences in the quality of experience, perception,
assumptions, and responses in the general psychology and indeed world view of
Americans who are Black as opposed to Americans who are white.
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When, as was the case with James Baldwin and Norman Mailer and before them
Richard Wright and Ernest Hemingway, the white and black boys happen also to be
major American novelists then their racially determined conditioning, fundamental
values, and responses to the world assume important literary dimensions and
consequences.
Once, in the 1940's, as a consequence of a private correspondence with William
Faulkner on artistic responsibility in the depiction of social (read racial) realities in their
native Mississippi, Richard Wright famously declared "literature is a struggle over the
nature of reality."
1
The essay "The Black Boy Looks at the White Boy" presents a
debate between Baldwin and Mailer on the ways in which race informs an artist's
perceptions of "reality" as represented in American literature. 2 When the Baldwin essay
appeared in 1961 Baldwin and Mailer were prominent American novelists and influential
public intellectuals. This was a time when the changing dynamics of race were
dominating America's domestic politics and social discourse as never before. This shift
in the racial politics of the nation in 1961 allowed for a public expression of a "struggle
over the nature of reality" between these two preeminent black and white American
writers.
Intriguingly, a generation earlier, certain important works of two leading
American writers of their day, Richard Wright and Ernest Hemingway, had displayed
very similar and significant divergences in the treatment of common subjects. What is
Keneth Kinnamon, Conversations with Richard Wright, ed. Michel Fabre (Jackson
University Press of Mississippi, 1993), p. 10.
" James Baldwin "The Black Boy Looks at the White Boy, Norman Mailer" Esquire,
May 1961, p. 104.
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interesting, instructive but not at all incomprehensible, is that despite truly remarkable
similarities-theme, geography, literary preoccupations, political concerns and, of course
genre-in the work of both writers, the two men apparently never had occasion to engage
each other publicly on these issues in the way that Baldwin and Mailer would come to do
in the sixties.'
1
Not surprising because the prevailing class and cultural biases of the
literary intelligentsia of the times (the 1 940-50' s) precluded-indeed could not have
conceived-of any such public discourse (even if between such significant figures in
American literature) across the divide of race, class, and culture.
More telling, and perhaps for the same reasons, is that despite the remarkable
range of similar intellectual interests displayed in the works of both men, no critic or
scholar has essayed to undertake what would seem to be an obvious and potentially
revealing comparative study. Whatever the reasons for this oversight, this is precisely the
subject of this dissertation: certain striking similarities in subject, theme, and concerns in
the literary oeuvres of both writers, and of course, the remarkable differences in approach
and perspective, thus inevitably in the result from each writer's engagement with the
same subjects.
Let us review the catalogue of apparently overlooked qualities which our subjects
share beginning with the obvious and biographical: Both are American and generally
speaking they are contemporaries. Not only are both subjects men, each was celebrated
J
In 1939 both men, attended an international conference of writers in New York. The
writers gathered there were united in their support for the Republicans fighting Franco's
fascist army in the Spanish Civil War. Though both were in attendance it is not known
whether these two writers were able to meet or discuss their work. (Michel Fabre, The
Unfinished Quest ofRichard Wright, 1973, p. 268.)
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and later reviled for their "skewed" and "distorted" representations of manhood and
masculinity. As shall be shown, their early literary careers beneath significant
differences of class and race display distinct parallels. Both became novelists, essayists,
and travel writers after serving apprenticeships as journalists. Both became celebrated as
central figures in American literature and both became equally celebrated expatriates.
Both engaged many of the dominant intellectual currents and political ideas of their times
often in the same genres, yet to dramatically different literary results.
In engaging questions of manhood both would examine the specter of violence on
notions of honor and courage as well freedom, alienation, and individual choice. Both
would be drawn, as was only to be expected, to questions of socialism, fascism and
existentialism among other of the ambient political and intellectual concerns of their
time. However, what could not have been expected, or predictable, is the extent to which
the expatriate wonderings and cultural concerns of the two writers would so closely
coincide. For example, both would live and write in France and would be influenced by
Gallic intellectual fashions, particularly existentialism. Both would be interested in
Spanish culture and wrote passionately if not expertly about that country after visits there.
Both had an abiding interest in things African and would also write extensively about the
changes taking place in Anglophone Africa during the 1950's. The question which leaps
out at one is why, despite these obvious parallels and similarities of subject and concern,
would no one have thought to study these two writers together outside of their discussion
of Spanish bullfighting?
To what extent can the remarkable similarity in their literary and human concerns
be explained by their common nationality, American? By their gender/identity and
4
experience - their concept of manhood? By their shared historical times? By their
common cultural circumstances as expatriates? Their exposure to and engagement with
the same Western intellectual movements: existentialism, individualism, and
modernism? The prevailing and dominant political and historical concerns of their times
- socialism, colonialism, Tolitarianism, - fascism? And of course, the defining
experience for their generation, war or rumors of war?
Given this extensive catalogue and the shared elements comprising their common
inheritance as writers, how is one to account for the radical and intriguing differences in
their literary approaches and accomplishments? Differences cast in bold relief when the
writers are engaging the same subject, say Franco's Spain, or colonial Africa on the verge
of independence? Or, in their complex, primal and almost incompatible visions of the
construction of American manhood, out of individualism, solitude, transcendence present
in Hemingway's earliest fictions In Our Time (1926) and the dangers of racial conflict
and social dominance in Wright's Uncle Tom's Children (1938).
In conventionally superficial terms, these differences would be considered at once
fundamental and even inexplicable. Idiosyncratic endowments of individual talent and
personality and therefore quite mysterious; functions of genetic inheritance, childhood
nurturing and conditioning, poetic consciousness, imagination, sensibility, talent, and
genius. In which case a comparative study as is contemplated here would be quite futile.
If however, as I am suggesting, these individual biographical endowments are
themselves conditioned by social determinants, in particular the effects of race and class
in American society in the first half of the 20 th Century, then an entirely more interesting
argument becomes possible. To what extent can the very different performance of two
5
American writers be embedded in generic formulations involving a "black
consciousness" and "white consciousness"? And how is "consciousness" the product of
lived, conscious experiences. In this case the realities and imperatives - at once social,
educational, psychological and existential - hidden within the term "the black
experience" as contrasted with "white experience?"
6
CHAPTER I
LITERARY ROOTS, BEGINNINGS AND INFLUENCES
In Our Time (1925) and Uncle Tom's Children (1938) are collections of short
fiction which served to introduce two young new writers-Ernest Hemingway and
Richard Wright-to the attention of American readers. The two collections launching, as
they did, the careers of writers who would subsequently be considered important in
American letters, are therefore significant events in American publishing. In the late
1920's the Hemingway collection was heralded a critical success. The book was praised
for accurately portraying the angst-ridden. and alienation of the national mood between
the wars. Though in many ways an apprentice work, the collection introduces themes
which reoccur in the work of the mature Hemingway. In these pages we first encounter
classic Hemingway concerns with his perceptions of American masculinity: taciturn
courage, athletic and survival skills, self-reliance, and self-control, manifesting itself in
"grace under pressure" and above all observance of self-imposed codes of honor.
Appearing over a decade later in the late 1930's the Wright collection was also
seen as reflecting a national mood. Albeit a vastly different and changed one: social
tensions engendered by class and race, and the contention of political ideologies of the
right and left, unleashed by the Great Depression. Set in black communities in an
American South unhinged by racial and economic crisis, these are harrowing stories. The
stories are colored by the constant looming menace of an impending violence which is
racially determined in situations of glaring inequality. In these stories, the young Wright
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also introduces issues and themes which would come to dominate the mature work.
Racism, and the crippling effects of racist protocols on human personality, social justice,
individual autonomy, black manhood, and the liberating and brutalizing effects of
violence make their first appearance in this collection.
In Our Time and Uncle Tom's Children are in a sense Wright and Hemingway's
literary rites of passage, collectively focusing on elements which effect a man's
maturation process and lead to his isolation. These two short story collections unite
themes involving manhood and change with historical factors that would influence the
moods of and prospects for American men: Wright's Black men living in the Jim Crow
South of the 1930*s and social climates facing Hemingway's World War I veterans
returning to the American Midwest during the early 1920's.
In the scholarship it is usual to see In Our Time described as Hemingway's "first"
book of fiction and a "collection of short stories," This is a description which an
examination of the text proves to be less than accurate on two counts as shall be shown.
In Our Time is certainly a collection, one which does include a number of conventionally
crafted short stories. But there is another important element to the collection which
seems experimental: stylistically, thematically, and conceptually at odds with the more
conventional stories in the book even while adding a mysterious texture and dimension to
the work. I refer to the fourteen brief italicized chapters which precede and appear to
introduce the stories.
By way of comparison Wright's Uncle Tom's Children is written in a more
recognizable style. Much like the subject matter in Hemingway's anthology it is a
collection of five long short stories or novellas clearly connected by place, theme,
8
content, and style. Removed from the Midwest and into the American South, the stories
too encompass social dislocation, racial violence, injustice, and political resistance but
here from the perspective of a black character. Apart from the content and perspective-
an exploration of America's racial politics from the perspective of Southern Negro
characters-the collection is formally very conventional. There is nothing approaching a
similar unity in the Hemingway collection. The relationship of the italicized "chapters"
to the stories which follow them is not particularly evident and is never quite clear to the
reader.
What indeed are these chapters? What is their role in the collection? Are they
chapters of a single text which, when read in sequence, cohere into some unified
narrative? That does not seem to be the case. They are brief, some no longer than a
paragraph, and each describe a discrete event, usually a violent one. But neither the
narrator nor the characters are ever identified. So each "chapter" seems a snippet from a
longer, separate narrative and the narrative voices also differ.
Chapter III, for example, seems to be that of a callow, supercilious young British
officer of the upper class to whom war and death is great sport. Here he describes
shooting Germans from safe cover. The setting is World War I in France:
The first German I saw climbed over the garden wall. We
waited til he got one leg over and I potted him... He looked
awfully surprised and fell down into the garden. Then
more came over the wall. We shot them. They all came
just like that.
4
Later in chapter IV in a similar voice:
4
Ernest Hemingway. //; Our Time, New York. 1925. p 34.
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It was a frightfully hot day. We'd jammed an absolutely
perfect barricade across the bridge. It was simply priceless.
A big old wrought-iron grating from the front of a house.
Too heavy to lift and you could shoot through it and they
would have to climb over it. It was absolutely topping.
They tried to get over it, and we potted them at forty yards.
They rushed it, and officers came out alone and worked on
it. It was an absolutely perfect obstacle. Their officers
were very fine. We were frightfully put out when we heard
the flank had gone, and we had to fall back. 5
The ironic distance between the author and the speaker is obvious, somewhat heavy
handed, but crudely effective. And of course it inevitably raises questions. Who is this
morally feckless fool, capable of enjoying shooting exposed enemies from ambush and
more importantly, describing the experiences as "absolutely topping" and "simply
priceless?" What happened to him in the end? Where is the rest of his story? We are left
to presume that the themes of engaging in violence and its effects on young soldiers, not
the specific subject matter of this short excerpt, is further developed in the collection's
longer stories.
In other chapters there is no irony; the voice is flatly dispassionate and even
journalistic. The tone is objective, laconic, and detailed. The sentences are short, starkly
declarative, terse, unemotional, and informative in a deliberately limited way. focusing
entirely on the event rather than the context. Scenes of blood and destruction are
rendered all the more horrifying by the coldly objective language of their portrayal.
It is easy to see elements of the famous Hemingway style emerging in the writing
of these snippets. They appear to be a young war correspondent emptying his notebook
of fragments of unsent journalistic dispatches from the front. There are scenes of battles,
5 Hemingway. In Our Time, p 44.
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displaced people, executions, evacuations, and refugee camps of human misery caused by
war. These chapters are set in Europe, Turkey, and the Balkans. They are snapshots of a
period of turmoil and violence, hence the books title. In Our Time . Other fragments seem
to be imagined rather than observed, segments of unfinished fictions salvaged for
inclusion alongside the journalistic pieces. Although they are rendered in the flat, almost
staccato style of newsreel reportage, the choice of subjects prefigures many of the
subsequent literary preoccupations of the mature Hemingway. For example, chapters 9
through 13 are set in the bullring. The grisly action is recounted flatly and
dispassionately without sentimentality or embellishment. There is none of the evocation
of stylized grace, artistry and ritual significance, cultural meaning and dark beauty that
would characterize Hemingway's later writing on the subject.
The first matador got the horn through his sword hand and
the crowd hooted him out. The second matador slipped,
and the bull caught him through the belly and he hung onto
the horn with one hand and held the other tight against the
barrier and the horn came out. . .The kid came out and had
to kill five bulls because you can't have more than three
matadors, and the last bull he was so tired he could hardly
get the sword in. He could hardly lift his arm. He tried
five times and the crowd was quiet because it was a good
bull and it looked like him or the bull then he finally made
it. He sat down on the sand and puked and they held a cape
over him while the crowd hollered and threw things down
into the ring.
6
This chapter introduces or precedes a very short story, "Mr. and Mrs. £11101,"
about a sexless, loveless, and sterile marriage between a neurotic American couple living
in Europe obviously bored with each other. It is not easy to detect any relationship
between the two pieces. The next chapter, chapter 10. precedes a story about another
6 Hemingway, In Our Time, p 109.
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American couple and a cat in a Spanish hotel. This chapter describes the fate of a horse
in the bullring as follows:
They whack-whacked the white horse on the legs and he
kneed himself up. The picador twisted the stirrups straight
and pulled and hauled up into the saddle. The horse's
entrails hung down in a blue bunch and swung backward
and forward when he began to canter. . .The picador kicked
in his spurs, leaned forward and shook his lance at the bull.
Blood pumped regularly from between the horse's front
legs. He was nervously unsteady. The bull could not make
up his mind to charge. 7
This singularly bloody and brutal spectacle is unredeemed by any aesthetic of courage or
craft. Once again any thematic relationship between the stark chapter and the story
which follows of the bourgeois American wife in a Spanish hotel searching for a cat is
difficult to discern.
The story, "The Battler," is of particular interest to this study, set in a hobo jungle
in Depression-era America. It is preceded by chapter V, an account of an execution in
some presumably war torn European country, possibly Spain during the Civil War.
They shot the six cabinet ministers at half-past six
in the morning against a wall of a hospital. There were
pools of water in the courtyard. There were dead leaves on
the paving in the courtyard. It rained hard. All the shutters
of the hospital were nailed shut. One of the ministers was
sick with typhoid. Two soldiers carried him downstairs and
out into the rain. They tried to hold him up against the wall
but he sat down in a puddle of water. The other five stood
very quietly against the wall. Finally the officer told the
soldiers it was no good trying to make him stand up. When
they fired the first volley he was sitting down in the water
with his head on his knees. 8
7
Hemingway. Our Time, p 1 15.
s Hemingway, hi Our Time, p 64
12
There is another account of an execution in Chapter XV. This one appears set in
the American South because it takes place in a county jail, and three of the condemned
are "negroes". This does not appear to be based on a historical event:
They hanged Sam Cardinella at six 'o'clock in the morning
in the corridor of the county jail. The corridor was high
and narrow with tiers of cells on either side. All the cells
were occupied. The prisoners had been brought in for the
hanging. Five men sentenced to be hanged were in the five
top cells. Three of the men to be hanged were negroes.
They were very frightened...When they came toward him
with the cap to go over his head Sam Cardinella lost control
of his sphincter muscles. The guards who were holding
him up dropped him. They were both disgusted. 9
I've quoted at length from these chapters for two reasons. None of the
scholarship I've consulted makes more than cursory passing reference to them even
though they contribute a certain uniqueness to the collection. Certainly the extreme
situations-death, brutality, war-are at some considerable distance from the tone and
action in the "American" stories. The adventures of the young Nick Adams in the
American landscape, the alienation of Krebs. the young war veteran, or the bored
amusements and vacuity of the affluent American tourists abroad in post-war Europe are
each removed from the short chapters in terms of plot and character.
So how is the hybrid nature of the collection to be accounted for? Simply a young
writer experimenting with style and subject? Were the "chapters" intended to shock
American readers out of their complacency about the world? Is the apparently purposeful
juxtaposition of chapter and story a deliberate strategy for literary effect on Hemingway's
part? If so, how are we to understand the relationship between the "chapters" and the
stories they precede? The explanation is rather less interesting. It turns out that this
9 Hemingway. In Our Time, p 193.
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edition of In Our Time was not Hemingway's first book. While it was his first American
publication, he had two earlier, slender, privately published apprentice volumes released
in Europe:
In the summer of 1923 a friend of his, Robert McAlmon.
brought out a 300 copy edition of Hemingway's first book,
a small volume edition called Three Stories and Ten
Poems. In January 1924 another friend, William Bird,
owner of Three Mountains Press in Paris, published a
second small book. In-our-time, containing sketches drawn
from Hemingway's experiences in the First War, in the
more recent Greco-Turkish war, and with Spanish
bullfighting. The volume came to all of thirty-two pages,
in an edition of 170 copies. 10
This explains both the provenance of the mysterious chapters as well as the title of the
collection under discussion—that first modest edition-thirty- four pages entirely of
sketches and fragments. The genesis of the American edition is as follows:
Nearly all of Hemingway's first published writing had first
appeared in Europe. In America he was still largely
ignored by publishers and readers. But he was beginning to
be known by a few alert critics and fellow writers, who
spread work back home of an arresting new personality.
Sherwood Anderson was immensely pleased by the success
of his protege, and urged his New York publishers, Boni
and Liveright, to bring out a volume of Hemingway's
stories. At last, in October 1925. they yielded to his
persuasion and printed the first edition of In Our Time. It
was the first of Hemingway's books to appear in his own
country. The volume contained all of the sketches in the
Bird edition, two of the three stories in the earlier book
printed by McAlmon. and ten new stories—most of them
having Nick Adams as the central figure. 11
10 Leo Gurko, Ernest Hemingway and the Pursuit of Heroism, New York, 1968, p. 24.
1
1
Gurko, Ernest Hemingway and the Pursuit ofHeroism, p. 26.
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It appears that the curious hybrid nature of the collection may not have been an
expression of any over-arching artistic vision or intention at all, but simply a young
writer's "making a virtue out of necessity," padding out a skimpy manuscript to
booklength. He may also have been sufficiently proud of the power of the snapshot
sketches to want to give them wider circulation, hence their inclusion in the American
edition.
It is worth noting that the first American edition of In Our Time had a modest
printing of only 1500 and did not immediately sell out. This work made little impression
on his countrymen except critically in relatively small "'avant-garde" literary circles. The
scholarly/literary importance of In Our Time would appear to be retroactive; critics
reading back to retrieve and analyze the early work after Hemingway's later emergence
as a celebrated important figure in literature-a kind of retrospective recognition of
importance which was not as apparent when the work first appeared.
In the Hemingway collection, two stories occur in which the conjunction of race,
class, and manhood-in the sense of conflict and dominance—suggests, however slightly,
Richard Wright's themes in Uncle Tom's Children . How these differences occur in
Wright and Hemingway is perhaps indicative of the dichotomy between white and black
American sensibilities.
In the story, "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife", the doctor (Nick Adam's father
featured in the story "Indian Camp") engages three Indians to saw and split logs which
have drifted onto his lakefront beach. The doctor, a white, landowning, country squirish
figure is the social superior of the Indian workers. Their leader, Dick Bolton, is described
in explicitly ambiguous racial terms:
15
Dick Boulton walked around past the cottage down to the
lake... Dick put the three axes down on the little dock.
Dick was a half-breed and many farmers around the lake
believed he was really a white man. He was very lazy but
a great worker once he started. He took a plug of tobacco
out his pocket, bit off a chew and spoke in Ojibway to
Eddy and Billy Tabeshaw (emphasis added). 12
After he looks at the logs his first words to Nick's father are,
"Well doc," he said, "that a nice lot of timber you've stolen."
"Don't talk that way Dick," the doctor said, "Its driftwood."
1
1
But this "half-breed" refuses either to let the matter of the logs' ownership drop.
or to maintain his place, i.e., to show the doctor the appropriate respect or subservience
due to one's social and racial superior. Instead ,his tone is deliberately insolent. In
addition to questioning the doctor's honesty, he addresses him with an inappropriate (to
the doctor's mind) familiarity. And quickly a mood of impending violence is created with
a "Hemingwayesque" economy of language and dialogue. Boulton tells his fellow
worker to roll the logs into the water:
"Put it right in." Dick Boulton shouted.
"What are you doing that for?" asked the doctor.
"Wash it off. Clean off the sand on account of the saw. I want to see
who it belongs to," Dick said.
The log was just awash in the lake. Eddy and Billy Tabeshaw leaned on
their cant-hooks sweating in the sun. Dick kneeled down in the sand and
looked at the mark of the scaler's hammer in the wood at the end of the
log.
"It belongs to White and McNally." he said, standing up and brushing
off his trousers knees.
The doctor was very uncomfortable.
"You'd better not saw it up then. Dick," he said, shortly.
"Don't get huffy Doc," said Dick. "Don't get huffy. I don't care who
you steal from. It's none of my business."
i: Hemingway. hi Our Time, p. 26.
Hemingway, hi Our Time, p. 25.
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"If you think the logs are stolen, leave them alone and take your tools
back to the camp," the doctor said. His face was red.
"Don't go off at half cock, Doc," Dick said. He spat tobacco juice on
the log. It slid off, thinning in the water. "You know they're stolen as
well as I do. It don't make any difference to me."
• "All right if you think the logs are stolen, take your stuff and get out."
"Now, Doc—
"
"Take your stuff and get out"
"Listen, Doc."
"If you call me Doc once again, I'll knock your eye teeth down your
throat"
"Oh, no, you won't, Doc."
14
The invitation to physical combat between two men is explicit. But what
underlies the entire passage is an undertone of unspoken class and racial resentment in
Boulton's challenge to the conventional social order, the status quo. The elements in this
scene could be easily transposed into one of Wright's Mississippi stories and seem
perfectly natural. However, in Mississippi the conclusion would certainly be different.
The doctor backs down as no white man in Mississippi could do. Here the violence is not
inevitable. The white boss backs down publicly losing face before the Indians:
Dick Boulton looked at the doctor. Dick was a big man.
He knew how big a man he was. He liked to get into fights. He
was happy. Eddy and Billy Tabeshaw leaned on their cant-hooks
and looked at the doctor. The doctor chewed on his lower lip and
looked at Dick Boulton. Then he turned away and walked up the
hill to the cottage. They could see from his back how angry he
was. They all watched him walk up the hill and go inside the
cottage. Dick said something in Ojibway. Eddy laughed and Billy
Tabeshaw looked very serious. He did not understand English but
he had sweat all the time the row was going on. He was fat with
only a few hairs of mustache like a Chinaman. 15
14 Hemingway. Our Time, p. 25-26
15 Hemingway. /;/ Our Time, p. 26.
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Later, inside the Doctor's cottage, the potential for tragedy is further suggested when the
religious wife senses her husband's anger and finds him cleaning a shotgun rather
ominously and counsels him:
",.
.1 hope you didn't lose your temper Henry."
"No." said the doctor.
"Remember, that he who ruleth his spirit is greater than he
that taketh a city," said his wife. . .Her husband did not answer. He
was sitting on his bed now, cleaning a shotgun. He pushed the
magazine full of heavy yellow shells and pumped them out again.
They were scattered in the bed. 16
Ultimately calm is restored, the crisis averted and the story at least the tension peters out
as the doctor takes his son for a walk in the woods, leaving the gun at home. Violence in
the Hemingway story is swallowed and the rage turned inward, exacerbated not only
because of his public humiliation, but the fact that when it took place he was isolated
racially, a white doctor ridiculed in front of a group of Native American laborers.
Hemingway appears to be using race in 'The Doctor and The Doctor's Wife" to
emphasize that the doctor's professional success and Christian beliefs do not exempt him
from cutting slights to his manhood that could lead to self-destructive behaviors. Unlike
his white counterparts in Mississippi, the doctor cannot be comforted by a colored
population's necessary subservience to racial protocols.
In the story, "The Battler," the question of race explicitly enters via the character
Bugs. This is all the more significant because this is the only American negro to be
found anywhere in this collection. By his account, the story is based on a chance
encounter experienced during Hemingway/Nick Adam's youthful wanderings across the
Midwest. The fighter. Ad Francis, is based on two actual boxers known to Hemingway,
16 Hemingway, In Our Time, p. 29.
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Ad Wolgast and Bat Nelson. Bugs is modeled on the black trainer of Wolfgast who
looked after him in the period of his decline. It is tempting but probably futile to
speculate on how much of the story is purposeful invention and how much pure
reportage, so to say, accuracy in reporting. However, the fact of Bugs' blackness in the
story is underlined and emphasized repeatedly throughout.
Though early Hemingway, the story is also classic Hemingway. offering evidence
of things to come. The language is terse, colloquial, and unadorned, focusing on realistic
concrete detail and specific action. The dialogue (except for the Negro's) is laconic,
colloquial, and efficient. The setting and themes of the story evoke a violent sport, a
hostile world, and tough, marginalized men bonding in an attempt to cope as best they
can. There is a bareboned realism to the prose; none of the literary flourish or flowery
embellishment common to the period is to be found in the story.
As the story opens, a battered Nick Adams is on a railroad track "a long way off
from anywhere" on the edge of a desolate landscape of Tamarack swamp, "ghostly in the
rising mist." His head aches, his eye blackened, his body bruised after being sucker
punched and thrown off a freight train by a sadistic brakeman. He is hungry and lost in
the enveloping darkness. Because "he must get to somewhere," he "hikes" along the
track into the darkness "putting miles behind him." On both sides the "swamp was all the
same." Finally he spots the light of a campfire in the distance. Here he will meet the
battler of the title, a punch drunk ex-champion, and his "pal" and traveling companion,
Bugs, a black man. He will be fed ,then after the ex-fighter becomes hostile and threatens
violence, he is saved by the Negro's practical and violent intervention and sent on his
way. Along the way he does learn the curious history of the former champion. That is
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literally all that really happens in the story. Yet 'The Battler" is among the more
celebrated and critically dissected of the stories, and for good reason. Beneath the
surface of its simple declarative sentences and taut dialogue suggesting much more than
is ever said, the story, through its primal setting and the particularity of its
characterization of these marginal men coping with a harsh world, manages to achieve a
sad, haunting, and strangely elusive evocation of universality.
When Nick first approaches the fire the fighter is alone and sitting with his head
in his hands and looking at the fire. He quickly decides that Nick is a '"tough kid" and for
that reason takes a liking to him.
"You're a tough one, aren't you?"
"No," Nick answered.
"All you kids are tough."
"You've got to be tough," Nick said.
"That's what I said." 17
It is then that Nick gets a look at the gargoyle face of the ex-pug.
The man looked at Nick and smiled. In the firelight Nick saw that
his face was misshapen. His nose was sunken, his eyes were slits,
he had queer shaped lips. Nick did not perceive all this at once, he
only saw the man's face was queerly deformed and mutilated. It
was like putty in color. Dead looking in the firelight. 18
While they are talking "a man dropped down the R.R. embankment and came across the
across the clearing into the fire."
"Hello Bugs," Ad said.
"Hello!" Bugs answered. It was a negro's voice. Nick knew from
the way he talked that he was a negro. 19
Hemingway. //; Our Time, p. 67.
18
Hemingway, In Our Time, p. 69.
19 Hemingway, In Our Time, p. 71.
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As soon as Hemingway makes us aware (twice) of Nick's perception of Bug's
"negroness," the white fighter quickly establishes a racial egalitarianism.
"This is my pal Bugs," Ad said, "He's crazy too." Thereafter in the ensuing
dialogue Bugs is identified as often by race as he is by name. "That's a fine town" the
negro said.
. .'"He's got a lot coming to him' the negro said." Quickly Bugs sets about
preparing supper, moving with purposeful efficiency. Notice the dialogue and
description in this passage:
"Hungry as hell."
"Hear that. Bugs?"
"I hear most of what goes on."
"That ain't what I asked you"
"Yes. I heard what the gentleman said."
Into a skillet he was laying slices of ham. As the skillet grew hot
the grease sputtered and Bugs, crouching on long nigger legs over
the fire, turned the ham and broke eggs into the skillet, tipping it
from side to side to baste eggs with the hot fat.
"Will you cut some bread out of the bag, Mister Adams?" Bugs
turned from the fire. 20
The negro speaks formally in complete sentences, being careful always to address the
white men with the appropriate honorific and to couch his directions as requests. "Just
close the sandwich will you please, and give it to Mr. Francis." "Will you cut some bread
out of the bag. Mr. Adams?" It is only when he countermands the fighter's demand for a
knife that the fagade drops and what follows is unmasked command, the tone preemptory.
"No you don't," the Negro said. '"Hang onto your knife, Mister Adams."
Hemingway. In Our Time, p. 72.
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Angered by the denial of the knife, the ex-pug begins to stare with growing
hostility at Nick. He pointedly does not focus his anger on Bugs who had countermanded
his request. When Bugs offers him more food the following ensures.
"Will you have some Mr. Adolph Francis?" Bugs offered from the
skillet.
Ad did not answer. He was looking at Nick.
"Mister Francis?" came the nigger's soft voice.
Ad did not answer. He was looking at Nick.
"I spoke to you. Mister Francis." the nigger said softly.
Ad kept on looking at Nick. 21
Here the "nigger's" voice becomes softer, more diffident, but a sense of menace and
command shines through the softer "nigger" politeness and ,sure enough, when the little
fighter adopts a fighting stance to attack Nick we see the following:
The little man looked down at Nick's feet. As he looked
down at the negro, who had followed behind him as he moved
away from the fire, set himself and tapped him across the base of
his skull. He fell forward and Bugs dropped the cloth-wrapped
blackjack on the grass. The negro picked him up, his head
hanging, and carried him to the fire. He looked bad. the eyes open.
Bugs laid him down gently.
"Will you bring me the water in the bucket, Mister
Adams," he said. "I'm afraid I hit him just a little hard." 22
The negro tends to the fallen warrior with a gentle almost maternal solicitude and
explains that he acted only to avert violence and to protect both white men, but especially
the old fighter:
"That's a whalebone handle," the negro smiled. "They
don't make them any more. I didn't know how well you could
take care of yourself and, anyway, I didn't want you to hurt him or
mark him up no more than he is."
The negro smiled again.
"You hurt him yourself."
Hemingway. In Our Time, p. 73.
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"I know how to do it. He won't remember nothing of it. I
have to do it to change him when he gets that way." 2 '
While the fighter is out. Bugs explains the basis of their unusual partnership, that the two
met up in jail where he "was in for cutting a man." He smiled and went on soft-voiced,
"He thinks I'm crazy and I don't mind. I like to be with him. I like seeing the country
and I don't have to commit no larceny to do it. I like living like a gentleman." 24 Then he
ushers Nick politely out of the camp:
"I can wake him up any time now. Mister Adams. If you don't
mind I wish you'd sort of pull out. I don't like to not be
hospitable, but it might disturb him back again to see you. I hate to
have to thump him and it's the only thing to do when he gets
started. I have to sort of keep him away from people. You don't
mind do you. Mister Adams? No, don't thank me, Mister Adams.
I'd have warned you about him but he seemed to take such a liking
to you and I thought things were going to be all right. You'll hit a
town about two miles up the track. Mancelona they call it. Good-
bye. I wish we could ask you to stay the night but its just out of
the question. Would you take some ham and some bread with
you?" No? You better take sandwich," all this in low, smooth,
polite nigger voice."
The title of the story suggests that Hemingway conceived the story to be Ad's, the
battered, brain-addled ex-champion. This is a story of a simple, perhaps too courageous,
little man. the brutality of the prize ring, and a hypocritically judgmental society. But if
the story is indeed Ad's, it is Bugs of the "long nigger legs" and "soft negro voice,"
unerring competence and quiet control who dominates center stage.
Even if Hemingway did not apply meticulous care to the construction of the
portrait, this figure would stand out for the purpose of this study merely by virtue of
being the sole Negro to appear in these pages. Furthermore Bugs is the only developed
23 Hemingway. In Our Time, p. 78.
24
Hemingway. In Our Time, p. 75.
25 Hemingway. In Our Time p. 79.
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African-American character in the collection. But what are we to make of him. or rather
of Hemingway's portrayal of him? Why is he even there in all his oft-emphasized
blackness? Were his character not black would it in any way have affected the action of
the story? And what of the racial identifiers: Negro and nigger? Upon close
examination it appears that Negro is nearly always a noun as in "the negro said," though
at least once we get a "soft negro voice," Negro as adjective. While the word "nigger" is
though most often an adjective, "long nigger legs" and '"soft nigger voice" used
apparently for description and as an intensifies It all seems quite purposeful, as if a
particularly strong and specific image is expected to be evoked from the word. The
author, who identifies Mark Twain as the preeminent influence on American literature,
may have crafted Bugs partially in homage to Huck Finn's Jim.
These racial references are layered over a classic Hemingwayesque "tough guy,"
acquainted and comfortable with violence. "I was in for cutting a man." However, in
the story, it is a carefully measured and controlled violence applied skillfully but used
only sparingly and with regret, much like a parent, for the good of the recipient. This
action unites Hemingway's common use of violence with familiar attitudes black
characters often have for their white brethren in early American literature: loyal, often
caretaking, and protective. Hemingway's decision to have Bugs strike Ad with a
blackjack wrapped in white cloth seems to signify then shared links to violence yet
careful attentiveness toward each other.
Another important pail of Hemingway's construction of the character is, of
course, the language he places in his mouth. It is an essential element of the character's
style, his way of presenting himself to the world, quite unlike that of Dick Boulton. the
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insolent half-breed in the first story. Bugs' voice is unfailingly polite, even diffident.
This Negro, at least on the surface, appears to know his place, or at least is careful to
draw a line which he never presumes to cross. He concedes honorific address to both
white men, even the white youth who stumbles into the camp, "Would you please, Mr.
Adams."
His diction is somewhat more elevated than that of the white men. He speaks
formally, in complete sentences. Here, either Hemingway is meticulously reproducing
the style and diction of the original--a miracle of memory and close observation--or he is
cobbling Bugs out of speech patterns and manners of the kind Negroes of his class
would have encountered: servitors of one sort or another, family retainers, butlers,
sleeping car porters, or the like.
But classic black servitor though he seems to be. Bugs is not servile. Beneath the
veneer of almost unctuous diffidence and loyalty he is fully in control, even if at
considerable pains to disguise that fact. His unflagging loyalty, protectiveness, even
devotion to the damaged little man on whom he is materially dependent, seems genuine
enough. Even though dependent for money on the white man. he is both self-aware and
self-respecting, seeing himself as '"living like a gentleman" without "committing no
larceny to do it." And in return for this he renders service, protection, and friendship, a
fair deal all around.
Could Hemingway have sensed and created a more subtly complex and layered
Negro character than he understood? Whatever the case, the literary resonances abound;
Huck and Nigger Jim on the raft? The by now pre-Civil War hackneyed black/white
partners who in public have to pretend that their relationship is master and slave ? Or the
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literary procession of family retainers who beneath the public cloak of subservience
exercise greater judgment and competence than their employers? Images or roles all
drawn from white American cultural perspectives. For our purposes, the more interesting
question is the extent to which the mutual masked dependence between Ad and Bugs
prefigures Bwana Hemingway's relationship with his African retainers in later works. Is
this early evidence of things to come? Hemingway's embrace of what he sees as
•"honest" nature of indigenous cultures continues to be complicated by the differences in
economic power and social position between him and the native peoples he comes in
contact with.
In retrospect it is somewhat misleading to declare—as I've done earlier--that the
American publication of these two collections. In Our Time (1925) and Uncle Tom's
Children (1938), each clearly signaled the emergence of a major new star in the
American literary firmament. However, closer examination reveals this formulation to be
- for both writers - very much a retrospective, i.e., an after the fact conclusion. Indeed,
at the time of each collections appearance, few would have predicted with much
confidence or evidence the future prominence of either author, although for very different
reasons in each case.
In Wright's case , Uncle Tom's Children was greeted with far greater public
fanfare and excited wider attention and critical discussion than had the first Hemingway
offering thirteen years earlier, Wright was unmistakably a Negro. He was writing out of
a specifically African-American experience and from an unabashedly black perspective
and from a leftist, i.e., proletarian social bias. Any and all of which would seem to
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disqualify him from future elevation to the rarefied company of major American writers,
at least in the calculation of the literary establishment of the time.
Of course by 1938 when Uncle Tom's Children appeared Hemingway had gone
on to establish a significant literary claim among leading American writers with two of
his most critically acclaimed novels, The Sun Also Rises (1926) and Farewell to Arms
(1929). But in this discussion we are talking only about the circumstances, prominence,
and reception of his first collection in 1925.
In comparing the collections, obvious differences of style and content, the race
and class backgrounds of characters and their circumstances, as well as the issues these
stories engage are paramount. All of these factors are determined and informed by the
author's literary preoccupations: their overarching vision of the literary enterprise and
what the standards, values, role, meaning and function of literature are and are not.
Consequently, the provenance or genesis of the collections - the path both works took to
publication - will be instructive for our purposes. In both cases questions of class and
race play a prominent role. Let us consider Hemingway's book in these terms.
Whatever else it may have been, In Our Time was very much a product of class
prerogatives, social attitudes and literary sensibilities; in short, the world view of that
celebrated, avant garde phenomenon known as the "'Lost Generation." I mean
specifically that group of disaffected prep school/Ivy League educated offspring of the
American middle classes. Specifically that group of alienated, self-celebratory bourgeois
bohemians who drank their way across post-war Europe in pursuit of self-discovery and
personal realization through modern "Art"
11
Not only do the form (modernist and somewhat experimental) and content
(alienated youth on voyages of self-discovery) reflect these literary class origins, but so
does the collection's provenance - its path to publication. As discussed. In Our Time
first saw the light of print as separate, discrete, unrelated and very modest volumes
consisting of early jottings of a young American floating through the expatriate salon
society of post-War Paris literati. Privately published by admiring friends, these slender
apprentice works, Three Stories and Ten Poems (1923) and the first edition of in-our-time
(1924), would subsequently be brought to the attention of the commercial American
publisher, Boni and Liveright, by yet another well-placed sponsor.
The integration of the two very dissimilar texts resulted in the collection In Our
Time , a work nurtured and sponsored into print by the kindness of various well placed
and avant garde patrons. (Clearly these circles would not be available until thirteen years
later to the literary ambitions of a working class Black boy from Mississippi armed only
with a diploma from a segregated Southern high school.) In any event, the Hemingway
collection's first edition came out in a small press run, appropriately modest sales and
respectful notices in avant garde journals by literary high society, a narrow and rarefied
constituency.
Richard Wright's path would be quite different - indeed almost the direct
opposite - in a post-depression America heavily impacted by social and political foment
and a Marxist influenced challenge to what the Left saw as a class-based monopoly of
literature and literary activity by the bourgeoisie. According to which the creation and
consumption of literature should no longer be the exclusive province of the ruling classes
represented by bourgeois white men and the occasional white woman. Interestingly,
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Hemingway was also involved with the Left, particularly on the matter of international
concern for the Spanish Civil War, and like Wright he too was repelled by their disregard
for an artist's independence.
When, in 1927, Richard Wright arrived in Chicago, he was one of thousands of
Mississippi Negroes to make that journey at this time. An intellectually curious, if
intellectually unformed, black youth, he found employment in the sorting rooms of the
Chicago post office. That would be his university and his France.
In that environment he would be exposed to a variety of influences. There he
would encounter white leftists of all stripes, black radicals, union organizers, aspirant
intellectuals, artists, and other exponents of the radical ferment of Depression-era
America.
The naive youth was stimulated by this new - to him - and exciting discourse on
capitalist exploitation, class, race, and revolution and was drawn into the orbit of the local
communist organizations. He also became fascinated by the sociological studies
conducted by the University of Chicago's School of Sociology. This intellectual
ambiance will be clearly visible in the focus and content of his first fiction collection.
However, the party organization which would speak most directly to his literary
interests and subsequent development and direction is the John Reed Club of Chicago.
Named for the American journalist who reported on the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia,
these were literary workshops intended by the party to stimulate and nurture literary
activity among the rank and file membership, the proletariat.
Working class men and women of all racial backgrounds - with a special
emphasis on racial minorities and women - were encouraged to create literature out of
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their experience. In the ideological prescriptions of the Left, this should not be a
"subjective bourgeois" literature focused on individual experience, but a militant
proletarian literature engaging , not a narrowly individual but a class experience. This
would be a literature of the masses by the heretofore silent workers themselves.
Naturally this writing would be heavily influenced by the tenets of the "socialist realism"
school of Soviet literature. It would be a literature reflecting the class interests and
experience of the "Revolutionary Masses." Proletarian literature was to be a weapon of
class struggle, for as Comrade Brecht famously wrote, "The artist who is not political is a
tool of the ruling class." It was in this intellectual ambiance that the young Wright was
nurtured, and the influence of the notion of literature as a weapon of social struggle is
quite evident in the first collection.
By the time Uncle Tom's Children (1938) appeared, Wright had served his
apprenticeship in the John Reed Clubs, even as he had begun to chafe under the rigid,
formulaic proscriptions of proletarian literary ideologues. Like Hemingway he had
worked as a reporter, not on the Kansas City Star but on the Daily Worker , the organ of
the Communist Party. It was during this period he became attracted to the sociological
methodology of the Chicago School. All of these early influences can be detected in the
graphic realism, critical social commentary and racial content of the collection.
Whatever his sponsorship by leftist members, Wright came to the attention of
mainstream commercial publishing only after "Big Boy Leaves Home" won first prize in
Whit and Hallie Burnett's Story Magazine
.
Thus, by the time Uncle Tom's Children
appeared, Wright had established a presence in left circles as well as the popular literary
world, so there was a popular and ideological constituency prepared to receive it. The
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power of the stories combined with its sensitive subject - race and racism - ensured its
reception and impressive sales. The author was rewarded with a contract to write a
novel. The differing path to publication of the two writers is not merely interesting in the
differences. They are also instructive in the way the influences - intellectual, social,
literary, racial - display themselves in the form, content, and vision in the overarching
mission of the first collections.
The short stories this chapter will now closely examine and compare the theme of
maturity or how a man comes of age by exposure to acts of violence and death. A young
and older Nick Adams leaves the order of his suburban community and faces the chaos
and challenges of the wilderness in Hemingway's "Indian Camp*' and "Big Two-Hearted
River I & II". Wright's Big Boy of "Big Boy Leaves Home" progresses into Mann of
"Down by the Riverside" who is now saddled by familial responsibilities. Each black
man must instinctively react to the consequences of violating racial protocols in the Jim
Crow South. Maturity, or growth towards manhood, is achieved in the two Hemingway
stories by flight from the stifling routines of Midwestern suburbia whereas Wright's
"Native Sons" confront the challenge of having their maturity and manhood stunted by
the conditions prevailing in the communities in which they live. The difference between
leaving one's community in search of manhood versus facing challenges to one's
manhood thrust upon one by social surroundings is one of the primary differences in
themes first developed by Hemingway and Wright in these early works. This is a
difference that could be characterized as an aspect of the variations of perceptions
between black and white American boys.
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The settings in which the two main characters from "Big Boy Leaves Home" and
"Indian Camp" witness violent death are instructive of Wright and Hemingway's
perceptions of race and its effects on the value of an individual life. After inadvertently
killing a white man in a confrontation involving a group of his friends who trespass onto
the white man's property, Big Boy retreats into a hole on the side of a hill where he
witnesses the lynching of his friend Bobo by a white mob.
The story, "Indian Camp," places a young Nick Adams accompanied by his father
and his Uncle George inside an Indian camp that is distant from "civilization" and thus
represents a set of "primitive" values and mores in contrast to the social environment of
the Adams'. Critic Amy Strong, in her reading of "Indian Camp." contends. "It is
precisely the story's location that highlights the racial inequality between the two cultures
with its insistent juxtaposition of light/dark, civilization/wilderness, clean/dirty." 26 What
appears to most explicitly link and separate this story across racial lines is the meaning of
how fathers, one Indian and the other white, react to a tragedy.
This variation across territories in "Indian Camp" differs from Big Boy's since
Wright's lead character found the violent conditions of his social circumstances
concentrated and pointedly expressed by reason of race, especially from his perspective
in the hole. The Indian of "Indian Camp" is nameless and the victims in both stories
utterly voiceless, heard only through the chilling screams which prefigure their inevitable
deaths. These deaths are instructive lessons for the two young men. evident and obvious
for Big Boy yet still significant for Nick. Hemingway's value that a man's professional
skill and emotional steadiness are bonded to his esteem is quite evident in this short story.
" 6 Amy Strong, "Screaming Through Silence: The Violence of Race in 'Indian Camp' and 'The Doctor and
the Doctor's Wife'". The Hemingway Review, Fall 1996. 16. p. 21.
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One man, the Indian, kills himself while facing his inability to aid his wife during serious
complications caused by her pregnancy, while the other, a white doctor, performs a
successful Caesarian section with unorthodox and archaic equipment. Despite
fundamental differences in the perspectives of a white and black boy, both works display
an awareness of the presence and effect racial and cultural differences have on the
writer's presentation of social reality.
Wright details Big Boy's time in the hole as fluctuating between fantasies of
power and the reality of his helplessness. He retreats into a kiln in order to evade capture
from the white mob. Kiln is pronounced 'kill" and Wright's use of this synonym for hole
is seen as emphasizing the kinds of violent choices Big Boy and other characters in
Uncle Tom's Children find obligatory for survival in the South. While inside the kiln,
Big Boy's senses are assailed by the physical threats of snakes and dogs, his anxiety
concerning whether or not Bobo will return and join him so that they may leave the area
together, and finally by the sight of Bobo' s glistening tarred body set ablaze by a white
mob singing, "we '11 hang a nigger to a sour apple tree. " 27 Big Boy's fantasies of
defiance come before his witnessing the surreal yet actual image of an exultantly singing
white mass encircling a burning black body.
Big Boy's efforts to establish control over a space of his own gradually flows into
reflections on what led him there and delusions about his ability to change his
predicament. Along with some of his friends he had earlier dug a series of pits on an
embankment, and as he is about to hide in the largest one, he is confronted by a six foot
brown snake menacing his access to the hole. Driven by the approach of the mob, he
27
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leaps into the pit and violently engages the snake using first a stick and then his bare
hands. This allows Big Boy to release a tanked-up reserve of fear, anger, and frustration:
"pounding blows home, one on top of the other. He fought viciously, his eyes red, his
teeth bared to a snarl. He beat till the snake lay still; then he stomped it with his heel,
grinding its head into the dirt."28
He enters the hole sweaty, limp, yet gratified over this small victory. He then
reflects on the completely random, unpredictable, and arbitrary nature of racially
determined violence: the white soldier could either have killed them all or just laughed
and yelled at Big Boy and his friends to get off his land but "yuh never kin tell erbout
white folks" and then in his head "He blinked the white man away."29 So that after
besting the snake, Big Boy's imagination focuses on resistance. He re-imagines himself
in a foxhole, from which he holds off the mob with gunfire. He sees himself
immortalized in newspaper headlines: "NIGGER KILLS DOZEN OF MOB BEFO
LYNCHED!" or "TRAPPED NIGGER SLAYS TWENTY BEFO KILLED!" Big Boy's
fleeting pleasure at this brief dream of violent resistance before martyrdom is abruptly
disrupted by approaching white voices and the recognition as to the whereabouts and
grim fate of Bobo. Big Boy introduces the first of Wright's Black men who commit
murder and face extreme consequences as a result of their inability to assert their
independence in America, a circumstance for which violence is a natural reaction.
Hemingway's "Indian Camp" explores themes of cultural difference and death by
suicide. Nick accompanies his doctor father to an Indian's shanty where a pregnant
woman has for two days has been suffering intense labor pains. She requires a Caesarian
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operation which the father will perform. Her husband lay in the bunk above her enduring
not only her screams but his own painful leg injury. Nick's father, in an effort to
alleviate his son's shock over the intense suffering and awful smells, tries to explain
childbirth and the need here for a surgical intervention. Dr. Adams had earlier been
awash with pride at displaying to his young son his polished surgeon's craft with crude
equipment, "a jackknife and nine foot tapered gut leaders." However, after young Nick
sees the body of the woman's husband who had slit his own throat while in the bunk
above her, the doctor becomes very protective of his son. He now must explain both
death and suicide to the young boy. Dr. Adams simply offers to his son that dying is
"pretty easy" depending on the situation but is unable to offer a definitive answer on
motives for suicide. The most relevant matter to my analysis lies in the meaning of
young Nick's conclusion's of this suicide-death and the role of the Indian's race in this
early life lesson.
According to Robert Paul Lamb's discussion of Hemingway's use of dialogue, the
final conversation in "Indian Camp" between Dr. Adams and his son is particularly
revealing of Nick's anxieties concerning "absent fathers" and mortality. Lamb claims
that Nick's questions about the motives behind the Indian's suicide indicate that "what he
really wants to know is whether he is safe from suffering the same fate as the Indian baby
boy.'" Nick may not have seen the Indian's body just as a frightful cadaver because the
death leads him to wonder about the mortality of his own mother and father as well as his
own. Lamb concludes, rather arbitrarily, that Nick's questions to his father about "the
frequency of male and female suicide are unconsciously self-referential—he wants to
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know about his own father and mother." 1 Nick may make the connection to his parents
after dramatically observing a woman become a mother and a father commit suicide in
response. Nick's father seems intent on making death not appear fearsome to his son by
explaining that dying is "pretty easy.. .It all depends."'
1
" After his first encounter with
death, Nick decides that he himself is "almost sure that he would never die". Thus the
story ends with xNick's encounter and personal rejection of mortality.
Many critics of "Indian Camp" contend that the story's portrayal of a white
man's scientific skill and the Indian's tragic ignorance of the procedure portrays how
Hemingway uses race to display difference between "civilization" and the camp.
However, in spite of race, the Indian's death is still able to emphasize the idea that any
man's living must be tied to his perceived usefulness, be it as a provider or protector.
The fact that both Hemingway and his father would go on to commit suicide, perhaps out
of feelings of personal uselessness, makes these themes all the more compelling and
unfortunate.
"Down by the Riverside" and "Big Two-Hearted River" address all the primary
themes in the stories discussed earlier: the confrontation with death and feelings of
powerlessness; and the alienation caused by social background and historical period, each
of which becomes an element confronting isolated and older men. The flood in "Down
by the Riverside" is compounded by the consuming social constraints faced by the main
character, Mann, who, unlike the younger Big Boy must directly confront rather than just
witness tragic catastrophes. In "Big Two Hearted River" Nick sets up a temporary camp
removed from "civilization" (his hometown) to address feelings of frustration and
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alienation as a World War I veteran. The title "Down by the Riverside" cynically mocks
the consolation of religion while the story itself disavows the comfort of human
fellowship. "Big Two-Hearted River" also does not indicate that fellowship can provide
solace yet the tale carefully articulates a kind of transcendence to be achieved through
solitary and challenging acts. Challenges for Wright are most often dangerous and an
unfortunate consequence of race and social attitudes whereas varying social factors often
lead Hemingway and his "heroes" to seek personal awareness by overcoming artificially
imposed tests of courage and skill.
"Down by the Riverside" and "Big Two-Hearted River" are both divided into
sections which develop the challenges faced by the lead characters. However, these two
stories differ greatly in their portrayal of evolving conflicts and the final status of each
character. Wright asserts that in "Down by the Riverside" he sought to use the flood to
"show the relationship between the two races in the South in a time of general tragedy." 13
Mann's battle with the onrushing flood is not only parallel to the insurmountable and
unreasonable nature of racial strife in the South during this period, it is also a prelude to
his much more threatening conflict with agents of the Southern power structure later in
the story.
Wright, in his loosely autobiographical tales collected in Black Boy
,
compares the
racism he experienced in his early life to an "invisible... natural force whose hostile
behavior could not be predicted."'
4
In "Down by the Riverside," Wright renders an
archetypal portrayal of the natural forces faced by Mann when he is rowing against the
current of the flood to get his pregnant wife to the hospital. "To all sides of Mann the
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flood rustled, gurgled, droned, glistening blackly like an ocean of bubbling oil. Above
his head the sky was streaked with faint, grey light. The air was warm, humid, blowing
in fitful gusts. All around he was ringed in by walls of solid darkness."' Wright makes
consistent reference to the engulfing quality of black water and the faintness of the
yellow lights in windows from the houses on the banks. Much like Bigger Thomas and
other characters in Wright's oeuvre, Mann's plight is heightened by his status as prey.
For reasons of self and family preservation, he shoots and kills the white owner of the
stolen boat who was shooting at him from one of the yellow windows. Mann's primal
human drive to get his family to safety pushes him through the flood, but into much
graver circumstances.
While Mann's early situation in *TJ)own by the Riverside" differs from Nick's in
"Big Two-Hearted River," what connects both men, however slightly, is the existential
aloneness which their challenges impose on them. In "Big Two-Hearted River, Part 1."
Nick Adams camps out alone in the wilderness to gain some solace and distance from his
troubling war memories. But for Nick, nature does not intrude or constrain, but enables a
process of purging to begin. Paul Civello, in his analysis of "Big Two-Hearted River,"
confirms nature's role in Nick's catharsis when he asserts that "Nick, a young man who
has been traumatically changed by the catastrophe of the war, whose psyche is dead and
blackened as the charred landscape he encounters at Seney...can find in nature's
permanence a model for reestablishing his own psychological stability." 36
Critics have made much of Nick's hometown hollowed out by fire and having the
" Wright. Uncle Tom 's Children, p. 74.
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appearance of being war torn and blackened. Lamb discusses how Nick makes a
connection between his own state of mind and "the sooty, black grasshoppers discolored
by the burned-over land" to which he has returned, and "Nick like the grasshoppers
carries the mark of destruction.'07 Hemingway, fittingly uses the imagery of
discoloration or blackness to mark Nick's detachment from a white middle-class
Midwestern community. Nick's serene and contemplative time on the riverbank before
picking up his fishing rod are in stark contrast to the life-threatening challenges facing
Mann on the banks of the Mississippi River, yet both men's challenges highlight their
growing separation from others.
During the latter sections of "Down by the Riverside" Mann's isolation,
particularly from his family, becomes much more pronounced. His wife, Lulu, and
newborn child are dead on arrival at the hospital, and Mann is subsequently forced to
work on the levee by soldiers. The insurmountable nature of the flood is recapitulated in
the attitude of the soldiers who drive him to work on the river: "Tired, nigger?.. .well you
got a hard night ahead of you and, thas no lie." 38 After Mann is transferred to working in
flood relief. Wright continues to increase the gloom of Mann's predicament by leading
him to save the very family whose father he earlier killed.
When Mann attempts to disappear into a crowd of black workers, he feels some
comfort since for a few moments "there were no white faces" and "he had no need to be
afraid now, had he?'°9 Amongst "his people" he could once again think about his family
and who he knew that could perhaps now assist him. "Mabbe Ah kin fin Bob. Er Elder
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Murray Lawd, Ah wunder whuts become of Peewee N Grannie? He thought of Lulu
and his eyes blurred."40 When he was later identified and arrested, he couldn't help but
wonder, as he looked at the large group of Blacks "'Why don they hep me?' Yet he knew
that they would not and could not help him, even as he in times past had not helped other
black men being taken to their death by the white folks."41 Mann is sacrificed like a
runaway slave, charging through trees until he is shot in his back, side, and head and
tossed down into the river by soldiers who are angry with him for making them run.
Wright had presented Mann as the ultimate survivor, able to row against a raging current
to save his family, and then sacrifices him to the domination of racism. Wright's final
image of Mann's dead body afloat in the floodwater undermines any association of the
title "Down By the Riverside" with the comfort of religion.
Nick Adams' situation differs from Mann's by having the luxury of choice,
contemplation, and appreciation of a benign nature. Aesthetically both stories have been
commended for their ability to capture anxiety and exertion within a moment, but the
meaning of these moments is fundamentally different. The forces in "Down by the
Riverside" are physically onerous, fearsome, and ultimately lethal. Nick's struggles as a
fisherman in "Big Two-Hearted River" while skillfully lucid in their presentation, are not
potentially life-threatening:
There was a long tug. Nick struck and the rod came alive and
dangerous, bent double, the line tightening, coming out of water,
tightening, all in a heavy, dangerous, steady pull. Nick felt the
moment when the leader would break if the strain increased and let
the line go.
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Hemingway's usage of terms like "dangerous" and "strain" largely characterizes the fish
and the nature of its struggle for life. This contrasts with Wright's focus of the
surrounding and ultimately suffocating nature of the flood as Mann's natural foe.
However, Nick's struggle, like Mann's, is a struggle to sustain a tenuous hold on
something, which for Mann is basic survival and for Nick emotional peace and some
semblance of sanity. Nick's battle with the fish and his progression to catching ever
larger trout becomes successively more challenging. But Hemingway is able to depict
each progressive battle in a way that is timeless. Civello correlates this timelessness in
"Big Two-Hearted River" with the timelessness of the archetypal ritual. "For just as
Nick in repeating archetypal acts 'abolishes' history and 'annuls' time, so too does
Hemingway, in depicting these archetypes, free his art from time's 'burden'." 43 This is
quite contrary to Wright's application of time in "Down by the Riverside," which is
skillfully used to display the desperation and enclosing quality of each moment in the
story.
In these pages it is possible to discern the shape of things to come, a dim outline
beginning to take shape. What is struggling to emerge out of the not yet fully articulated
preoccupations of Hemingway's youthful imagination is the figure later to be widely
celebrated in literature as the "Hemingway Hero."
That icon of idealized American masculinity, i.e. manly virtue, courage,
competence, and virile prowess, will be fully articulated in later works but its primal
elements were being assembled here. These elements would be drawn from figures
already consecrated in the mythology of the (white) American cultural imagination. As a
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black American .Richard Wright could not entirely escape these influences, but they
would present themselves to him in very different ways, as we shall see.
By way of his youthful wanderings and adventures and especially in the solitude
of the wilderness, our young Nick Adams is being educated. Educated in - or initiated
into as the case may be - the myths, meanings, and mysteries of manhood: the lore,
wisdom and challenges of the wilderness; the manly virtues of strength, courage, self-
reliance, self-discipline, and virtuoso prowess in virile skills.
For Hemingway, these values are not to be found in either the safe, settled,
spiritually stultifying conformity of white, small town Midwestern civilization, and even
less so in the mechanistic, robotic, soul-destroying alienation of industrial mass society.
Even the most cursory glance over the catalogue of qualities, attributes and skills which
have come to be associated with "manhood" in the Hemingway tradition, is revealing.
These qualities are for the most part qualities at some considerable remove from the
demands of normal life in modern "civilized" Western societies.
First the skills. These are in fact archaic survival skills with no practical
application for men in normal social circumstances in the modern world. Marksmanship,
uncommon physical strength and endurance, woodscraft, animal lore, tracking, fishing,
and hunting are survival skills of the mythic American frontier; the property of such
legendary American archetypes as mountain men, Indian scouts, buffalo hunters, cattle
herders, soldiers, and renegades outside society. Not coincidentally they are also the
romanticized qualities of "primitive" peoples or at least, according to Hemingway, of the
noblest among the savages.
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So also are the personal attributes of manhood in the Hemingway dispensation to
come. Moral, physical and psychological courage, mental discipline, self-control, and all
expressed through physical virtuosity in a spirit of self-reliance and independence all
enveloped in a natural and instinctive, if taciturn, decency. In later works these elements
would be explored and developed, woven together into a code of stoic, elemental even
primitive nobility, requisite for membership in "an aristocracy not of birth but of spirit."
The Hemingway Hero, as expressed in Kipling's "And you'll be a man my Son".
However, for this embryonic vision to come to full flower, certain other elements
would be required. Arenas in which the combination of "masculine" character with
manly skills might find natural expression are not to be found in normal daily functioning
of modern societies. Clearly the pursuit of this vision will require exotic settings. The
young writer will have to locate his heroes outside the mundane social environment of
Western civilization.
These particular literary concerns and visions would, of necessity, carry
Hemingway's heroes into primeval nature, the savannahs of East Africa, the faceless
expanse of the ocean or the moral chaos of modern war. Or else in the artificially
contrived testing of fortitude and will represented by the rules and codes of violent
athletic competition - the worlds of prizefighting or the Spanish bullring. The path of
Hemingway's literary choices would prove consistent, logical, indeed predictable, in
service as they were to a mythic world-view and vision embraced early on and which had
begun to show itself, especially in the brief "chapters", in his first collection. By world-
view or vision we mean the luxury of a set of assumptions, entitlements, influences, and
perspectives about the world to which Hemingway, the white American, had full right
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and access as a legitimate heir to the peculiar panoply of myths enshrined in the Euro-
American folk imagination and literary culture. In adhering and exploring these white
myths Hemingway would be very consistent, as shall be seen.
With black intellectual Richard Wright, the bastard son, so to say. in the
intellectual homestead of Euro-American culture, the case was quite different. Though
exposed to the same myths, the black boy could not help being aware that they were not
his inheritance. They neither belonged to, nor really include, him. Consequently the
relationship would necessarily be problematic; the career trajectory much less direct.
Here there could be no unbroken line, no elegant, arching, and logical trajectory from
beginning to conclusion.
Rather. Wright's literary career and intellectual evolution would, rather, had to be,
convoluted. Forever, marked by misdirection, sharp detours, fundamental changes of
intellectual and political direction and dramatic renouncements and reversals. So
convoluted, in fact, as to appear (especially when compared to Hemingway's unbroken
thread) intellectually chaotic even, contradictory. But there is a pattern here also, only
one far more challenging and unstable.
No thinking Black American could uncritically accept, much less completely
assimilate, the white world's mythic constructions of reality. Especially the role and
places assigned to blacks and other peoples of color therein. So Wright's posture had to
be one of engagement and selective use: sometime of reflection or amendment, at others
revision or rejection, still others partial acceptance, reconstruction, or deconstruction. Let
us look more closely. As we have seen in the earliest collections, both young writers
engage the concept of manhood or, to coin a phrase, "man's fate." The terms of
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reference are the same for both: courage, will, freedom, independence, honor, dignity,
and respect, and of course the encounter with violence and death.
However, for each man the psychic and social inheritance of every single one of
these terms (except perhaps the final two) has radically different meanings and
implications. For example, for Wright's characters, "freedom" does not entail escaping
from society into the solitary splendors of the wilderness. It entails engaging society
politically in the attempt to survive or perhaps to later transform it. With Wright's
characters these tests are neither sought nor chosen as with Hemingway's people, nor are
they are artificially contrived through games of skill. They are not achieved by
wilderness survival, or in the experience of wan or the escape from society into
"primitive" surroundings like Indian camp or African safaris. For Wright's black
characters, the dangers menacing manhood are indigenous to their social circumstances
and virtually inescapable. Mann and Big Boy do not have to leave home in search of
extreme situations against which to define themselves. Like all Southern Blacks, they
live in extreme circumstances. Their humanity and manhood is menaced by society so
that their affirmation of integrity and dignity, indeed their very physical survival, entails
confronting a racist social order. They are not in flight from security, but are in search of
it. They are not abandoning society but seeking to survive and perhaps even to transform
it. The last two Wright stories, "Fire and Cloud" and "Bright and_Morning Star" would
develop this theme more explicitly. The characters, in their search for manhood, are
drawn into collective political action - social agitation and community based direct action
under the aegis of an Americanized Communist ideology.
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The last two stories suggest a direction for Wright, the black, socially engaged
writer he seems to be moving logically and inevitably towards politically committed
literature. The literature of proletarian social struggle, of black "protest" writing and
indeed his next novel would seem to fulfill that expectation. Depending on one's
inclination his Native Son is either a magnificent political novel of ideas, a
groundbreaking accomplishment of literary social protest, or a political tract deformed by
a heavy rhetoric of Communist ideology. This is almost the exact opposite of the
direction and trajectory implied by Hemingway's literary and personal preoccupations.
What should be noted here, however, is that Wright's adoption of a Marxist ideological
posture represents a Black man's selective embrace of one set of European intellectual
perspectives, a radical social philosophy constituting a secular and political myth of
modern Europe.
Later, Wright's disillusion with the behavior and racial attitudes of Black and
white Communists and his perception that the international Communist movement was
really a vehicle for "Russian foreign policy," would trigger his resignation from the
American party as well as his abandonment of Communism as an ideology.
Two things are important to note here. The first is that Wright's observable
movement into Marxism implied the conclusion that there was no serviceable, inclusive,
orientating intellectual perspective coming either out of the Black American cultural
legacy or the myths of white America that was available to a writer of Wright's ambition.
Hence to be an American literary presence and force meant moving beyond the
intellectual resources of the black community. Having rejected his first (Marxist)
intellectual base in white culture, and from his perspective having moved beyond the
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limited intellectual confines of black culture, where could he now turn? What literary
and intellectual terrain would prove hospitable to the black refugee traveler pilgrim? A
crisis not only of political commitment, but of intellectual orientation. Where can this
established and self-consciously Black American writer position himself so as to
participate in the literary discourse of his time. After Native Son , his next novel, an
existential flavored work, The Outsider , would be Wright's answer to this fundamental
dilemma of literary identity.
The sudden reversal in literary orientation and philosophical direction reflected in
The Outsider would be dramatic, extreme, surprising, and idiosyncratic. It would appear
to move Wright, the former socialist, closer to Hemingway in an obsessive preoccupation
with isolated, apparently deracialized, individualism. Taken to an extreme logical
conclusion, its articulation of man's limits would contain important differences from
Hemingway's. But for Wright's literary development, this book would demonstrate a
radical about face as this wandering black American, ex-Marxist would migrate from
Marx to existentialism, the very opposite pole of the European philosophical terrain, there
to make camp and establish his intellectual claim. Nothing in Uncle Tom's Children and
Native Son would have suggested so dramatic an intellectual about face.
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CHAPTER II
THE OUTSIDER AND FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS :
EXISTENTIALISM. INDIVIDUALISM. TOLITARIANISM. AND FREEDOM
The Outsider (1953) by Richard Wright and For Whom the Bell Tolls (1940) by
Ernest Hemingway extend some of the human conflicts developed earlier in Uncle Tom's
Children and In Our Time with an exciting mix of each author's current political
concerns. The black boy now responds to racism with intellectual analysis and violence
and the white boy now finds himself abroad, an expat soldier, fighting a noble war and
personal insecurities. Once again, we see the basic variation between placing oneself in
threatening circumstances versus having tragedy thrust upon you. The Outsider
articulates, at times directly, Wright's attitudes toward the individual alienation caused by
mass industrialization in the early 1950's and his personal debate with Communism.
Robert Jordan, the main character of For Whom the Bell Tolls , serves as a literary proxy
for Hemingway's intense love of Spain and Spanish culture, his hatred for Fascism, and
disenchantment with some of the manipulative strategies deployed in Communist support
of the Republic during the Spanish Civil War. Much like stories in Uncle Tom's
Children and In Our Time , these novels feature driven and alienated men embarked on a
mission and who are imbued with a specific philosophical perspective. Both works are
existential novels exploring ethical consequences.
The world-views of Cross Damon and Robert Jordan reflect Jean-Paul Sartre's
beliefs on the contradictory implications of human liberty:
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...it may be said of Sartre that, where other people become
speechless in their pain, it is given to him to express, not only
what a community suffers, but also what each member of the
group is gaining in essential experience. No doubt Sartre
expresses a genuine experience of a concrete ultimate
situation. It is political, as the experience of a political group,
moral, as implying a moral choice, and metaphysical, as the
experience of the individual who, in the face of an ultimate
situation, in his utter loneliness remains nevertheless
indissolubly connected with, and responsible to, all members
of the group, and in the last resort, to all men. As an
experience of liberty it rightly expresses its two sides-/>.
negatively, the power of resisting oppression, and positively,
the genuineness of choice and the responsibility in this
choice.
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Both novels are highly influenced by their author's experiences as expatriates.
Wright wrote The Outsider while in Europe and its content is heavily influenced by his
interest in existentialism and the personal relationships developed in Paris with Simone
de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul Sartre. For Whom the Bell Tolls was written after the Spanish
Civil War in 1940 and the novel is an elegy to what was lost in Spain because of Franco's
victory. Both novels comprehensively engage an individual outsider reflecting on and
attempting to overcome feelings of isolation in a foreign setting.
For Whom the Bell Tolls and The Outsider track the experiences of Robert Jordan
and Cross Damon, two passionate and intellectual men whose personal philosophies are
largely defined by what they reject. These men are driven by an impulse to create a space
that will permit them to experience the fullness of some of life's primary virtues: to
embrace the purity of love, fellowship, and innocence. Jordan and Damon reject, often
violently, ideologies that appear to inhibit these ideals, specifically Christianity, Fascism,
Frederick Heinemann. Existentialism and the Modern Predicament, New York, 1958. p. 1 15
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and Communism. Each man maintains a complicated relationship with Communism
because, though they dismiss its restraints on individuality, they admire the Communists'
recognition of the individual need for community and emotional self-discipline. The
novels are uniquely similar in that their plots are propelled by the actions of intellectuals
who are each led to kill by an individual code of ethics. Robert Jordan, an American
volunteer in Spain assigned to a dangerous mission, and Cross Damon, a killer living
under an assumed name, are thinking but rootless men whose choices rush them toward
an inevitable end.
Each main character's allegiance to Sartre's idea of an "ultimate situation" (to
confront an oppression felt by a specific group) is influenced by some of the political
concerns held by Wright and Hemingway, illustrated in their short story collections
Uncle Tom's Children and In Our Time . Much like Big Boy in the hole, Cross Damon
escapes into a seemingly protective cover only to later face varying yet just as
pronounced agents of repression. We experience Cross as an extraordinarily self-
absorbed man who commits murders and attempts to conceal them and considers himself
in rebellion against individuals and ideologies that constrict choice for the vulnerable and
oppressed. Robert Jordan is presented as a selfless foreigner, an American, who leaves
his homeland to fight for a country who in his view sustains a certain cultural "purity"
particularly because of its value for rituals that celebrate some of the more primal aspects
of life. The title For Whom the Bell Tolls asserts that humans have an ongoing
responsibility to the welfare of each other and as a soldier facing "ultimate situations"
Robert Jordan chooses to consider his life individually meaningless: an offering toward
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rescuing the land and the people he loved from the specter of tyranny and the imperative
to halt the global spread of fascism beginning in Spain.
The two main characters experience intense feelings of fear and frustration.
Without ongoing confidantes, the men's feelings find expression in their reflective and
internal monologues where they constantly question their own motives and those of
others. Cross's racial identity would seem to inform his value for asserting individual
autonomy, yet he is usually condescending and dismissive of those who share his racial
background. Hemingway and his character Jordan have been accused by their critics of
idealizing Spain and particularly its Spanish peasants, reducing them to mere instruments
or supportive actors whose presence largely serves to develop each man's preconceived
notions about Spain. The desire of Cross and Jordan for meaningful human connection
are hampered by their personal hubris and stoicism which prevents them from
appreciating the human complexity of others or moving outside the oppressiveness of
their own alienation.
The Outsider and For Whom the Bell Tolls are not only connected by theme, they
are also linked by similar critical responses. Critics of both novels have taken issue with
the noticeably autobiographical characteristics of their main characters Jordan and
Damon. According to one critic, Damon is an "idea, an abstraction" a personal agent to
vent his author's spiritual malaise, while Jordan represents Hemingway's attempt to
remain apolitical in a realm which demands more political foresight. 45 Other critics
applaud the timing of both novels in reference to the extent their main characters address
the "feel of the chaotic twentieth century" during and after World War II. Some critics
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acclaim Hemingway for his early awareness of the threat of Fascism and see For Whom
the Bell Tolls as a preemptive warning "so that this war could never be."46 Wright is
credited with dramatizing in The Outsider the paralyzing effects of mass industrialization
and the introduction of atomic energy after World War II on individual thought, action,
and autonomous mobility. Unmistakably these novels are each author's most political
statements on the global Zeitgeist before and after World War II.
Similarly some critics of the novels move beyond literary analysis and appear to
venture into questions of political responsibility. Such critics question why Cross Damon
and Robert Jordan respond to some of the major quandaries of the modern era with
nihilism, political immaturity, self-absorption, and/or continued flight. The question of
political responsibility may actually highlight the quality of each author's technical
accomplishment in recreating the •feel" of a period. The emotional realism in the
depiction of the emotional and spiritual alienation of the times in which Jordan and
Damon live and struggle against leaves some readers wanting more-more human
responsibility and possibility. One of the major criticisms of these two novels lies in the
narrow and limiting depictions of the Spaniards and African-Americans involved in the
political environment of the novels
The subsequent death of these men has a particular relevance to these two
aforementioned communities. Cross Damon as a "living experiment" fails. He is unable
to sustain his effort to live as a "raceless" man who could then comprehend what is
required to control the erratic nature of human emotion. He dies alone, hungering for
community, and unable to return to it with his newfound and basic understanding of
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man's need for each other. Jordan too dies alone, but his ability to shun human
connections offers evidence of an altruistic sacrifice of friendship and romantic love in
the name of the so-called modern world's responsibility to Spain and its people. Thus his
death has larger relevance, an American man sacrificing himself abroad for a globally
significant Cause in the pre-World War II era.
There are certain similarities between what sociologists term "marginal men" and
the positions of Cross as an outsider in New York and Jordan in Spain. The study of the
effects of marginality often includes examinations of acculturation: the efforts one makes
toward comprehending what is required for inclusion in a society, culturally or otherwise,
and the resistance he/she may later face. Cross's "marginality" is emphasized by
Wright's presentation of his main character as a removed observer even while in the
company of others. We often experience Damon through the different perceptions,
interpretations, and condemnations of other characters in the novel. Jordan is often
distinguished by Spaniards in Spain, not by his name, but by the title Ingles, a generic
designation which seems to connect him, stereotypically, to a more stoic or Victorian
worldview than that of his Spanish comrades. Jordan retreats into an aloof distance when
hearing the internal squabbles of his Spanish comrades and stops himself from entering
into distinct emotional connections with them. The character Anselmo, an old Spanish
guerilla, wonders whether the Ingles comes from a world whose religion recognizes the
necessity of atonement while others are put off by Jordan's initially nonchalant attitude,
particularly towards the prophetic claims of the Spanish woman Pilar concerning his own
fate. Cross' detachment from others in The Outsider is marked by his desire to act as
"living experiment" which will determine how a man might organize and control his
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desires and emotions without the burden of an oppressive ideology. He perceives that he
can only complete his experiment from an observational and reflective distance before
returning to the world of men, while Jordan concludes that as a soldier a human cannot
matter too deeply to others.
According to Everett Stonequist in The Marginal Man A Study in Personality and
Culture Conflict , the marginal man has a natural propensity toward reflection. Stonequist
presumes that marginal men's distance from others and their attempts to discern why,
leads them to do more "thinking than the ordinary person" since "the origin of thinking is
some perplexity, confusion, or doubt."
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Jordan claims that he will put off thinking until
the end of the war yet consistently reflects on matters concerning honor, culpability, and
atonement. His decision to not think seems more evident of his desire to remain at an
emotional distance from others and to not think too heavily on the loss of his comrades
during war. Cross is obsessed with musing on what is required for a Western man to
exist without the burdens of discrimination or personal hypocrisy without recognizing
that, throughout most of the novel, fellowship is something he is prepared for. Each man
attempts to exist, mentally, inside this retreat from others, which serves for them, as a
rationale for comprehending some higher ideal involving the protection of individual
freedom.
Robert Jordan begins and remains an '"outsider" in Spain who, much like Cross
Damon, is distanced from his natural home for rather compelling reasons. Hemingway,
applying his signature use of omission, does not offer an extensive description of Robert
Everett Stonequist. The Marginal Man: A Stuck of Personality and Culture Conflict, New York. 1961.
p. 155.
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Jordan's past and we only know that he is an American intellectual who once taught
Spanish at the University of Montana, has written a book on Spain, and in his own words
declares that he is fighting in the Spanish Civil War because "it had started in a country
he loved and he believed in the Republic and if it were destroyed life would be
unbearable for all those people who believed in it."48 In his discussion of "Robert Jordan
as Intellectual Hero", Erik Nakjavani contends that "The Spanish Civil War provides
Robert Jordan with a means to infuse the intellectual and the practical in action and to
work out the contradictions which inherently appear between theory and practice."49 A
great deal of the dramatic tension in For Whom the Bell Tolls is based on the fact that
Robert Jordan does not work through but maintains this contradiction between defending
his ideal of Spain and consciously ignoring how this image is actively challenged by the
contradictions between real Spanish guerillas and the Russian Communist outsiders
dictating the strategy of those fighting for the Republic. Robert Jordan does not allow
himself to reflect on the military tactics of the Russians or their cold disregard for the
culture of Spain. He seeks only to "act" and then perhaps think later.
This refusal to contemplate on the long-term effects of current decisions differs
from the tactics of Damon, who justifies his murderous actions with often-lengthy
philosophical reflections. Cross Damon is introduced as a highly intellectual member of
the proletariat on Chicago's southside. He is a postal worker, self-taught intellectual, and
a man characterized by acquaintances as living "outside of hisself.'00 His "friends"
discuss him in his presence as if he weren't there and was more subject than person. We
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early on view Cross as a man victimized by solitude, external obligations, and excessive
self-reflection. He has no intellectual outlet or partner with whom to exchange his
philosophical musings, and is further burdened by a pious mother, an under-age
vindictive mistress, and the impending threats of divorce, alimony, and even jail. Wright
grants Cross a philosophical sophistication accompanied by emotional immaturity.
Damon's disgust toward human relations is largely dictated by his need for life and its
emotional alliances to be a "solidly organized affair,'
01 He even preaches that "If human
emotions fail to remain constant, then draft laws stipulating that that which will not
remain constant must remain constant...Moods like these were the nearest he ever came
to religious feelings.'
0- Damon later engages agents of Fascism and Communism in a
struggle over control of his individual freedom and that of others. Similar to Robert
Jordan, Damon also exists in, or attempts to carve out, a third space between two
opposing perspectives. The eloquence of each man, Jordan and Damon, is often tied to
their critiques of Tolitarianisms whether Communist or Fascist rather than an articulation
of a system of beliefs that would be centered on developing and sustaining individual
freedom and undermining the effects of repression political or otherwise.
Both main characters are relegated to circumstances which allow distanced and
introspective analysis of requirements for fulfillment and self-actualization. After being
considered assumed dead by surviving a train wreck, Damon recognizes that he now has
the unique opportunity "to conceive the total meaning or direction of his life" and that
"he knew he had to know what he thought life was, had to know consciously all the
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multitude of assumptions which other men took for granted. ..The question summed itself
up: What's a man?"
51
The problem is that this had to be a lonely pursuit. In the interest
of protecting his anonymity he had to fight "this impulse of his to confide."54 His deepest
connections with others were those with whom he could only objectively dissect his
philosophical questions while not revealing the premise behind his curiosity.
Robert Jordan's reflective insights were also enabled by effacement of self. He
resolves not to "give any importance to what happened to himself nor be bogged down
by emotional commitments, which would undermine his survival as a soldier. His bond
to others is largely based on the shared probing of the question of how one maintains a
balance between stoicism and passionate loyalty to the larger Cause. The first Spaniard
with whom Robert Jordan comes in contact, the loyal guide Anselmo, causes Jordan to
reflect on the morality of killing men as a soldier. Jordan describes Anselmo as a
"Christian, something very rare in Catholic countries" particulary here in Spain where the
practice of Catholicism was deeply intertwined with Fascism. 55 Anselmo expresses deep
displeasure with the necessity of killing, even during war, and further believes that these
actions will require a personal atonement to oneself, especially since the Fascists have
now claimed God. H.R. Stoneback, in an essay which examines the influence of
Catholicism on For Whom the Bell Tolls, points out that Anselmo "has certain traits in
common with Saint Anselm including age and dignity...Most striking, perhaps, is the fact
that Saint Anselm' s most famous work, Cur Dens Homo, was the most important
medieval contribution to the theology of atonement, and the expiation motif in [For
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Whom the Bell Tolls ! centers on Anselmo.' Anselmo believes in the capability of the
Fascists to reform by being forced to work as peasants. Anselmo' s presence reinforces
for Jordan the necessity of an atheistic or existential sense of faith in one's own decisions
since Anselmo no longer believes in God yet "misses him." Anselmo' s example also
leads Jordan to consider that he is unable to extend himself toward humanizing the enemy
as Anselmo has. He remains stuck within the belief that "Neither you nor this old man is
anything. You are instruments to do your duty.'07 Anselmo 's advanced age limits him
as a soldier for the Cause, yet Jordan's vulnerable need for a guide and sympathetic ear
reinvigorates Anselmo 's sense of purpose. Anselmo and later Maria for reasons of age
and gender are each outsiders to this novel's group of Spanish guerillas and who go on to
develop a camaraderie with Jordan largely because of their shared distance from the
band.
Much like Jordan. Cross on his way out of Chicago also encounters a steady,
wise, and contemplative Other who counters Cross's volatile uncertainty. Cross, like
Jordan, is able to establish a kinship with an Other based on their shared marginality,
which in the case of Houston, Cross' partner, is due to a disability. During a "chance"
encounter on a train from Chicago into New York, Cross meets the district attorney Ely
Houston, one of the first individuals Cross interacts with after exiling himself from his
former life. Houston provides Cross with an intellectual partner who claims to be sharply
aware of the despondency caused by alienation. Houston asserts that because of his own
physical deformity, he, as a hunchback, can identify with exclusion. Houston is unaware
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of who exactly Cross is and what he seeks, but he "unknowingly" correlates Cross's
individual predicament to that of Black people as a whole. Houston assumes that the
marginality and economic isolation of Blacks places them in a "No Man's Land," distant
yet close to Western culture and thus having the freedom "to probe, to ask questions",
qualities which must be characteristic of a Kierkegaardian "dreadful objectivity.'08
Maryemma Graham concurs with this notion of Cross as a representative Black character
by offering that the dramatic tension created in The Outsider stems from a state of
emotional and intellectual turmoil, "an in-between stage both for Wright's character and
for black people as a whole during the post World War II era."39 Thus Cross's
exaggerated self-absorption and nihilism could be viewed as Wright's statement on Black
marginalization and exclusion in the urban North during the post World War II era.
Further intriguing in the parallels between Anselmo and Houston is the challenge
their presence in both novels' represents to the moral codes held by Jordan and Cross.
The fixed self-assurance of each Other parallels how they contrast with the main
characters. Houston has a passion for the law because of his deep sympathy for those
who feel that they have a right to break it. His intellectual brooding on crime and
criminal motives diverges from Cross' volatile behavior. After their first meeting Cross
contemplates "how cleverly the man had worked out his life, had balanced his emotional
drives! He could experience vicariously all the destructive furies of the murderer, the
thief, the sadist, without being held to accountability!"60 Cross could not help but be
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attracted yet repelled by this little man who would come not only to determine his true
identity but could also reflect back to Cross the precise philosophical reasons behind his
flight. Perhaps Anselmo's advanced age and ability to humanize the Fascists permits
him, unlike Jordan, to consider a soldier's responsibilities after the fighting ends and the
inevitable, often sudden end of his life.
One of the major characteristics which Cross and Houston have in common is
how their marginality does not lead them to seek fellowship with those who share their
conditions. Cross maintains a rather private set of emotions and desires which in turn
lead to his external actions. He does not identify with and is quite condescending toward
the Black characters in the novel. He continually discusses them as though they were
nameless "living conditions" in an anthropological study rather than complete human
beings. If Cross, as Graham suggests, is representative of the conditions by which
members of the Black working class found themselves during the late forties and early
fifties, Wright, true to form, is once again proposing, through Cross, that a Negro's hyper
realization of the limits of his marginalized circumstances can lead him toward self-
absorption, nihilism, and criminal deviancy. Houston maintains a rather ascetic lifestyle
and, unlike Cross, is an inactive intellectual whose philosophical calculations permit him
to accept and enforce laws which regulate emotional impulses and desires. Cross refuses
to do this and describes himself as an ethical criminal, "one of the millions of men who
lived in the tiny crevices of industrial society completely cut off from humanity, the
multitudes of little gods who ruled their own private worlds and acknowledged no
60
authority."
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Houston's dedication to the law and Anselmo's dedication to spiritual
atonement grants each man a clearly defined and personal system of checks and balances
on the consequences of criminal and or murderous behavior and an ability to reconcile
themselves with their long-term effects.
Jordan's rejection of Anselmo's belief in spiritual atonement is indicative of his
efforts to remain conscious only of the present and to maintain a stoically objective view
of his role as soldier. Atonement requires an earnest contrition for the long-term effects
of one's actions. Anselmo specifically offers that "I think that after the war there will
have to be some great penance done for the killing... I wonder about the Ingles It may
be that in foreigners or in those who have not had our religion there is not the same
attitude."
6
" Anselmo's belief in atonement recognizes politically that in order for the
sentiments, which led to the Spanish Civil War not to erupt once again after the war,
ends. Fascists must recognize and repent the gravity and tragic consequences of their
world-view. Dwight McDonald asserts that many of Jordan's conclusions concerning his
role as a soldier indicate not an honorable but a rather '"simpleminded political
idealism."
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McDonald concludes that Jordan's rejection of long term thinking and
political affiliations places him more in line with the very Stalinists and Fascists from
whom he assumes he is distancing or fighting against, a quandary into which Cross could
also stumble:
'He would not think himself into any defeatism. The first thing
was to win the war. If we did not win the war everything was
lost.' Here we see a false antithesis, between thinking and
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successful action (thought leads to defeatism). ..This corresponds in
turn to the false antithesis made by the Stalinists in Spain between
the task of winning the war ( a 'practical' matter which must be
settled first) and that of creating a new society (a 'theoretical'
matter, to be left to the distant future, a sort of dessert to be
enjoyed after the war)."64
Jordan's ongoing attitude both to not think and live in the now may have been politically
impractical, but part of the problem with McDonald's criticism rests in the interpretation
that For Whom the Bell Tolls is a political novel rather than a historical romance.
Hemingway's avoidance of developing a character who offers long term projections of
Spain's political future would be highly inconsistent with his creation of "heroes" who
never get too attached to the fated settings which he creates and are usually present to
demonstrate some measure of fulfillment which can be achieved only in temporary and
extreme moments.
Robert Jordan, like most of Hemingway "heroes", finds his struggle to avoid
personal attachments most directly challenged by the presence of a woman, the Spanish
peasant Maria. Jordan's most concentrated experience with intimacy during the war
takes place in a sleeping bag with Maria. Jordan was initially introduced to Maria in the
cave occupied by the Spanish guerillas who are assigned to aid him in his efforts to blow
the bridge. Maria is something of a gift granted to him by the older woman Pilar. Maria
is like Anselmo in that her connection to Jordan is reinforced by her disconnection from
her Spanish peers owing to her status as an impure rape victim. Jordan describes his time
with Maria as being ''happier than he had ever been, lightly, lovingly, exultingly, innerly
McDonald. "Political Commitment,' p. 329-330.
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happy and unthinking and untired and unworthy."'
The cultural and sexist stereotypes which Maria portrays undermine the novel's
realism yet add to this work's poignancy as a historical romance. According to well-
known literary critic Granville Hicks the liberties taken with the recording of actual
history when an author writes a historical romance indicates his or her vision of a way of
interpreting reality. Hicks specifically indicates that:
historical romances may have relevance even when they lack
authenticity, and, as a matter of fact, the leading historical
romancers sacrificed authenticity for the sake of relevance. ..Even
when the author is permitting his readers to escape the confines of
contemporary reality, he may be seeking as well to impress upon
them his own conception of that reality. ..the author is thereby
privileged to create characters and events in accordance with his
own desires or his conception of the reader's desires, and the only
checks upon his performance are the reader's knowledge, usually
meager, of history and their sense, often not very sharp, of what
constitutes consistency and plausibility in human contact (italics
mine).66
Well-known Spanish author Arturo Barea takes issue with Hemingway's
depiction of the character Maria, and other of the Spanish characters in the novel.
Maria's unrealistic depiction instigates Barea' s concern that readers may presume that
they have been left with a clear picture of the Spain during this period. Barea contends
that in reading "For Whom the Bell Tolls
,
you will indeed understand some aspects of
Spanish character and life, but you will misunderstand more, and more important ones at
that."
67 He refers to Maria as the '"most unreal character in the book" primarily because
her rural and modest background would have distanced her from expressing '"excessively
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lyrical language," and furthermore because a Spanish girl from this setting would have
never invited a foreigner into her bed after just meeting him. 68 According to Barea, she
could not have done this and retained any semblance of respect from the other members
of the guerilla group (which she virtually does not), especially since she had been so
recently raped. However, what makes Maria an effective character is her contrived
innocence, which is eloquently expressed in the novel.
The depiction of Maria supports Hicks' idea that authors of historical romances
sacrifice authenticity to "create their own conception of reality." Hicks himself presumes
that the primary strength of For Whom the Bell Tolls lies in its ability to signify that a
thorough and fulfilling life can be lived over the course of three days. Maria's role is to
perhaps communicate to an American reader a vivid lesson on loss, sacrifice, and perhaps
even a means to highlight the vulnerability of civilians trapped on battlefields. Her
exaggerated graciousness while probably more in line with a Hemingway reader's
"meager" knowledge of Spanish culture, may yet be able to incite a stronger degree of
concern among readers for civilians affected by the Spanish Civil War. For Whom the
Bell Tolls achieves its purpose as a historical romance, according to the guidelines
defined by Hicks, however a full achievement of this purpose should also depend on a
reading audience who is cognizant of the poetic license and ahistorical nature of the
historical romance. Hemingway's non-Spanish reading audience may presume that he is
presenting an accurate picture of Spain and as Barea asserts, may end up
misunderstanding more.
Wright also creates in The Outsider , a female character, Eva, whose racial
68
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difference and loving innocence serves to add tension to his main character's mission to
stoically pursue life's meaning without confidantes or emotional entanglements. Eva
Blount is a white abstract expressionist painter who is encumbered by an emotionally
abusive marriage to a Communist is made to order. Wright concocts a direct and ironic
mixture within the name Eva Blount, a literary namesake of Little Eva, the young, pure,
trusting, and dying friend of Uncle Tom in Uncle Tom's Cabin and Blount, a unique label
for an abstract expressionist painter, who in Cross' estimation, is able to, eloquently paint
confusion and frustration. Eva also happens to adore Negroes. Cross is taken into the
home of Gil and Eva Blount by the Black Communist Bob Hunter, an acquaintance of the
Blounts. Cross has an immediate attraction to this married white woman, partially
because of her "nonobjective" paintings. Cross remarks to Eva that its chaotic mix of
color, shapes, and space indicates a "strong assumption of atheism," the desire to paint
feelings "directly" and that her images collectively express the stark and brutal quality of
"aloness."
69 Eva and Cross initially connect through their shared love for the music of
"blues-jazz," as Cross refers to it, and a later appreciation for abstract expressionist
painting, two schools of avant-garde art associated with the intellectual alienation
generated by the political climates of the fifties.
After Cross's initial escape from his former identity he recuperates in a motel
room listening to "blues-jazz" with "an appreciation he never held before". He dubs this
music, "the rhythmic flauntings of guilty feelings," Cross reflects in these earlier
moments that this music expressed the "scornful" yet ^esctatic" feelings of rejection felt
Wright. The Outsider, p. 256
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by those marginalized because of their relationship to Western ideology and attitudes.
These moments, alone in a hotel room, reflecting on his chosen losses, are the closest
Cross comes to religious meditation and he finds his emotional chaos articulated by the
evocative power of "blue-jazz." Unfortunately Cross appears to view this music as
ultimately fatalistic rather than transcendent.
Ralph Ellison in his review of Wright's Black Boy
,
"Richard Wright's Blues",
describes the blues as an "autobiographical chronicle of personal catastrophe expressed
lyrically" and that the two major conflicting forces within Wright's own autobiography
are "the microscopic degree of cultural freedom which Wright found in the South' s stony
injustice, and. on the other, the existence of a personality agitated to a state of almost
manic restlessness." 71 Wright's autobiographical conflict seems to be reflected in Cross's
own battle between his intellectual curiosity and his emotional helplessness. Eva varies
from Houston and (like Maria) she is an emotional rather than intellectual partner who
was allowed access to Cross' need-filled anxiety. Eva, much like Ely Houston, shares a
mutual attraction to Cross because of their interest in the "condition of Negroes." Eva
herself presumes that "colored" people are trusting, naive, and innately content within
their meager circumstances; they were richly warm "like the color brown", nondescript or
nearly invisible.
72
What further ties Maria and Eva together are how both women are misplaced and
marked within the cave and communist cell because of some quality from their past.
Maria, a recently violated woman, is taken into the camp of guerillas not as a major
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contributor to their war effort but out of pitying concern. She remains wounded,
humiliated by her shorn hair, and is rather withdrawn because of the earlier ordeal.
Maria's condition allows her to serve as something of a "Hemingway heroine" a former
beauty who is now handicapped by an androgynous appearance and status as a victim.
Eva is an abstract expressionist painter and former orphan who feels trapped within an
organization that inhibits her artistic freedom. Also she is married to a man who tells her
that "personal feelings do not count."7 '' Furthermore Eva's status as an abstract
expressionist living in the 1950's and at odds with the socialist realism of proletarian art
addresses the disenchantment some avant-garde artists were beginning to hold toward a
rigid Communist Party orthodoxy during this period.
According to Nancy Jachec' s The Philosophy and Politics of Abstract
Expressionism , certain prominent abstract painters during the 50' s lamented the
invisibility of the intellectual within the Communist and socialist circles and supported a
"reconceptualization of Marxism as an aesthetic, Utopian ideal as opposed to a theory of
class struggle and concomitantly, the reassigning of the radical agency to the artist
instead of the working class." 74 Jachec would probably consider disgruntled Marxists
such as Eva (and earlier Wright) or intellectuals such as Cross, as seekers of a third way
who accepted the oncoming ruin of the American Stalinist left yet rejected the
conservatism in the then current political climate in America. Eva's and Cross' alienated
yet ultimately Utopian idealism reflects the term "new humanism" 75 and its association
with the abstract expressionist movement of the 1950 ? s: "an existential awareness of the
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limitations of and responsibilities of individual freedom in industrial society." The
novels' damsels in distress. Eva and Maria attract their individualistic knights not only
because of their injured status, but also due to the fact that Cross and Jordan retain a
sincere degree of identification with these two women. Wright and Hemingway have
drawn male fantasies of woman who are isolated within the spaces into which their main
characters enter and are each in need of sexual nurture and male confidantes.
The matter of each woman's past feeding their current sense of alienation is yet
another quality shared by both Cross and Jordan. The unresolved conflicts within the
men's past familial relations influences their detachment from others. Cross
characterizes his mother's early influence as if her unending conflicts, compulsions, and
confusion were passed onto him like a handicapping gene: "He had been born of her not
only physically but emotionally too.'" 6 According to Cross, his mother was constantly
burdened by the memories of her pursuit of his elusive father and the mix of self loathing
and desire it caused inside her. "Her real profession was a constant rehearsal in her
memory of her tiny but pathetic drama.. .a blend of complaint and accusation."77 She was
eventually able to fall into the arms of Christ, a man who would not leave, while
condemning the son who had to remain. Cross: "to think I named you after the Cross of
Jesus."
78
However, his mother's longing for clarity and comfort remain stunted by the
loss of sexual fulfillment and permanent feelings of betrayal. Cross's given name serves
as a means for his mother to brand him with a self-sacrificing world view which she
found absent in his father. Cross stays on as an unfortunate stand in for his father and has
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to cope with the contradictory nature of a pious mother with "incestuously twinged
longings."
79 She sought the masculine sympathy of a son who was just as lost as she
was. Cross's primary dilemma is rooted in his sense of identification with his mother and
her
' i
dread"-filled, "fated", and "never-ending debate between [herself] and [her] sense of
what [she] believed life should be."80 Margaret Walker asserts that Cross's philosophy is
heavily reflective of an atheistic form of existentialism. Cross is unable to make the leap
of faith into a belief in his mother's Christ and thus is only left with the consistent and
salient reality of dread.
Cross's mother's anxiety and frustrated desires generated in the son an awareness
and rejection of "God's fearful negations as represented by his mother."81 Cross recalls
how when he was fourteen he would be sent to his room by his mother to reflect on his
punishable behavior before she handed down her "moral laws." She did this in order for
him to develop the habit of "reflecting deeply." She wanted to "teach him to be his own
judge" in line with the teachings of the Bible. 82 However, inside his room he became
deeply incensed by the poverty of their condition and was developing intellectual
definitions for his angst and frustration from the texts of Dostoyevsky, Mencken,
Kierkegaard, and others. By the time he emerged from his room to receive his mother's
Christian decrees, he was imbued by learned rebuttals to Christian doctrine which were
fueled by his own personal sense of indignation, racial and otherwise. However his
existential, nihilistic, and atheistic beliefs did not free but increased his pensive desire to
comprehend human relations.
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The fate of Cross's absentee father foreshadows the later path assumed by Cross.
Cross's father, a soldier who fought in World War I is characterized as hiding behind
"motives of patriotism" to avoid his wife and son. 8 " After the war he became a full-time
soldier and Cross's mother trailed him from army camp to army camp begging for his
presence in her life. After she finally abandoned her quest and returned to the South with
the infant Cross, she later learned that he died in an army hospital in Harlem, from
injuries received in a drunken street brawl. This violent end for a man who assumed the
role of a soldier to avoid familial responsiblities is virtually retold through the story of
Cross. Wright skillfully blends the mother's mental instability with the remote father's
emotional restlessness to fashion his main character's intellectual grievances and the
events leading to his death.
Jordan is also an intriguing composite of some of the conflicts in the legacies of
his forebears. Jordan maintains a combination of pride and insecurity from the examples
left by his grandfather and his father. His grandfather too was a soldier and Republican
who fought for four years with the Union Army during the Civil War. His father, a
lifelong member of the Republican Party had eventually shot himself. Jordan mentions
the political affiliations of his grandfather and father to his current Spanish comrades,
who also consider themselves Republicans in a war against Fascist slavery.
Memories of Jordan's grandfather may inform his idealism and reticence to
deeply reflect on his actions as a soldier. Jordan's grandfather died and his father
committed suicide before he left adolescence. Alone and fighting in Spain years later, his
need for his grandfather's guidance was now even stronger: "They said that if he had
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been with Custer that day [at Little Big Horn] he never would have let him be sucked in
that way... I would certainly like to talk to him. Because there are a lot of things I would
like to know. I have a right to ask him now because I have had to do the same sort of
things myself. ..why hadn't [his grandfather taken] the time to talk to him about the
war... I wish the time lag wasn't so long so that I could have learned from him what the
other one never had to teach me. ..why had his father let himself be bullied by his
mother.. .He understood his father and he pitied him but he was ashamed of him."84 His
lack of communication with and understanding of each man as stark images of heroism or
defeat may provide some background on how his present relations with his comrades
move between an emotional detachment from and need for their fellowship and support.
Critics of For Whom the Bell Tolls have asserted that while in Spain Jordan came
in contact with a father figure who was himself rather conflicted: the former horse stealer
and present leader of the band of Spanish guerillas, Pablo. Barea contends that Pablo,
like Maria, is yet another romantic figure whom Hemingway "had to.invent" in order to
heighten and move the dramatic conflict within his novel: "Pablo could never have
become a leader in such a village in real life let alone organize a monstrous and elaborate
lynching of the local fascists. ..It is even more unthinkable that the butcher could have
remained the leader of honest men who became guerilla fighters because of their own
convictions."
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For Whom the Bell Tolls, which involved Jordan hearing the character Pilar tell the story
of one of Pablo's most famous exploits, the collective killing of fascists by wine swilling
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Republican guerillas, men who beat their victims with wooden plows before tossing them
off a cliff.
Beginning with their initial meeting, the relationship between Pablo and Jordan
was fraught with competitive one-upmanship over who was fit to lead the cadre. Pablo
appeared in these early interactions to be nothing more than a broken and bitter drunk
unable to relinquish an authority he could no longer hold because of his moral confusion.
However, his internal conflicts have not weakened his keen sense for military strategy
and, after arguing with Jordan and the others over the futility of the mission to blow the
bridge, he liberates the dynamite needed for the job before leaving the cave with his
prized horses. As readers we largely get to know Pablo, particularly his past and what led
to his current outlook from Pablo's wife. Pilar, who at Jordan's urging recounts Pablo's
exploits. Jordan's reflections on these tales of Pablo cause him to evaluate the practical
purposes behind the presence of foreign armies in Spain as well as his own presence
there.
Pamela Boker draws a parallel between Anselmo and Pablo as men who represent
good and bad father figures for Jordan. This analogy works best if one considers how
each man interprets the value of atonement. Anselmo verbally recognizes the need for it,
whereas Pablo seems stuck in a stage of disillusionment before an inevitable acceptance
of atonement. Pablo's transition occurs after he was mentally overwhelmed by the
violent consequences of war when he witnessed the murder of a priest: "He was a great
disillusionment to me...A Spanish priest should die very well.. .All day I had waited for
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the death of a priest. ..I expected something of a culmination.. .1 am disillusioned." 86 The
ending Pablo was looking seems to be a feeling of ritual elation, the cultural purgation
from an open act of existential defiance and independence through the killing of such a
sacred representative of Fascist Spain. But the priests died without "dignity" at the hands
of a drunken mob's carnage. Stoneback maintains that for "Pablo, everything, the very
essence of Spain, is at stake in the death of a Spanish priest."87
This assertion by Stoneback may attempt to describe the conflicting impulses
driving the actions of the Spanish guerillas. The killing of the priest could have been a
demonstration against the fascists* use of Christianity to control and sedate the peasant
population of Spain. However, the ideals of Marxism were supposedly guiding the
strategies of the Republic yet could not stamp out the values of atonement, altruism, and
penance still present within Spaniards raised in a Catholic culture. The killing is not
ceremonial in Pablo's eyes. It does not involve a visible display of shame, an expression
of regret, or even a stoic look of defiance by the Catholic priest. It is.an unruly and
haphazard act of aggression committed by a drunken mob. The presence of alcohol
reinforces the lack of dignity or honor present in this undertaking and more deeply
reveals how the mass killings were not necessarily performed to enact justice but to vent
personalized grievances and an impulse to personal vengeance.
In his discussion of the role of Christianity in For Whom the Bell Tolls
,
Stoneback parallels Pablo's disenchantment with the methods of his men after he
witnesses the death of the priest to Saint Paul, a figure known for his initial hatred of
86 Hemingway. For Whom the Bell Tolls, p. 126,128.
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Christians whose process of conversion after witnessing the stoning of the Christian
martyr Saint Stephen: a man ''who at the 'start of the movement' prayed for his
executioners."
88
Pablo becomes a rather complicated guerilla leader when toward the
middle of the novel he expresses genuine regret and further claims that he wishes he
could restore to life all the people whom he has killed. Stoneback maintains that these
articulations of the excessive brutality of the Spanish Republicans rather than only that of
the Fascists underline the importance of the idealism in the novel's title: "every death
diminshes everyone, and the complicity, for all of Spain and for everyone involved,
which spreads beyond mere knowing, demands expiation and penance."89 What is
intriguing is that the nonviolent resistance of the priest does not necessarily move Pablo,
since he offers no acknowledgment of his bravery. It is Pablo's observation of his own
brutality and that of his men which enlivens a conscience whose uneasiness, guilt, and
sorrowful reflections become clear to Pablo as the novel progresses.
The Outsider contains a character. Bob Hunter, who is similar to Pablo in that he
too is ruined or deeply disillusioned by circumstances connected with his political
affiliations and is a racialized Other who depiction characterizes some of the author's
attitudes toward Hunter's racial background. Hunter is also a figure whose damaged
condition instigates in the The Outsider 's main character a scathing response to
Marxism's imposition on the lives of the vulnerable and virtually powerless. Cross's
reactions are similar to the feelings Jordan holds toward Russian military leaders who
from a comfortable distance dictate the strategy of Spanish guerillas who work behind
Stoneback. Blowing the Bridge, p. 104.
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enemy lines. Cross also views Bob with condescension and distance in a way which is
similar to Jordan's original attitude toward Pablo. Cross assumes a parental and
patronizing take on Bob as Black man who naively presumes a sense of solidarity with
other Negroes, which in Cross's estimation is not based on anything real but is rather a
defensive reaction to white hostility. Pablo and Jordan's initial interaction is fraught with
competitive tension based on disagreements concerning tactical matters. However it is
primarily due to the foreign presence of Jordan and his military directive which
threatened the survival of the members of the band. Cross and Jordan's tension between
an identification with and sense of distance from these two men comes to a head in their
responses to the climactic actions of these two antagonists.
Wright portrays most of his Black characters, including Bob Hunter and his wife
Sarah, lacking sophistication and whose actions are controlled by the politics of race and
the abuse of alcohol. Although Cross perceives Bob and his wife as insignificant
outsiders with whom as a Negro he still feels a connection, his intellectual home-
schooling removes him from their racially conditioned ignorance. The barriers Cross sets
up between himself and other Blacks appears to condition him to be envious yet
contemptuous toward the openness and uninhibited freedom he observes in their
behaviour. While Bob and Sarah share a quick laugh at his "innocent" appearance:
Cross had had the illusion of feeling at home with these
outsiders, but now he felt himself being pushed more than
ever into that position where he looked at others as though
they were not human. He could have waved his hand and
blotted them from existence with no more regret of taking
human lives than if he had swatted a couple of insects. Why
could he never make others realize how dangerous it was for
them to make him feel like this? He lowered his eyes and
stared at them, a tight smile hovering on his lips. He
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trembled to do something, but he clamped his teeth and
reined himself in. He knew that he had the kind of face that
would always much younger than his age, but never in his
life had another person grabbed hold of that face with their
bare hands and made blatant fun of it. What kind of life had
Sarah lived that made it possible for her to openly laugh at
him? Pity for her came to his mind, but he banished it.
realizing that it was hard to hold pity for someone who most
likely did not want it. 90
This highly charged rebuke is more than just the response of a scorned
intellectual feeling demeaned by his lessers. This passage articulates a near psychotic
indication of a homicidal self-hatred. Ironically this elitism coupled with distance from
and a paternalistic view of the "masses" is precisely the attitudes which he despises in the
Communists.
Later in the novel Wright uses Bob as a sacrificial fall guy to detail the repressive
and inhuman nature of the Communists. Bob is ordered by Gil Blount not to continue to
organize members of his Dining Car Waiter's Union, and when he vehemently protests
the decision he is handed the party line, "We are Communists. And being a Communist
is not easy. It means negating yourself, blotting out your personal life and listening only
to the voice of the Party. The Party wants you to obey" (italics his). 91 Wright further
diminishes Bob when he squeezes him between the party's demands and those of his
vindictive wife: "Listen. I'm working and helping to support you to organize*. I'm
feeding you to organize*. Now, you either organize or go!"92 As Bob fluctuates between
these two forces he finally "'capitulates" to race-Tm gonna stick to my own people"-
and the narrator responds with the dismissive assessment that "He had run from one
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master to another: his race." When Bob asks Cross if he is interested in helping him
organize Negroes, Cross responds with the tone of a missionary, "No I want to help
you."
93
After he leaves the Hunters' apartment, he wonders "why some men wanted to
be free and some did not, why some needed freedom and others did not even feel its loss
when they did not have it" (260). This comment underlines Cross's quest to become
raceless: a figure who has evolved beyond race and class and can consider them from the
elevation of a "little god" who considers at a distance the misplaced desires of the
downtrodden.
The publication of The Outsider seemed to present evidence to critics, particularly
some Black reviewers of this novel that Richard Wright was no longer able to portray
Black characters with any sense of realism. Lorainne Hansberry, in her stinging review
of The Outsider after its publication, proclaimed that the novel offers proof that Wright
"is an outsider [and] outcast from his own people"94 , and Roi Ottley suspects that through
The Outsider :
"Wright is mocking us with a ghastly joke. ..his main character is driven by no
discernible motives—racial, political, religious-even though the author would
have us believe he is a rational person... not a Negro but what Wright describes as
the "psychological man."93
Cross could very well be seen as a "psychological man," obsessed with reflection,
and offering insights which provide neither answers nor conclusion, rather condescending
doomsday in the the tone of spiteful god.
Wright was driven to turn from others and into literature because of fear. "The
only way in which I felt my feelings could go onward without fear of rude rebuff or
93
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searing reprisal was in writing or reading, and to me they were the ways of living." He
recounts in his Black Boy and in an essay and in the anthology The God that Failed that,
he was ridiculed and highly patronized by Black communists for appearing too "neat"
and intellectual. Wright also expresses in that same essay his commitment to
characterizing genuine psychological responses and reactions to white supremacy by
African-Americans. The clueless nature of characters like Bob Hunter and the distance
between Hunter and the intellectual Cross exhibits the complex collision in Wright's
professed mission as a writer. The relationship between Bob and Cross parallels the
complicated relationship Richard Wright maintained toward African-Americans:
patronizing, dismissive, and yet maybe in his view ultimately protective.
The climactic moment in The Outsider hinges on the double murder of a
representative of Communism and capitalism who are guilty of inhumane treatment of
Negroes. Midway through the novel, when Langley Herndon. the building landlord,
enters the Blount's apartment to confront Gill for allowing Cross to reside there, they
engage in a violent struggle and, when Cross ventures downstairs to observe the melee
and perhaps assist Gil, he decides to kill them both and then remodel the crime scene so it
seems that each man killed the other. Cross condemns each man to death for "insulting
his sense of life" through their manipulative attempts to dictate the mobility of others.
However, in completing his mission to condemn both ideologies he had become what he
despised, an atheistic "little god" who too had controlled the fate of others.
Cross is called to arms because of Bob Hunter's treatment at the hand of Communists.
Earlier Gil had tipped off government agents that Bob was an illegal immigrant from the
%
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West Indies, an action that would lead to his eventual deportation. When Bob begged Gil
for his aid Gil labeled him a counter-revolutionary and then Wright put these words into
Bob's mouth-"I ain't nobody, nothing.. ..they'll get me, Gil! Look, I'll give my life to the
Party!". ..to which Gil offered with the smile, 'The Party doesn't want your life."97 While
Cross witnesses Bob begging for absolution, he ponders a desire to "rise and place his
foot on Bob's neck and cut off the flow of whining words."98 Gil watched Bob with calm
placid eyes and Cross wondered "how many men and women Gil had seen in such
prostrate positions of penitent surrender to enable him to stare at Bob with so aloof and
yet so engrossed a passion. ..what these men wanted was.. .power, not just the exercise of
bureaucratic control, but personal power to be wielded directly upon the lives and bodies
of others."
99
The criticism of The Outsider
,
particularly by Black critics, recognizes that
Wright had become or was what he supposedly scorned. He was guilty of the charge for
which he denounces the Communists in his earlier essay The God That Failed . He had
conceived the lives of Negroes as a consequence of the detrimental effects of repression.
Black characters in The Outsider are meddling, weak, and in two significant instances
written as casualties to add tension to the novel's plot. Furthermore his language
indicates an often-homicidal rage toward the Black characters he describes. Cross kills
one of his closest friends, Joe, in the novel's initial stages, so that he can avoid being
found and his descriptive repulsion would sound rather racist coming from a white
author. He refers to Joe in the moments before his death as a clown capable of tearing
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down his dream of escape as he sat there "fat, black, half-laughing, and half scared, with
beads of sweat popping on his forehead." 100 Cross's killing of Joe is one of the most
powerfully descriptive passages ever written. Joe's extreme vulnerability and intrusive
presence in the eyes of Cross are lucidly articulated in how Wright depicts the quick,
decisive, and coordinated actions of Cross while murdering him. Our final picture of Joe
is that of a hopeless, fat, greasy, dark, and nearly naked victim whose body has fallen
from a hotel onto the streets during the winter. Bob Hunter is merely a sacrificial figure
used to detail the tyranny of the novel's caricatured Communists. Wright is so
overwhelmed by his literary mission to condemn systems of oppression that perhaps he
remains the victim of them. Cross claims his desire to help Bob as an individual, but
Wright cannot depict him as one. Richard Wright can only see working class Negroes as
tragedies whose "all too clear destinies" will too often be fulfilled in "clinics, morgues,
prisons, reformatories, and the electric chair." 101
The decision whether or not to murder also plays a significant role in the plot
development of For Whom the Bell Tolls . Pablo's moral confusion and boorish self-
importance becomes a rather threatening distraction to Robert Jordan and his efforts to
keep the Spanish cell focused on the mission at hand: "I'd like to kill him and get it over
with. Robert Jordan was thinking. I don't know what he is going to do, but it is nothing
good. Day after tomorrow is the bridge and this man is bad.. .he constitutes a danger to
the success of the whole enterprise."
102
Pablo has been credited throughout the novel for
his ability to survive and adapt, and he performs this function in the camp by needling the
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insecurity and self-doubt of the others even while he knows of their deliberations over
whether or not to kill him. Jordan excuses himself from this task by commenting that
'"Still this is their war," which is not a reference to the overall civil conflict but to his
effort to not be distracted by the internal schisms of the Spanish guerillas and his own
abiding respect for Pablo above the others. 10 '
1
This is a comforting decision, yet it
continues to needle his insecurity as a foreign outsider and later undermines the mission
to blow the bride.
Two men. Pablo and the Communist general Andre Marty, undermine the latter
action in the novel and their behavior demonstrates the mentally eroding effects of
bureaucratic hierarchy and power.. Hemingway like Wright depicts certain Communists
as being more motivated by hubris and a lust for power rather than idealism. Andre
Marty is a Party representative who, much like Pablo, has a personal history which has
little in common with his present insecurity, incompetence, and abuse of power.
During one of the well-known segments of For Whom the Bell Tolls, Jordan
dispatches Andres, a member of the band, to deliver a message to General Golz at a
command center requesting that the mission at the bridge be delayed. Golz's superior
Marty intercepts this message to Golz from "behind fascist lines," doubts its veracity, and
even jails the messengers. Mark Van Gunten maintains that Marty's immediate
interpretation of the message as a "falsehood" or "fabrication" parallels the illiteracy of
Pablo: "Much like Pablo, Marty in a sense cannot read either [and] has become. ..a figure
whose name, reputation, and power render him invincible to error or 'truth'." 104
103 Hemingway. For Whom the Bell Tolls, p. 167.
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Hemingway's portrayal of Marty's affliction is symptomatic of a condition he describes
in True at First Light in military men for whom "seniority and senility ride close
together."
l0:>
Hemingway's depiction of Marty as fanatically suspicious plays a pivotal role in
the novel. This portrait is based on the historical Andre Marty, a French Communist and
an important military officer during the Spanish Civil War whom historian Hugh Thomas
wrote lacked both common sense and humanity:
He was the son of a worker condemned to death in his absence for
his part in the Paris Commune. He had first come to prominence
in 1919 when as a seaman-machinist he had led the mutiny of the
French Black Sea fleet in protest against orders received to support
the White Russian armies. ..He owed his appointment at Albacete
[headquarters of the International Brigades] to his alleged military
knowledge and to his favour with Stalin. ..By 1936 he had become
obsessed with an imaginary fear of Fascist or other spies.. .He was
also arrogant, incompetent, and cruel...Even Stalin had a less
suspicious nature than Andre Marty. 106
Another historian of the Spanish Civil War, James Corum. agrees that Marty was
both distrustful and malicious, and that he never hesitated to execute his own men if he
doubted their courage or their devotion to Communism. 107
The fictional Marty initially bases his doubts concerning the authenticity of the
dispatch on his deteriorating trust for General Golz: "That Golz should be in such
obvious communication with the fascists. And now this dispatch from fascist lines. Only
by pruning out of these rotten branches can the tree remain healthy and grow. The rot
must become apparent for it to be destroyed. But Golz of all men. That Golz should be
m Hemingway. True at First Light, New York, 1999, p. 25.
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one of the traitors. He knew that you could trust no one. No one. Ever. Not your wife. Not
your brother. Not your oldest comrade. No one. Ever." 108 Hemingway's presentation of
Marty's visual movement between the dispatch from Jordan and the strategic walled map
at company headquarters demonstrates his dangerous mix of illiteracy and arrogance:
He sat there, his moustache and his eyes focused on the map, on
the map he never truly understood, on the brown tracing of the
contours that were traced fine and concentric as a spider's web.
He could see the heights and the valleys from the contours but he
never really understood why it should be this height and why this
valley was the one. But at the General Staff where, because of the
system of Political Commissars, he could intervene as the political
head of the Brigades, he would put his finger on such and such a
numbered, brown-thin-lined encircled spot among the greens of
woods cut by the lines of roads that parallel the never casual
winding of a river and say, "There. That is the point of
weakness.". ..In his mind he was commanding troops; he had the
right to interfere and this he believed to constitute command. So
he sat there with Robert Jordan's dispatch to Golz in his pocket
and Gomez and Andres waited in the guard room and Robert
Jordan lay in the woods above the bridge. 109
Both the map and the dispatch were objects which Marty either could not or chose
not to understand. Hemingway gives the impression that men like Marty's effectiveness
as military leaders were largely crippled by their fear of appearing uniformed. The
rigidity of Communist apparatchiks like Marty, Gil, and Jack Hilton contrasts with the
attempts by Cross and Jordan to be conscious and reflective of what informs and controls
their perspectives as soldiers. These Communist leaders detail Wright and Hemingway's
interest in illustrating a link between being professionally elevated beyond one's
competence and tyrannical behavior.
Cross enters Jack Hilton's apartment emotionally overwhelmed by feelings of
Hemingway. For Whom The Bell Tolls, p. 421.
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outrage at his treatment of Bob. while acknowledging that his disgust was not completely
motivated by concern for Bob but by the extent to which he himself identifies with
Hilton's self serving nature: "he hated Hilton as one can only hate something which is a
part of one's own heart." 110 Wright stages the confrontation in Hilton's apartment as a
climactic, philosophical debate over the value of individual life. Cross confronts Hilton
with the hypocrisy of the alleged charity of Communists, to which Hilton forthrightly
responds that it is "the law of life" to help others when it suits you. Hilton sees Cross's
problem as resulting from a futile quest to construct an "over-all concept to tie all life
together."
1 1
1
Cross sentences Hilton to death not only because of his cynicism but also
for Hilton's view that an individual's worth is determined by his ability to control or
deter the suffering of others.
The character Jack Hilton is presented as a self-absorbed man who like Andre
Marty, attempts to control the interpretation of an article of information that is pivotal to
the novel's plot. Hilton realizes Cross's guilt in the murders of Herndon and Gil when he
discovers a bloody handkerchief. The handkerchief had earlier been used by Cross to
wipe his fingerprints from the murder weapon. Cross immediately understands Hilton's
possession of the handkerchief to be a lifelong trump card against any attempt by Cross
to assert his autonomy. Cross presumes that Hilton sought to "own him morally." 1 12
When Cross confronts Hilton at gunpoint, Hilton informs him that he had intuited his
guilt even before discovering the evidence: "Your coolness made me suspect you right
off...I'm not so stupid a white man that I can't tell the difference between fear and self
110
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possession in a Negro. You were self possessed. The cops thought that you were just
another scared darky."" 3 Hilton's keen intuitiveness is consistently used to manipulate
others rather than to advance a larger agenda.
Wright portrays Communism through the examples of Gil and Hilton as a
political pyramid scheme based on acquiring power through emotional blackmail. Their
target market consists of individuals disadvantaged by their economic and racial/social
condition. Communist operatives such as Hilton and Gil exploited the insecurities of the
oppressed masses by a false show of benevolence and empathy. Cross understood this
when Gil invited him to live with he and his wife as his live-in pupil and political bait in
a building which had an informal clause against housing negroes: "It worked like this:
Gil could lord it over Cross; and in turn, as his payment for suffering Gil's domination,
Cross could lord it over somebody else. ..it was a life strategy using political methods as
its tools..."
1 14
According to Cross this belief system details a desire held by some men to
live their lives as "little gods" who could wield absolute power over others, "to define
what they should love or fear, to decide if they were to live or die and thereby ravage the
whole of their beings-that was a sensuality that made sexual passion look pale by
comparison." 1 1?
According to Granville Hicks, Wright's Communists are without nuance or
complexity, missing the "weaknesses that have made actual party leaders leaders
ludicrous as well as sinister; [Wright's characters] are beyond good and evil: they are
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supermen."
116
Wright argues in his essay "The God that Failed" that one of the primary
problems within the Communist's platform is that they have conceived "the lives of
human beings in too abstract a manner", as collective "masses" rather than unique
individuals. He on the other hand was motivated by an understanding that "the least
known factor of living was the human heart, the least sought goal was a way of living a
human life.""' This was the sensitivity he optimistically sought to bring into the
Communist party, but which was rejected because the Communists felt that it reeked of
bourgeois sentimentality. However, eventually Wright had to admit that his stated
mission had been rather ambiguous and misplaced in an organization more heavily
focused on achieving practical political results and economic change. Hicks concludes
that "It must be observed that the Communist party Cross encounters is not the party I
knew in the late Thirties. ..The difference is not in what the Party leaders do but in their
awareness of why they do it." 118 Wright's depictions of Communists as "supermen" or as
simplistic demons may serve the purposes of political criticism, yet this detracts from the
novel's character development, an artistic concern Wright never seems to have.
For Whom the Bell Tolls includes one Communist character, the Soviet journalist
Karkov, who is quite unlike Andre Marty and serves not only as a model of discipline for
Robert Jordan but as an intellectual mentor as well. Robert Jordan meets Karkov at
Gaylord's, the hotel where foreign correspondents and soldiers in Spain compared notes
on their experiences during the war. Jordan describes Gaylord's as "the place you needed
to complete your education. It was there you learned how it was really done instead of
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how it was supposed to be done." 119 He describes Karkov "as the most intelligent man he
had ever met" and that "he had more brains and inner dignity and outer insolence and
humor than any man he had ever known." 120 Karkov instructs Jordan on the importance
of the pragmatic or situational morality a soldier must learn during war. He convinces
Jordan of the necessity he once faced of killing two of his wounded countrymen rather
than let them fall into Fascist hands. This is a circumstance which Jordan himself later
confronts when he must kill his comrade, the Russian dynamiter, Kashkin. "You are not
supposed to like things," Karkov advises Robert Jordan, "only to understand." 121 "I teach
you a little each time I see you and eventually you will acquire an education. It would be
very interesting for a professor to be educated."
1 "
One of the more intriguing ideas that Hemingway asserts through Karkov is the
notion that literature especially the novel, was the most effective forum through which to
capture the moral, psychological, and physical realities of war. He not only respects
Jordan's loyalty, he also regards Jordan as a fellow academic who is in Spain seeking to
unite theory with practice. Robert Jordan has previously published an academic work on
Spanish culture based on ten years of traveling through the country, yet he doubted
whether "two thousand people had ever read it." 12 "
1 One of his readers was Karkov, who
informs Jordan that as an author he writes "absolutely truly and that is something very
rare."
124 He later recommends that Jordan further his understanding of Marxism beyond
just the "handbook of Marxism that Emil Burns edited....There are many things to read
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which will make you understand some of these things that happen. But out of this will
come a book which is very necessary." 1 2:1 Karkov goes on to express a desire to write
this work, yet he may be unable to since he is merely a "journalist" who wishes he had
the ability "to write literature."
126
Karkov appears to believe that an accurate or more
complete picture of the Spanish Civil War will come from a novelist, trained in Marxism,
yet having a strong comprehension of the intricacies of Spanish culture.
Karkov' s role as an intellectual gadfly and sounding board for Jordan, resembles
Houston's role as a mentor who cultivates Damon's understanding of his individual and
intellectual values. Houston supplements Damon's disenchantment with Communism
with Nietzschian existentialism and the role of Nietzsche's Uber Man. Wright has the
literary habit of creating white characters such as Houston and Hilton, - as with the
earlier Communists Jan and Max from Native Son, as the only intellectual superiors or
mentors to his Black male characters. This artistic choice seems to reflect Wright's ( and
Cross's ) interaction with and the overwhelming influence of the white authors whom
both read as young men. The black and white partnerships he creates in his fiction may
be viewed as a recapitulation of this important element in his own intellectual
development. Wright also grants these supporting white characters the ability to define
and explain the actions of wayward and highly impulsive Black characters.
Both Max of Native Son and now Houston of The Outsider are lawyers who
ultimately seek to justify the actions of Bigger and Cross. Max. like Houston, contends
that his Negro's violent behavior is a consequence of a failed absorption into Western
25 Hemingway. For Whom the Bell Tolls, p. 244.
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culture: "The hate and fear which we have inspired in him. woven by our civilization
into the very structure of his consciousness, into his blood and bones, into the hourly
functioning of his personality, have become justification of his existence." 127 Houston,
however believes himself to be a brother to the Negro psychologically, because of his
physical disability and claims to hold his greatest sympathy for those who "feel that they
have a right to break the law. ..All my life I've been haunted by the notion that this life we
live is a pretense, and all the more deadly because it is a pretense. And woe to the man
who tries to reveal that pretense. He is the criminal..,." 1 " These white male supporting
characters in Wright's fiction claim a firm understanding of the effects of oppression on
the Negro. They either, like Houston claim an ability to identify with those who are
marginalized, or may assume responsibility for racism's effects as, evidenced by Max's
use of the word we when describing the forces responsible for Bigger' s condition.
When Houston examines the murder scene (of Gil and Herndon) with Cross, he
offers a possible motive for the crime which ironically pinpoints elements of Cross's own
political struggle and turmoil. Houston rejects the notion that each man was a victim of
the other to entertain the possibility of a third man embodying the ideas of Nietzsche's
"Uberman". According to Houston, this third man would have to be psychologically akin
to the Communist Gil and the capitalist Herndon. He would understand their need to act
as gods, or how they gain their strongest sense of fulfillment and validation from being
able to assert control over the lives of others. According to Houston, what makes each of
these individuals psychologically equivalent is that each man espouses a lawless world-
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view and is willing to bend law to impose their ideals. What further reinforces the link
between these three men is that this third killer knows that "force and force alone
guarantees the safety of these two tyrants. This mythical killer partakes of their notions of
lawlessness. This is what makes it possible for him to kill them.. .He feels toward these
two men as those two men feel towards the masses of people. ..He's playing the same
game, but on a much smaller scale. ..Who knows, maybe he's been hurt by both sides?
He kill "em and with no more compunction than if he were killing flies.. .He is the
Twentieth Century writ small." 129 This summarizes the extent of Cross's and perhaps
Wright's solipsism and homicidal rage toward oppressive ideologies.
Indeed when Houston reviews the possible presence of a third man and explains
that "I have to keep fighting myself to reject the one and only theory that could tie all this
together." He goes on to introduce, almost verbatim the philosophical attributes of
Nietzsche's superman:
''Could there be a man in whose mind and consciousness all
hopes and inhibitions of the last two thousand years have died? A
man whose consciousness has not been conditioned by our culture?
A man speaking our language, dressing, and behaving like we do.
and yet living on a completely different plane? A man who would
be the return of ancient man. pre-Christian man? Do you know
what I mean? He's a man living in our modern industrial cities, but
he is devoid of all the moral influences of Christianity. He has all
the unique advantages of being privy to our knowledge, but he has
either rejected it or had somehow escaped its influence. 1,0
Wright's depiction of this Nietszchian third man thr ough Houston's words reveals
the author's existentialist mission: shedding all the protective covers offered by organized
religion, culture, or political philosophy in order to affirm human beings' most basic and
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primal nature. The dilemma here is that once the position of this rootless third man,
which Houston describes, is actualized, Wright offers the character no viable means to
transcend his circumstances or even live. He must ultimately be sacrificed. Cross is
trapped, left to wander within the confines of his own freedom, and begins to
comprehend that all his voluminous insights on the fallacies within political and religious
doctrine will never be enough to free him from his dread.
For Whom the Bell Tolls also contains a character whose physical qualities
strengthen her perception of others and motives behind their actions. The clairvoyant
woman, Pilar, offers a variety of insights on the nature of war to Robert Jordan. She
describes herself as a woman whose ugliness has only gotten worse with time. However,
Pilar' s recognition of her eroding appearance parallels her observation of her comrades
descent into ugliness under the leadership of Pablo during their collective killing of a
group of Fascists. She was particularly troubled by the death of the fascist Don
Guillermo. who died screaming at the hands of drunken guerillas:
.
I myself had felt much emotion at the shooting of the guardia civil
by Pablo," Pilar said. "It was a thing of great ugliness, but I had
thought if this is how it must be, this is how it must be, and at least
there was no cruelty, only the depriving of life which, as we all
have learned in these years, is a thing of ugliness but also a
necessity if we are to win... But after Don Guillermo I felt a feeling
of shame and distaste, and with the coming of the drunkards and
worthless ones into the lines, and the abstention of those who left
the lines as a protest after Don Guillermo. I wished that I might
dissociate myself altogether from the lines... .It would have been
better for the town if they had thrown over twenty or thirty of the
drunkards. ...and if we ever have another revolution I believe they
should be destroyed from the start. 1 " 1
Pilar seems to have had the same disillusioning reaction to the drunkards as Pablo
131 Hemingway. For Whom the Bell Tolls, pp. 1 18-1 19. 126.
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had to the death of the priest. Both incidents inspire reflection on how the actions of
mobs often violate the higher ideals for which they are ostensibly fighting.
Pilar is an articulate presence throughout the novel. A gifted storyteller she is at
once instructive to and inspires the envy of Jordan. Pilar's retelling of Pablo's sacking of
a Fascist village is considered by many to be the most well written and memorable
section of the novel. Pilar's tale and Houston's theory of the third man serve identical
functions in that they allow these two supporting characters to venture some of the most
succinct expositions of the novels' major themes. H. R. Stoneback contends that "The
overwhelming dramatic force of Pilar's tale, strategically placed as it is early in the book,
far outstripping in its horror any account of Fascist brutality, serves to underline the
subsumptive Christian truth of the epigraph: every death diminishes everyone." 1 "' 2
Pilar's eloquent witness draws the admiration of Jordan, who hopes to one day
have the ability to write as clearly as Pilar speaks. Wright uses Houston to articulate the
assumptions and motives of this pre-Christian man who maintains intellectual
independence a position Cross himself would later embrace when later in the novel he is
cornered and cross-examined by Communists. Pilar and Houston's clear awareness of
the destructive consequences of crime and war consequently leads them to predict the
fate of Jordan and Cross.
Early in the novel Pilar predicts the demise of Jordan after she reads a death line
in his palm. Pilar's heightened awareness of the inevitability of death is enhanced by her
experience of living with three of the worst paid matadors in the world. Pilar draws from
the experience of one matador, the fated Finito. to enlighten, Jordan: "How often have I
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heard Finito say that it is all knowledge and the bull never gored the man; rather the man
gored himself on the horn of the bull. Always they talk that way in their arrogance before
a goring: Afterwards we visit them in a clinic..." Critic Michael Allen supposes that
Pilar' s observant nature and intuition has afforded her the skill to "perceive the repetition
of certain events. ..to detect certain constants. Jordan gradually acquires this skill and
comes to recognize the validity of Pilar" s intuition and therefore to accept the
inevitability of his own death."
1,4 Some critics attribute Pilar' s strong intuition as
evidence of a gypsy woman's mystical talents, however her ability to see through men's
affirmations is also a consequence of her sensitivity as a listener. She reminds Jordan that
"Every one needs to talk to some one. ..Before we had religion and other nonsense. Now
for every one there should be some one to whom one can speak frankly, for all the valor
that one could have one becomes very alone." 1 "55 The "ugliness" of Pilar and Houston
seems to enable their disarming openness to others and to understand the need for human
connection, a quality not sufficiently passed on to Jordan or Cross.
As a prosecutor it is Houston who will determine the fate of Cross and, in the
process, he becomes chr onicler of his life, his most fervent persecutor, and in the end his
strongest sympathizer. After the Communists present law enforcement with accusations
of Cross's guilt in the murders of Gil and Hilton, Houston attempts to break Cross by
forcing him to confront the facade he has been living. He presents him to the wife and
two sons who had been under the impression that Cross was dead. Cross remains
stoically indifferent while facing his family and projects his anger onto Houston, who
133 Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls, pp. 54-55.
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was now acting in the role of a "little god." When later researching Cross's past,
Houston is struck by his reading of Nietzsche, Hegel. Kierkegaard. Dostoyevsky, and
Jaspers. This reading list conjures up to Houston an individual who wallowed in "guilty
thought" and unresolved dread. When Houston weighs associates intellectual
background with his ability to reject his family, he determines him to be an "individidual
mob": a mixture of compulsions, frustrations, and existential beliefs. Houston's final
decree and punishment of Cross is to set him free into a state of pure existential isolation:
'"Listen Damon, you made your own law..."And, by God, I
for one, am going to let you live by it. I'm pretty certain
you're finished with the killing phase. ..So, I'm going to let
you go. See? Yes; just go! Your 're free! Will you find
your way back? I doubt it. To whom could you tell your
story, Damon?
Who will listen? A psychoanalyst? You have no respect
for them.. .No; they are not for you, my boy. It's between
you and you, you and yourself."
1 '16
Cross confesses on his deathbed that his search, his desire to comprehend what
constitutes individual freedom, was motivated by the desire to know what he was worth.
Cross presumes that his stance as an existential man innocent of loyalties and ideological
commitments will free him from the feelings of superiority caused by the impulse to
judge, exclude, and condemn others, but each of these attitudes overwhelms him. He
cannot see past his disgust for the social organizations or belief systems to which men
turn for validation and acceptance. He explains to Houston that "Men hate themselves
and it makes them hate others. ..We must find a way of being good to ourselves...Man is
all we've got. ...Alone man is nothing,"
1 '17
yet Cross (or even Wright), for that matter,
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never returns to a community with an acceptance of the need for fellowship and dies
alone with this awareness.
"Loser takes all" could be a subtitle given to both For Whom the Bell Tolls and
The Outsider . Each main character finds himself in losing battles against some form of
authoritarianism, be it Catholicism, Communism or Fascism, but in losing the battle they
gain a keener comprehension of the value in an individual life. Jordan and Cross each
bear the crosses of existentialism, atheism, or extreme individualism.
Patrick Cheney asserts that Jordan, by "refusing to rely on orthodox religion,
successfully recreates the divine drama in his own terms, fully becoming the self-
sacrificing "son" who, at the moment of death converses with a spiritual "father". As
Jordan lay dying he concludes, "Who do you suppose has it easier? Ones with religion or
just taking it straight" (468).
"
138 He considers suicide: "Maybe I'll just do it now. I
guess I'm not awfully good at pain. Listen, if I do that now you wouldn't misunderstand
would you? Who are you talking to? Nobody, he said. Grandfather. I guess.
"
Ll9
Cheney continues with, "Man defeats nada by entering a clean, well-lighted place that is
the human imagination recreating itself through identity with a world outside the self.
Even though this identity is precisely what will crucify him, it ensures death will not have
dominion over him.. .Robert Jordan's death is dedicated to life." 140
He was completely integrated now and he took a good long
look at everything. Then he looked up at the sky. There
were big white clouds in it. He touched the palm of his
hand against the pine needles where he lay and he touched
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the bark of the pine trunk he lay behind.
141
As Cross dies alone he directs his closest confidante Houston to inform men that "Man is
returning to earth...For a long time he has been sleeping, wrapped in a dream...He is
awakening now, awakening from his dreams and finding himself in a waking
night mare...The myth-men are going. ..the real men, the last men are coming. ..Somebody
must prepare the way for them.. .Tell the world what they are like.. ..We are here already,
if others had but the courage to see us...." (ellipses Wright's). 142 Wright ends his novel
with the voice of a doomsayer/savior saying please see the value in each man's individual
life, make a place for it rather than circumscribe it for ideological use if not the rage that
you will create through this mass suppression of individual spirit will be radically
crushing to everything that surrounds it.
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CHAPTER III
SPAIN: TRADITION VERSUS MODERNITY
Across Death in the Afternoon (1932) by Ernest Hemingway and Pagan Spain
(1957) by Richard Wright, we have two statements on Spain and the Spanish way of life
that are not only separated by history and variant values on modernity, but by points of
view the authors claim emphasizes either the aesthetic or ethnographic in their readings
of Spain and its citizens.
The Spain of Death in the Afternoon is an honest and noble environment, home to
a culture whose realistic attitudes toward death can be instructive to those in the West
comfortably sedated by materialism. The Spain of Pagan Spain is a relic of its past and
is now peopled by a starving population, sated by "abstract rituals" and "religious
symbolism" in the eyes of a black ex-communist. We have here two non-fictional
accounts of a subject by authors who assert objectivity yet whose content presents us with
hyperbole, selective interpretations, and chauvinistic attitudes towards a foreign culture.
Wright's dismissal of a culture's beliefs he deems distracting and damaging versus
Hemingway's embrace of them indicates important elements in the biases of a Black or
white writer who champion scientific reason or the value of athleticism and ritual.
Death in the Afternoon was written in 1932, only a few years before the eruption
of a civil war which would direct the world's attention to Spain. Death in the Afternoon
was Hemingway's fifth book. The novels, The Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms ,
secured his literary reputation, but this would be his first full-length non-fiction work. An
expression of the author's enduring admiration for the land, people, and culture of Spain
(at least of Hemingway's highly idiosyncratic perceptions of Spanish culture), the book is
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more especially an account of Hemingway's life-long fascination with the highly stylized
ritual of the corrida, the bullfight.
Part memoir, pail cultural analysis, part personal essay. Death in the Afternoon
introduces the non-Spanish reader to levels of cultural meanings, stark authentic
elegance, primitive beauty, "purity." and the violent spectacle of this peculiarly Spanish
institution.
It is easy to see that Hemingway, the established novelist, might again be drawn
into journalism - reportage - in order to convey to readers the insights, expertise from his
life-long fascination with the aesthetic, ritual drama, and looming tragedy of this ultimate
bloodspot. The irresistible attraction to this brutal and deadly sport for a writer of
Hemingway's particular sensibilities and preoccupations is indeed inevitable. He would
also be drawn by the technical challenge of how to write it "well and truly." He would,
however, return to the novel for his next book, For Whom the Bell Tolls , his novel of the
Spanish Civil War and arguably the finest portrayal in English of the moral and political
complexities of that experience.
Written over twenty years later. Richard Wright's Pagan Spain ( 1957) is also an
extended essay. Like Hemingway before him, Wright uses the bloody environment and
stark spectacle of the bullring as starting point and metaphor for a discussion of the
condition of contemporary Spanish society. However, despite the similarity of subject
and, one presupposed interaction, the perspective, approach, direction, values, and
concerns of the writers, as well as the result, are so different that they might be writing
about different countries. These are differences so stark they cannot be explained by the
effects of the twenty-five years between their compositions.
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The examinations of bullfighting in Pagan Spain and Death in the Afternoon
present two varying purposes for the vivid recreation of violent action in a text. Richard
Wright's highly descriptive prose wants you to comprehend the depravity taking place in
the bullring and how it demonstrates a "primitive" culture's disregard for modern values.
The continued popularity of bullfighting, particularly after the defeat of the Republicans
in the Spanish Civil War, is in Wright's eyes an opiate or therapy used by Spaniards to
help compensate for their current loss of prestige and status as a world power. In Death
in the Afternoon
,
Hemingway wants his "Westernized" readers to abandon their learned
discomfort with the intractability of death and to appreciate an art form that celebrates a
human being's ability to confront and overcome the fear of death. Death in the
Afternoon
, like other works by Ernest Hemingway, describes a male aristocracy based on
athleticism, survival skills, courage, codes of honor, and grace under pressure and asserts
that a solitary man can master these skills only in an area removed from the conventions
of modern society.
In Pagan Spain Richard Wright seeks to present a realistic portrayal of the
political implications of the ritualistic beliefs he observes being practiced in Spain.
Wright's drive to render a thorough assessment of Spain may have been at least partially
influenced by his personal contact with Ernest Hemingway in New York in 1937 when
Hemingway gave a speech on the Spanish Civil War at the American Writers
Conference: "Ernest Hemingway, looking in person like a retired Illinois businessman,
brought vivid pictures of battles between the loyalists and fascists in Spain... It was the
first time the sensitive and legendary Hemingway had ever faced an audience from a
platform, and his determination to tell the truth about fascism was apparent in his
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impassioned sincerity." 141 According to Lynne Weiss, Hemingway's honesty concerning
fascism and his novel on the Spanish Civil War (in addition to the Spanish journal written
by modernist American author Washington Irving), suggests that the influences on Pagan
Spain were as much "literary as they were political. In all of Wright's work, the two
were inexplicably bound, but during his voyages to Spain. Wright was especially
conscious of this literary tradition and of his place in it." 144
John Lowe maintains that Wright's use of ethnography or role as participant-
observer-anthropologist in Pagan Spain is perhaps most evident in the series of "lifelets"
or mini life histories of Spaniards are present throughout the narrative. 143 This is actually
both a strength and a weakness of the work. Although Pagan Spain permits Wright to
express his political ideas concerning economic oppression rather than cumbersomely
impose them on fictional chauffeurs and postal workers, his depiction of individuals
remains stilted and they are reduced to little more than talking heads on some theme. This
is particularly evident since Wright, not his individual subjects, has the final word after
he presents their case.
Death in the Afternoon also combines memoir and history and, like Pagan Spain ,
the book expresses the author's values on effective writing. Furthermore, Hemingway
parallels his agenda as a writer with elements of the cultural practices he finds in Spain.
Donald Junkins' assessment of Death in the Afternoon claims that the narrative is
"Hemingway's passionate statement about the art of writing. The bullfighter's rhythms
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are the rhythms of life and death. Hemingway's rhythms are the rhythms of life and
death. ..He juxtaposes the thematic tragedy of the bullfight against the pristine comedic
tonalities of his prose."
146
The bullfighter in Hemingway's view is our most genuine
improvisational artist, and furthermore, the bullfighter sets a standard for any artist
confronting tragedy and change. Hemingway also includes "lifelets" in Death in the
Afternoon
, but here his subjects are not only Spanish bullfighters. In addition, he goes
out of his way to discuss writers such as Faulkner and Aldous Huxley, who often avoid,
in Hemingway's estimation, personal honesty and self-investigation in favor of popular
admiration. Wright's and Hemingway's shared subjects not only are Spain, death,
modernity, and bullfighting but also what must constitute the honest and written
replication of tragic circumstances. Though the emphasis is placed either on aesthetics or
ethnography in Death in the Afternoon and Pagan Spain , each author is thoroughly
engaging what they deem to be the result of tragedy. The white boy Hemingway seems
to presume that aging, failure, fear, and mental anguish may be relieved through actual or
projected participation in the battle with the bull. The bullfighter is the consummate
sportsman whose skill, or lack thereof, can strongly demonstrate the costs of loss and
defeat. The black boy Wright sees a created and controlled tragedy whose value
indicates Spain's reluctance to abandon its "primitive" past and enter modernity.
Furthermore, as a writer of social commentary in Spain, Wright perceives the embrace of
bullfighting by the fascist government as part of their efforts to placate and distract
citizens from lobbying for more technical progress.
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Wright and Hemingway begin their narratives on Spain by establishing
connections between death, ritual, with other basic elements of Spanish culture. As a
traveler in Pagan Spain
,
Wright presents himself to Spaniards as a non-religious and
open-minded observer as they guide him to various religious sites and inform him on the
current economic and political conditions of Spain. When he is taken to view a dead
Catholic bishop lying in state, unpreserved, Wright considers how this decaying yet
exalted body represents Spain's past and restrains its current progress. Hemingway
begins Death in the Afternoon discussing, not the "noble" death of the bull but the absurd
yet inevitable death of the horses who die during the preliminary stages of the bullfight.
The willingness to accept the death of the horses is required if one is to fully experience
the art of bullfighting. Wright and Hemingway use religious symbols or dying animals to
inform some of their primary conclusions concerning Spanish culture.
Richard Wright intends the chapter title, '"Life After Death," to be an ironic
description of the disparity he sees between "official Spain" and "human Spain," and the
conflicting emotions of pride and shame this creates in its citizens. He interprets "official
Spain" as represented by the explicit link between Catholic monuments, Falangist
catechisms, and ultimately to fascism. "Human Spain" was the living reality underneath,
the "poverty, fear, prostitution, illiteracy [that was] but half a mile away from the
bishop's rotting body in the glass coffin." 147 Wright describes how his atheism granted
his Spanish guides a sense of purpose as he was led to the dead bishop's body like a:
heathen and these devout boys were graciously coming to my rescue.
In their spontaneous embrace of me they were acting out a role that
had been implanted in them since childhood. I was not only a
147
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stranger, but a '"lost" one in dire need of being saved. Yet there was
no condescension in their manner; they acted with the quiet
assurance of men who knew that they had the only truth in existence
and they were offering it to me.
148
However, this quiet assurance in the presence of a decaying body in a dark chapel was a
denial of the self-conscious shame and anxiety Wright feels are collective sentiments of
the Spain he saw. The defeat of the Republic had left "memories of violence and horror
[that] lived on and kindled mental and emotional pain" even though the Spanish Civil
War had been over for eighteen years. Spanish rituals and traditions were not merely
foisted onto the public by a fascist government; the people themselves had become
dangerously dependent on these religious and patriotic catechisms to stand in for the
desire for democratic progress lost after the war.
Pagan Spain affirms Wright's desires as an author to undermine a people's
dependency on what he sees as abstract and meaningless symbols. These rituals are not
only abstract but are wedded to emotions and even deviancies that distract and sustain the
fear, shame, and anxiety he presumes to be so prevalent in Spain after the Civil War.
Furthermore, this connects Pagan Spain to Death in the Afternoon since both works are
largely comments on elements each author sees as constituting the Spanish character.
One of Hemingway's primary missions at the beginning of Death in the
Afternoon is to prepare and even warn a non-Spanish audience of the brutality present in
the bullfight, a brutality too complex to be appreciated by the uninitiated, particularly
those in the "Anglo-Saxon" world. Hemingway contends that the death of the horse
carrying the picador in the early stages of the bullfight is its most brutal element, testing
Wright. Pagan Spain, p. 9.
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an audience's ability to appreciate the bullfight as an art form. The horse is not noble in
Hemingway's view, not bred as a competitor who is able to die a valiant death; his death
is an unfortunate yet absurd circumstance. Attempts to provide horses with a protective
covering by Spaniards to spare primarily foreign tourists the sight of this aspect of the
bullfight will undoubtedly lead to, in Hemingway's estimation, the full suppression of the
bullfight. He parallels his attempts to write honestly and unsparingly with the bullfight
itself. He sees a maturity in witnessing and accepting the horse's death that mirrors how
an audience should identify with an iconic hero and the often grievous nature of his
mission: "the person who identifies with the animal will suffer genuinely and terribly." 149
Hemingway accepts the ritual as the only setting other than war, in which you could see a
comprehensive display of "life and death i.e. violent death". Identifying with animals
becomes a means of avoiding this ritual demonstration of death's presence and
intractability for humans. This point of view represents modernism's "radical
individualism" in its ability to identify what is expendable in order to enable a pure
personal experience. This is an attitude with which Richard Wright takes thorough issue,
and for him, indicates a predisposition toward oppressive attitudes.
Richard Wright sees the bull as a vulnerable and trapped combatant and offers his
presumptions on what the Spaniards' perception of the bull says about their character.
Hemingway does not see a separation between himself and the Spaniards' connection to
the bull; one of the primary missions of Death in the Afternoon is for Hemingway to
assimilate what he interprets as the Spanish sensibilities in terms of their appreciation for
bullfighting.
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As a chronicler of the bullfight, Richard Wright is entranced by the actions and
movements of the bull, the black bull. He introduces the bull to the reader much as a
writer of fantasy might present a comic monster:
Then out thundered a wild, black, horned beast, his eyes ablaze, his
nostrils quivering, his mouth open and flinging foam, his throat
emitting a bellow. He halted for a second, amazed, it seemed, at the
spectacle confronting him, then he settled squarely and fearlessly on
four hoofs, ready to lower his head and charge at the least sign of
movement, his sharp horns carrying the threat of death, his furious
tenacity swollen with a will that would brook no turning aside until
all movement about him had been struck down, stilled, and he alone
was left lord and master of the bloody field.
In this passage, Richard Wright, the novelist is initially describing a wild beast
entering an arena assured of his power and dominance. However, the animal evolves into
that of a fearful and trapped carnival performer, clueless of his status as prey. Wright's
vivid language further emphasizes the perspective of an audience viewing the bull as a
villainous actor who opposes their hero, the bullfighter, a savage, uncontrollable black
villain is pitted against their champion in a lighted uniform.
One of the more intriguing characterizations of the bull made by Wright echoes
Ralph Ellison's discussion in his essay, "Change the Joke and Slip the Yoke" on the
relationship between the black minstrel and early white American audiences. Ellison
describes the audience's interaction with the minstrel as a "ritual of exorcism" or a
cathartic release in which white audience members could have their racial misperceptions
and sense of cultural dominance reinforced, guilt free, all within the guise of humor.
According to Wright, for the Spanish assembled to witness the bullfight, the bull was a
"compliment of a subjective part of everyone in the stadium... a creature of our common
150
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fantasy, projected puppet of our collective hearts and brains, a savage proxy offered by us
to ourselves to appease the warring claims that our instincts were heir to."
151 Ralph
Ellison also acknowledges in his essay that part of the reason for the minstrel's blackness
is that it allows the white actor and his audience to avoid or mask their relationship with
the tragicomic subject of their ridicule, to evade identification with his "disorder and
chaos," and as Americans, to further remove themselves from their fear of being a people
without "past or tradition/' 152 Each writer associates color with performers who are fixed
expressions of savagery and degradation. This status allows a distanced audience to
vicariously yet comfortably experience fear, terror, and tragic humor, all while being
assured by feelings of superiority.
Wright's own interest in the bull is further based on the audience's contradictory
attitude toward the animal. Wright recognizes that "There was no doubt that this beast
had to be killed! ...And that crashing hump of a black bull that they had sworn to kill was
deeply loved; no mistake about that."
15
"' Though the audience had gathered there to
witness the bull's death, a great deal of expertise and care had gone into maintaining the
bull's physical health so that he was "beautifully, wonderfully, innocently, and
miraculously bad, evil, ungovernable-the hallucinatory image of the undistracted lust to
kill."
154
Thus, what is loved is not the animal but the destructive instinct and explosive
volatility carefully cultivated in his genes. This bull's breeding process parallels the
creative impulse behind some of Wright's most well known characters who are seen as
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unbalanced metaphors of rage and frustration. However, Wright's motives are to
articulate the effects of oppression. This differs from the bull's keepers who cultivate
these qualities for the benefit of ritual performance. When discussing the training
methods of the bullfighters, he summarizes that "the beast had to be educated quickly so
that he could serye human ends, human purposes. ..Death must serve as a secular baptism
of emotion to wash the heart clean of its illegal dirt.
"15S When considering the effect that
a Bigger Thomas may have on his largely white audience, one wonders whether Wright
as an artist is guilty of cultivating a similar kind of "secular baptism" or guilt washing
catharsis in his contemporary readership.
Part of our fascination with Bigger is his status as a "comic monster," an inhuman
force with base instincts and limited capabilities. Wright also may be guilty of
cultivating in the imagination of his readers the same kind of "savage proxy" that the
prize bull's breeders create for their audiences. Baldwin, in his review of Native Son
,
claims that Bigger too is caged and his tragedy is "not that he is cold or black or hungry,
not even that he is American, black; but that he has accepted a theology that denies him
life, that he admits to the possibility of being subhuman and feels constrained." 156
However, Wright would probably assert that he is separated from a bull keeper by the
differing intentions in their chosen roles. Wright would undoubtedly contend that his
intention is to condemn the society that creates Biggers even if said society may be
unaware of this censure and, in the words of Chester Himes, be completely content with
knowledge of their ability to create entertaining and self-destructive human experiments
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who are for the most part safely quarantined in urban ghettoes. Hemingway himself
views the bull as a wily and instinctive sportsman in his own right, whose ending in the
ring is not inevitable nor completely controlled by the matador.
Hemingway as a writer has proven to be quite content with Native Americans and
"noble animals" serving as living experiments who test basic principles of life under the
direction of fully realized humans or white men. However, the bull anthropomorphizes
inside the ring as an equal participant who:
Welcomes the fight, accepts every invitation to fight, does not fight
because he is cornered, but because he wants to and this bravery is
measured, by the number of times he freely and willingly, without
pawing, threatening, or bluffing, accepts combat with the
picador...A brave bull is one that, without any hesitation, will charge
the picadors, paying no attention to the punishment he
receives...The best of all fighting bulls have a quality, called
nobility by the Spanish, which is the most extraordinary part of the
whole business. The bull is a wild animal whose greatest pleasure is
combat and which will accept combat in any form, or will take up
anything it believes to be an offer of combat. 137
Hemingway has studied bullfighting much more intensely than Wright and his
account of this activity is based on years of attendance, unlike Wright, whose
commentary comes from only a few viewings. According to Hemingway, a bull is not
just bred to fight, but is educated either by experience or innate intelligence to a point
where the bull may vary his method of attack if he is "disillusioned about his power to
destroy or drive out of the ring anything that seems to challenge him."
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Thus the bull in
Hemingway's estimation is capable of calculation and "aiming carefully" rather than
wildly in the latter stages of the match. However, it is still "up to the bullfighter to make
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the bull play and to enforce the rules." Indeed, it is the bullfighter who controls and
choreographs the animal's responses. Wright seems to have more compassion for the
bull's agony in the ring while Hemingway describes an animal with instinctive
intelligence and complicity in his own torture and execution. Wright and Hemingway see
in the rituals and practices of indigenous cultures either insecurity and deviancy or
nobility and honor. These are attitudes which significantly effect how they interpret the
Spaniards value on bullfighting.
Wright and Hemingway each consider the bullfight audience to be a vital
component of the spectacle whose attitude reflects many of the larger elements of the
Spanish "character" as seen by each author. Each writer perceives the bullfight audience
to be as much of an opponent of the bullfighter as is the bull. In conversation with a
bullfighter, Wright is told that "Bulls don't kill bullfighters. It's the public clamoring for
danger. More and more, when you're in the ring, you're not fighting the bull; you're
trying to live up to the legend the public has built up about you."
1 ^ 9
According to
Hemingway, the bullfighter is expected by his Spanish audience to always do his best
which means the maintenance of honor and no display of fear in the ring. Both Wright
and Hemingway view the bullfight audience as active participants in a pagan ritual which
allows them to engage, transfer, and even resolve deeply felt emotions involving either
sex or death.
Some of Wright's more striking passages on bullfighting in Spain address the
sexual leitmotif. While watching a bullfight, Wright himself engages in a quasi-sexual
encounter. In the moments before the bull is to be fatally penetrated by the matador's
l
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sword, "a fat woman" sitting in front of Wright twists in convulsive terror and shoves her
head into Wright's lap, "Stupefied, I stared down at her tumbling, glistening black locks,
and did not move." 160 After discovering that the bull was not yet finished, she "gave a
little orgiastic moan, and turned her body toward the ring again, not saying a word. 1
doubt if she really knew what she had done. I sat awhile, filled with wonder. And then I
felt as though I needed to go to confession." 1 1 Wright's depiction of this woman seems
to detail a "sexualized possession," which Wright, an admitted Freudian, would associate
with a country, that, in his words, retains an acceptance of the economic benefit of
prostitution. Catholicism's social order, and bullfighting' s ritualized celebration of life:
sex, marital unions, and death. Furthermore, prostitution and bullfighting allows for the
release from, or ritual destruction of virginity free from the censure of religion (Wright
remarks that the bull in the ring is referred to as a virgin.) Wright perceives that
bullfighting and prostitution are sublimations allowing for the romantic standard of the
pure virgin to remain.
Wright concludes it is the Spanish experience of lust combined with a need for
purity which creates shame and anxiety in the bullfight audience. This is expressed in a
frantic and collective mission to destroy the bull's testicles. His illustration of a frenzied
crowd fighting for a dead bull's testicles is similar in its graphic description to a group
of white Southerners fighting for the souvenir body parts of a Black lynch victim:
The crowd went straight to the dead bull's testicles and began
kicking them, stomping them, spitting at them, grinding them under
their heels, while their eyes held a glazed and excited look of sadism.
One would have had to be psychologically blind to miss the meaning
160
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of that. They went straight to the real object on that dead bull's body
that the bull had symbolized for them and poured out the hate and
frustration and bewilderment of their troubled and confused
consciousness.
1
"
Once again the bull is a conscious object of projection for collective feelings of
discomfort, confusion, and rage. Wright's view of the bullfight audience as a lynch mob
engaged in an uncivilized cultural ritual follows the form of his descriptions of Southern
lynchings during the Jim Crow era. The dismembered body of the bull as an instructive
instrument on cultural behaviors is similar to the depiction of the corpse of Chris, a lynch
victim in Wright's final novel, The Long Dream . Chris's body was an instrument of
education to his friend, Fishbelly, on the consequences of defying Southern codes of
miscegenation.
The destruction of a bull's testicles or the dissection of the body of a young Black
man each indicate mobs acting out rituals that declare their authority and need for public
sacrifice. The bull's mangled testicles are the crowd's trophies of victory, full control,
and denial of the bull's frightening potency. Trudier Harris, in her work Exorcising
Blackness , describes lynching as a return to the more distant, ritual taboos of
"undeveloped societies," suggesting that the lynch mob acts out a ceremony similar to the
primitive ritual of sacrifice in which evil is symbolically expunged for the survival of the
larger society. Harris goes on to propose that the "evil" present in the lynching of a black
male is highly sexualized and that his execution takes on the form of a communal rape:
From one perspective, then, there is an ironic reversal in that there
is a communal rape of the black man by the crowd which executes
him. They violate him by exposing the most private parts of his
body and forcing him finally, into ultimate submission to them.
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Comparable to sexual snuff films... the lynched black man
becomes a source of sexual pleasure to those who kill him. 163
However, it must be noted that Wright has been criticized by critics who see his
comments on bullfighting as reducing "a nation into phenomena of sexual displacement"
and that his observations "reveal much more about his own imagination and his interests
than they do about Spain.'" 164
The lack of responsible connection in a Southern lynch mob or bullfight audience
to the victims on display is emphasized by the voicelessness or incoherency of all parties
involved. Chris's agony and dehumanization are marked by inarticulate screams which
resemble the yelps and moans of a dying animal, while the lynch mob or bullfight
audience gives vent to a garbled and cacophonous collection of heckles, jeers, laughs, and
shouts. Wright portrays how each act of violence involves an absence of language and
with that comes the absence of culpability or perpetrators who clarify the motives behind
their acts. These rituals are tied to cultural beliefs so inbred that an awareness of cruelty
and lack of civility is blocked by the primal urges they tap into, the functionality they
present to a specific group, and the freedom from personal responsibility afforded their
individual members.
Death in the Afternoon, too, has a tale that includes images of Spaniards making
use of a bull's testicles. However, Hemingway's conclusions on this matter and others
involving death have less to do with Wright's theories on sexual frustrations and more to
do with how proximity to mortal danger evokes a contempt for death and value for
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immortality. Hemingway ends his second chapter with a frightening story of a mad bull
killing sixteen people during an informal bullfight, or bull baiting, in a village square.
Two relatives of the deceased went to the slaughterhouse with the specific intention of
requesting, and then eating, the bull's testicles in an act of retribution. There is the belief
in some primitive societies that the consumption of an animal's testicles will lead to
increased virility and health. Wright and Hemingway agree that the bullfight is about
humans exercising some measure of control, but for Hemingway, this means the
individual control over the fear of death. Angel Capellan, a bullfight aficionado and
Spanish critic of Hemingway's work, claims that Hemingway's interpretation of death
and the '"Spanish character" is strongly influenced by the work of Spanish writer,
Federico Garcia Lorca. Lorca has written that:
What I understand about the cult of death [in Spain] is a concept of
man and his earthly life where the awareness of death is a positive
influence, a stimulus, a spur to living and action facilitating a total
sense of the fullness of life. Here the human being asserts himself
not only in life but also in death. The existence where the idea of
death is suppressed or hidden can be compared to listless actions in
a movie. They are somehow diminished, they lack the depth that
gives living its intensity and drama. 165
A human being repeatedly facing death evokes aspects of immortality which,
incidentally, is what Hemingway perceives as "the greatest emotional appeal of
bullfighting" to its audience.
166 When the bullfighter brings death closer and closer to
himself, he "gives you the feeling of his immortality, and, as you watch it, it becomes
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yours."
167
Conversely, Wright sees these types of beliefs as culturally and socially
reactionary:
Back of this indigenous poverty and supporting it is a naively pagan
attitude toward life that is the opposite of the practical: a love of
ritual and ceremony; a delight in color and movement and sound and
harmony; an extolling of sheer emotion as the veritable end of
human striving: a deification of tradition that lifts them out of the
world that is shared by most of Western mankind; a continuous
lisping about greatness, honor, glory, and bravery; a dull doting on
the feelings as the only guide and rule of living. 168
The statement above represents Wright's core reaction to Spain and the attitude
that directs and informs the conclusions he made while there. However, many critics
have chosen to view Pagan Spain as the intriguing commentary of a wayward Freudian
who sees sex everywhere he goes. One critic, Keneth Kinnamon, even claims to presume
that Hemingway himself would have been distracted by Wright's heavily sexual content
and he perhaps would have deemed Pagan Spain to be another example of "erectile
writing," a designation he ascribed to Richard Ford's Virgin Spain . 169
Kinnamon raises the important question as to what would Hemingway have
thought of Pagan Spain
,
particularly in light of the fact that the novel is ultimately an
examination of the effects of economic blight on a country he claimed to love.
Hemingway was an admitted anti-Fascist, yet For Whom the Bell Tolls indicates that he
took some issue with the disregard the Republicans and Communists had for Spanish
traditional culture and activities such as bullfighting. Richard Ford and Richard Wright
both see religion, or "God," everywhere in Spain and then try to decipher religion's
167
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influence on the nation's character and social climate. However, Wright, unlike Ford,
does not value this perspective, and consistently attempts to debunk it. Hemingway
dismisses Ford's interpretations as unclear, self-important, and mystical and, while he
may have had similar reactions to Pagan Spain
,
Wright's thesis may have continued to
perplex him. Could Hemingway, as one so committed to the Republic, have ignored an
attempt by an author to write about the consequences of its defeat? Robert Jordan and the
main characters in the novel. For Whom the Bell Tolls, are often conflicted by their belief
in the Republic and their profound value for Catholicism, bullfighting, and other elements
of Spanish traditional culture. In the novel, Robert Jordan abandons any attempt to
resolve these opposing loyalties by claiming the luxury of "thinking later" or that these
are internal matters, beyond his concern. After all. this is "their war." This is the
question put forth by some African-American modernist authors such as Langston
Hughes and Wright, who write back to their white brethren, can you abandon your
perception of the "lovely primitive" and see that perhaps his or her ideals are a form of
escapism which restricts their modern development?
In Pagan Spain. Wright does respond directly to Hemingway's written treatments
of bullfighting, asserting that his colleague does not take into account the emotional
nature of bullfighting. This statement is inaccurate, however, primarily because it does
not take into account Hemingway's passion as a devotee of bullfighting, a passion which
is not informed by cynicism. When Wright discusses the bullfighter, he sees an
unfortunate group economically and socially conscripted into an unfortunate position.
During an interview with Whitney, an American bullfighter, Wright asks a question
which Whitney feels goes directly to the heart of the matter: "Tell me a little about the
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world which produces bullfighters." Whitney goes on to depict a profession in which
there are about sixty professionals whose fame and reputation enables them to secure a
respectable living, with another nine hundred and twenty forced to scavenge and
barnstorm for the remaining few matches. This reality makes it impossible for most
bullfighters, who are often from impoverished backgrounds, to gain the exposure that
would lead to some professional advancement. Wright's "Romero" indicts the audience
as being the biggest threat to the life of a bullfighter since it is they who demand more
extreme risks and only they who can establish his reputation. The world which Wright
describes is one with few economic opportunities, entrapping young men with the lure of
glory yet aging them before their time. While observing a young matador's performance.
Wright surmises this young man "did not quite believe in the value of what he had
done... and harbored some rejection or doubt about the Niagara of applause that deafened
his ears."
170
Wright's perspective is not athletic but economic: His matador was not an
artist in Wright's eyes but just an exploited young man concerned about his livelihood.
Although the content of Death in the Afternoon is largely centered on developing
an appreciation for bullfighting as an art form. Hemingway does take into account the
economic plight of subordinate members of the bullfighter's team. Both writers discuss
bullfighting and labor unions. Wright mentions their inability to offer any
comprehensive medical coverage to their members and Hemingway offers information on
the economic hierarchy affecting the various parties involved in the bullfight:
The very best banderillos and picadors are in great demand and a
half dozen of each may have as many as eighty fights in a season,
but there are many good and capable ones who make a bare living.
P0
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They are organized into a syndicate and matadors must pay them a
minimum wage: this varies depending on the matador's ranking,
they are divided into three categories according to the price they
receive for fighting; but there are many more banderillos than there
are opportunities to fight and a matador may get them at any price
he wishes, if he is mean enough, by making them sign a note for a
certain amount of the money they should receive and holding out
this amount when he pays them. In spite of how badly paid a
profession it is these men keep on, living always close to hunger,
from the illusion that they make a living from the bulls and from
the pride of being fighters. 171
Hemingway and Wright seem to concur that it is the possibility of notoriety and not just
economic security that sustains their interest in the profession. Hemingway may label
bullfighting as a beautifully decadent art that offers one of the purest expressions of
honor and courage available to men yet he includes observations on how this art
physically and mentally erodes its participants. One of the most emotionally gripping
representations of death in the book is Hemingway's account of a gored matador dying
the hospital:
The people who say they would pay to see a bullfighter killed
would have had their money's worth when Gitanillo became
delirious in the hot weather with nerve pain. You could hear him in
the street. It seemed a crime to keep him alive and he would have
been much luckier to have died soon after the fight while he still
had control of himself and still possessed his courage rather than
gone through the progressive horror of physical and spiritual
humiliation that the long enough continued bearing of unbearable
pain produces. To watch and to hear a human being in this time
should, I suppose, would make one more considerate about the
horses, bulls and other animals, but. ..the bull gets death within
fifteen minutes of when the man starts to play him and all wounds
he receives are in hot blood and if they do not hurt any more than
the wounds a man receives in hot blood they cannot hurt much.
But as long as man is regarded as having an immortal soul and
doctors keep him alive through times when death would seem the
1
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greatest gift one man could give another, the horses and the bulls
seem well taken care of and man to run the greatest risk. I7:
Hemingway and Wright are sophisticated writers who often limit men or define them by
their struggles to maintain some semblance of control in the face of an insurmountable
foe. After reviewing each writer's treatments of bullfighting, their only spiritual edicts
seem to be that the world is consistently cruel, an afterlife which would render this reality
bearable most likely does not exist, and that human beings remain thoroughly attracted to
expressions of aggression.
As writers attempting to present an activity lucidly, Wright and Hemingway differ
on how to illustrate the three-act structure of a match. Wright's rendering of the three-act
structure of the bullfight is layered with what may be considered ornamental language
that adds the "emotion" he finds missing in Hemingway's depictions. When illustrating
the bullfight. Wright selectively reinterprets the three-act structure leading to the bull's
final confrontation with the bullfighter. The initial segments of an actual bullfight involve
a fresh animal moving through a series of capes and then being punished from horseback
with steel tipped wooded poles by men called picadors. The second part consists of the
placement of three pairs of barbed wooden sticks just under a yard long in roughly the
same area behind the bull's neck by bandilleros (men on horseback) or the matador.
What makes Wright's descriptions of the bullfight so compelling is his descriptions of the
bull's suffering, progressively across the match's three-act structure:
The bull galloped in circles, heaving his massive shoulders, trying to
dislodge the steel hooks that ripped him the more that he moved. His
target had eluded him and now he sought it again, determined, undaunted.
He trotted this way and that, thrashing his gigantic body about to rid
1 2 Hemingway. Death in the Afternoon, p. 220.
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himself of those hooks in his flesh, and the candy-looking sticks bobbed
and flapped like circus pennants waving the wind, shaving the tissues
anew, causing tiny streaks of scarlet to ooze down his forelegs each step
he took.. .That was the way it had been planned. The means were cruel;
the ends were cruel; and the men who authored the bloody drama were
cruel... Maddened, the bull charged about the ring at random, his eyes
hunting something to hurt, to kill, the sticks flinging limply about his
bloody shoulders. He lifted his head and bellowed to the hot and empty
skies...Once more the bull was seduced with trembling capes toward the
picador and the padded horse. The banderillos and the matador now
retired to a distance and the bull, without hesitation and as though having
suffered no wounds, lowered his head and attacked the horse again,
sending both man and horse slamming violently against the wooded
barrier. But the picadors steel pick had again invaded that inferno of
churning flesh and blood on the bull's humped back. The picador was off
balance, but he leaned and threw his weight behind the pole, grinding it
into the pulverized tendons; yet the bull rammed his head forward and
forward again. The bull reared: for a split second the picador was lifted
off the horse, clinging to the pick like a pole vaulter, then he was pitched
far and wide. The crowd began to howl, protesting, disapproving, fearing
that the bull was being punished too much, would be too weak to fight
well. An. as thousands rose to their feet, shouting, the bugle sounded,
signaling the end of the picador's work and the beginning of the artful
drama of the bull and the lonely matador. 17 "1
Some critics, irritated by Hemingway's personal style in Death in the Afternoon ,
nonetheless affirm that "praise can scarcely be too high for Mr. Hemingway's description
of the slow unrolling of the three-act tragedy that is the bullfight" (Times Literary
Supplement 936). His descriptions sharply contrasts with Wright's, whose writing
evokes aversion to this act:
If the bull has not fought properly he may arrive at the hour of
killing uncertain, chopping with his head, unable to fix on one
spot, purely on the defensive; his offensive spirit, that is so
necessary to a good bullfight, uselessly wasted. He is unwilling to
charge and altogether unfit for the bullfighter to perform with
brilliantly. He may be ruined in the course of the fight by a
picador sinking the point of his pic into a shoulder blade or placing
it far back in the center of the bull's spine, instead of the muscles
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of his neck, thereby laming him or injuring his spine; he may be
ruined by a banderillero nailing the banderillas into a wound made
by a picador, driving them in so deep that the shafts stick up
straight instead of hanging down the bull's flank with the barbs
caught only under the skin as they should be placed; or he may be
destroyed for any possibility of brilliant work by the way in which
the banderilleros handle him with the capes. If they turn him on
himself again and again, twisting his spinal column, straining the
tendons and muscles of his legs, sometimes catching the sack of
his scrotum between his hind legs, they can destroy his force and
much of his bravery, ruining him by quick turns and twists instead
of fatiguing him honestly by his own efforts in straight charging.
But if the bull has fought properly he will go through the three
stages, modified as they will be by his own individual force and
temperament, and will arrive slowed but intact at the moment of
the last third of the fight when the matador himself should wear
him down to the proper degree with the muleta before killing
him.
174
Keneth Kinamon alerts readers to the artistic license Wright applies to his
assessment of bullfighting. Apparently, Wright reverses the order of the actual levels of
the match so that the "'banderillos precede the picadors!" 175 Kinamon maintains that:
This mistake results in great exaggeration of the effect of the
banderillas...The descriptions are accurate, but the primary cause
of such bleeding is the work of picadors, which in Wright's version
has not yet taken place, and only secondarily and additionally the
work of the banderillos. The effect of this mistake is to exaggerate
the bull's suffering and the cruelty of the spectacle, an effect
consistent with the overall themes of Pagan Spain. 1, 6
The subtitle to Kinamon' s examination of Wright's treatise on bullfighting is "An
Aficionado's View" and his concerns about the authenticity in Wright's reports may be
considered more characteristic of an aficionado than a layman. Wright assumes a license
to exaggerate in his fiction and nonfiction because his consistent goal across both forms
of writing is to generate emotions of revulsion and outrage toward conditions he judges to
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be morally bankrupt and oppressive. Pagan Spain is an informative political tract, tries to
inform and influence our perceptions of Spain's moral condition in the early 1950's.
Wright's portrayal of the bull's movement through the early stages of the bullfight is
perhaps Pagan Spain 's most memorable excerpt because here he is storytelling, unlike in
other sections of this travel journal. Literal extravagance, hyperbole, and some omission
of authenticity are employed to dramatize action and reinforce larger political themes are
ongoing elements of Wright's and Hemingway's writing. Hemingway directly remarks
that effective depiction of action is in fact a major subject of Death in the Afternoon .
Hemingway begins with the assertion that his narrative is the attempt to write "what
really happened in action; what the actual things were which produced the emotion that
you experienced." 177 He wants to parallel his writing to bullfighting *s dedicated sense of
honor and climactic display of action. This approach requires the immediate disclaimer
that the activity cannot be sanctioned from a Christian or moral point of view, yet offers
the opportunity to write "commencing with the simplest things, and one of the simplest
things of all and the most fundamental is violent death." 178 Hemingway contends that
when writing action one must be concrete and avoid "flowerishness" of language. He
also contends, "If a writer of prose knows enough about what he is writing about he may
omit things that he knows, and the reader, if the writer is writing truly enough, will have a
feeling of those things as strongly as though the writer had stated them."
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This
contention may also excuse Wright's selective omissions when recreating the bullfight in
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a manner calculated to place the reader in the ring. Wright, like Hemingway, also uses
extravagant language when recreating action even as he speaks out against its necessity.
Thomas Strychacz argues that the language of modernist writing is straightforward and
not overtly elaborate or.stylized: '"Modernism was to be not only hard-boiled and tough-
minded; it was specifically designed to contravene the outmoded tendencies of an earlier
time, when emotional display and rhetoric were thought appropriate." 180 According to
Strychacz, modernism is supposed to display emotional restraint through the absence of
romantic or "flowery" rhetoric. These precepts inform the instructions given to the
young Hemingway by Gertrude Stein who instructs him on writing about bullfighting. In
order to appreciate this art form, she told him, "You must dispense with the distraction of
emotional discomfort caused by dead horses and overcome the natural tendency to write
what you were supposed to feel, or had been taught to feel, just see the bullfight and put
down [simply] what happened." 181 Strychacz argues that the achievement of this is
impossible without some degree of exaggeration and he uses Hemingway's
characterization of bullfighting's final act, "the moment of truth," the bull's confrontation
with the matador, to illustrate his argument:
One might argue that metaphors such as 'planted as though he
were a tree' and 'cape spread full as the pulling jib of a yacht' are
contrived imitations of the original 'sequence of emotion and fact."
the presentation of which still evades Hemingway's best efforts. If
he fails, however, it would seem less a function of the author's
skill than a property of the act of writing itself. After all, a 'simple
statement of method does not convey the feeling,' and the difficult
'facts' are to be read oddly enough, only by those who need not
Thomas Strychacz. "The Sort of Thing You Should Not Admit': Ernest Hemingway's Aesthetic of
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rely on reading because they have been personally present at the
corrida. In the latter case no writing could ever suffice to make the
bullfight truly present, while in the former case it would appear
that the bullfight can only be truly represented by "flowerishness."
The writer is forced to go against his own principles, which were
to have begun with the 'simplest things' and the 'real thing' into an
unconscionable act of rhetoric." 182
What this alleged contraction most significantly illustrates is the fact that
Hemingway wants to influence readers on how he should be perceived as an author. He
seeks to be perceived as a writer with honor whose content in the name of honest
replication is unfettered by reactions to cruelty. Readers seeking icons of masculinity in
portrayals of war. bullfighting, or the rural American West may be less likely to be
critical of writers who use expansive rhetoric to portray action.
In Pagan Spain. Wright, too, seeks to shape the way he is perceived through
conscious affirmations in the text of certain principles. This reinforces how the authors
themselves are just as significant subjects as the areas they examine. Both texts are
attempts at a certain kind of purity whether political or aesthetic, whose goal is either
peeling away the illusory distractions of high ritual to indicate the debasing presence of
poverty or seeing past emotional and moral discomfort to appreciate and recreate an art
that honestly portrays the struggles between life and death. Though this search for
honesty may lead to different rhetorical devices, the shared commitment is to enable the
reader to experience tragedy vividly.
Wright ventures to present himself in Pagan Spain as a reliable observer capable
of objective reporting and commentary. His position is to combine in the text "radical
individualism" with populist concern: "'I have no religion in formal sense of the word, I
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have no race except that which is forced upon me. I have no traditions. I'm free. I have
only the future."
18 .
This, of course, is not true; it is indeed not possible. Although
Richard Wright claims to enter Spain with a blank cultural slate, he does arrive there with
thoroughly developed philosophical points of view. His attitudes are largely rational.
Western, and scientific, making it difficult in the eyes of one reviewer to "conceive of
anyone less equipped to understand Spain. Richard Wright is the perfect model of a
completely secularized mentality. He is committed, more or less consciously, to some
modern dogmas; rationalism, sentimental humanitarianism. sociological determinism,
Freudian pan-sexualism... There is a complete lack of awareness of, or appreciation for,
anything pertaining to the supernatural" (Francis E. McMahon 648, 653). Wright will
always see the supernatural as an inhibiting distraction, but what is more striking about
Wright's exhibitions of his intellectual biography in Pagan Spain are the expressions of
his final edicts as a fundamental secularist. After dispensing with Communism and
existentialism in his previous works, Wright travels to the reputed source of the modern
Western world to find the primitivism he rebukes in Africa and a fascism he likens to
growing up under Jim Crow in Mississippi. He then reports these belief systems and
ideologies are protected and sanctioned under the umbrella of Catholicism. Pagan Spain
is Wright's deepest and final indictment of religion, and Christianity's ability to exist
only in connection to an imperialistic order and a dependency on pagan rituals that limit
honest emotional expression. Sanders Redding considers Pagan Spain a final
philosophical destination that documents and justifies Wright's "tragic sense of life." At
this point he has rejected everything and is resting on the edge of "nihilism." Near the
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end of Pagan Spain, as in The Outsider and Black Power , he is still preaching the value of
secular humanism.
What is perhaps most uniquely shared in Pagan Spain and Death in the Afternoon
is that both works attempt to assert a "learned" perspective intended to influence global
perceptions of Spain. Wright ends Pagan Spain with the premonition that the fervent and
ritualistic attachment to death in Spain represses any technological or social development.
Toward the end of Death in the Afternoon
,
Hemingway attempts to summarize his thesis
by emphasizing Spain's lesson to humanity on the necessity of embracing death's
inevitability. Both Hemingway and Wright use Spain as an instruction to the rest of the
world on the cost of avoiding what they see as representing reality in its most basic terms.
Hemingway views Spain as a more spiritually evolved culture than others in the
West, primarily because of Spain's acceptance of death and a refusal to focus on the
avoidance of defeat. Hemingway perceives courage in this perspective and the ability to
face disappointment:
Some one with English blood has written: 'Life is real; life is
earnest, and the grave is not the goal.' And where did they bury
him? And what became of the reality and the earnestness? The
people of Castille have a great common sense. They could not
produce a poet who would write a line like that. They know that
death is the unescapable reality, the one thing that any man may be
sure of; the only security; that it transcends all modern comforts
and that with it you do not need a bathtub in every American
home, nor, when you have it, do you need a radio. They think a
great deal about death and when they have a religion they have one
which believes that life is much shorter than death. Having this
feeling they take an intelligent interest in death and when they can
see it being given, avoided, refused, and accepted in the afternoon
for a nominal price of admission they pay their money and go to
the bull ring, continuing to go even when, for certain reasons that I
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have tried to show in this book, they are most often artistically
disappointed and emotionally defrauded. 184
What is significant here is how he pits two art forms. English poetry and the
Spanish bullfight, against each other to reinforce his main idea in the passage above. The
bullfight ,much like any other work of art. is the attempt at an ideal representation of a
theme, and like all art, it is beset by imperfections in its ability to achieve this. It is
logical that Hemingway, who wrote a great deal about death, would be attracted to an
audience whose fascination with the subject matched his own and was unforgiving of
cowardice in either matador or writer. Hemingway critiques bullfighters and writers who
lose focus and are more concerned with cutting corners to maintain audience approval
rather than staying true to their initial missions. What he seems most distinctly to value
in the text is the Spanish audience's consistent attraction to realism even in the face of
imposters and flawed final acts. As a writer with a history of exposing the ignorance of
bad criticism he seems to be characterizing an ideal audience for his own work. This
would be an audience which fully comprehends death, has some direct experience with
the subject, and comes to a work of art knowing the possibility of failure but which is still
able to draw some lessons from its missteps. As an ethnographer Wright sees Spain as a
permanent audience at a ritual, enraptured by the symbolism and spectacle even in the
face of the economic and social decay existing outside the church or bulb ing.
This seems to be the "write back message" which Guy Reynolds refers to in terms
of African-American modernist artists who "write back" to their white brethren. 183 What
happens when the "primitive" audience steps out and lives outside the ritual ceremony?
184 Hemingway. Death in the Afternoon, p. 266.
185 Guy Reynolds, '"Sketches of Spain': Richard Wright's Pagan Spain and African-American
Representations of the Hispanic." Journal ofAmerican Studies, Dec. 2000. 34. p. 502.
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Wright ends Pagan Spain observing a moving parade of floats carrying "Dying Gods"
and ""Sorrowful Virgins" and then proceeds to associate Spain's religious history with its
present peril:
And in Spain, where I now stood-indeed, here in this city of
Seville-Christianity, in order to survive, had had to institute with a
bloody war another form of collectivity. Beleaguered by modern
ideas, stormed by the forces of social and political progress. Spain
had had to withdraw, had had to go back into the past and find
some acceptable form of endurable life that could knit its poetic-
minded people together again. The anxious freedom of
capitalistic, democratic Europe and America could not be sustained
by the Spaniard. He had rejected it as being too painful, too
inhuman to bear. The tense Western nomads, hungry for personal
destiny, and, above all, the murderous rationalism of sacrificial
Communism, had been scornfully rejected in favor of an archaic
collective consciousness based on family symbols: One Father,
One Mother, One Spirit...The Inquisition, that cold and calculating
instrument of God's terror, had whipped Spaniards into a
semblance of outward conformity, yet keeping intact all the muddy
residue of an irrational paganism that lurked at the bottom of the
Spanish heart....How poor indeed he is. 186
""He rejected it as being too painful, too inhuman to bear" is a line that Hemingway
himself implies when gauging Spain's separation from the rest of the modern world, but
his conclusions suggest that Spain's detachment from modernity entails a purity
unmarred by the kind of personal frustration and discontent characterizing other parts of
Europe and America. Each author asserts that either within Spain or outside of Spain
there exists an avoidance of reality accompanied by an intractable fear and anxiety.
'"How poor indeed he is" who can either not accept death or remains stunted within a past
Wright. Black Power, p. 240.
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that impairs technological progress. Wright, the secular humanist, admits to an inability
to connect with other human beings and thus is unsympathetic to their need for
fellowship and ritual whereas the gregarious Hemingway's obsession with the beauty and
transitory moments of insight and truth of the ritual disallows any serious deliberation of
the long-term political implications of mythic beliefs. However, when considered
together their narratives demonstrate how the fellowship and emotional fulfillment
experienced in ritual need not necessarily inhibit the rational evaluation of society's
current material realities.
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CHAPTER IV
HOMECOMING. AFRICA ON THE EVE OF INDEPENDENCE
In 1953, Richard Wright and Ernest Hemingway found themselves on opposite
coasts of the African continent for reasons which, while being entirely consonant with
each writer's personal and literary preoccupations as well as reflective of their cultural
circumstances and political positions, were for precisely those reasons radically and
dramatically opposite. Black Power by Wright and True at First Light by Hemingway
were the written records of their time in Africa.
In West Africa, Wright was in the Gold Coast (pre-independence Ghana) to chart
the progress and prospects of the Ghanaian "revolution." He intended to assess the hopes
and impediments to a black African nation's successful transition from colonial
domination to "true independence." Whatever his political and racial ambivalences,
Wright as a politically conscious black American was deeply invested - emotionally and
politically -- in this historically portentous moment.
Hemingway was in Kenya with his new bride on a hunting safari commissioned
by Look magazine. Sensational press accounts of Kenya's Mau Mau insurrection had put
the fear of God into wealthy white travelers and brought that country's hunting-safari
tourism to an ominous halt. A positive account of a safari by the great author would
counter the negative publicity and restore the glamour of African travel in the minds of
adventure-seeking Westerners wealthy enough to afford it. Hemingway-as-journalist was
essentially on a public relations assignment on behalf of the international travel industry
and colonial Kenya's tourism and game authority.
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In the jet stream of the '"winds of change" blowing across the continent in the
1950's. both countries were fertile political territory. In Kenya, the Kenyan Land and
Freedom Party, known dismissively in the Western press as the "Mau Mau." had waged a
strenuous guerrilla campaign to reclaim ancestral lands which had been occupied and
monopolized by white settlers. On the other side of the continent, Kwame Nkrumah had
organized a broad based popular movement for national independence among the
Ghanaian people.
These two African nations were roiled by the winds and currents of social
upheaval and political unrest generated by a spirit of resistance to colonial domination.
Whatever did this mean and where would it end? What would two major American
writers, one black and one white, make of this extraordinary historical moment? It was
also a fortuitous juxtaposition of writers each inevitably bringing his particular cultural,
racial, political, and intellectual baggage along on the journey. However, it is the nature
of these uniquely personal encumbrances (or strengths as the case may be) and their
effect on the ensuing narratives that is most dramatic and revealing. Although each
writer is prominently and revealingly present in his account, the approach used and the
often unwitting self-portrait which emerges could hardly be more different or more
revelatory.
The most telling example is that both Americans are questioning how they do or
do not fit into or relate to Africa and Africans. The engaging of this issue is one of the
most obvious similarities in the two texts. Not surprisingly, however, their approach to
the question, the assumptions they bring to it, and the motives they ascribe to themselves
represent diametrically opposite and revealing differences.
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Black Richard Wright, the self-described man of "African descent," ex-
Communist, social-protest novelist, existential thinker, the militantly rationalist and
modernist creature of the Western enlightenment, brings all these personas to the task.
Even though he is Black, his references, models, and values are all rigidly Western. He
takes an unsparingly scientific materialist approach to Africa. His project is an exercise
in conventional Western social science. To him, traditional African culture and the
"African personality" is either secondary or hostile to the concrete economic
arrangements and the social and political processes he sees as central to the development
of the "modern," "efficient," "civilized" African society which is his real concern. A
secular man, he is uncomprehending and skeptical towards (is in fact alienated from and
hostile to) all expressions of religion- the "spiritual," "mystical," ""irrational," ""hocus-
pocus" of traditional African culture which he sees merely as encumbrances from the
past. He sees himself as a resolutely modern man, an ""intellectual," a category not
compatible with traditional African culture, looking to a materialistic future with hope
and apprehension. While of '"African descent," Wright is expressly "'not African." Of
that he is certain. "I understood nothing" becomes his constant refrain after every
experience of any uniquely African cultural event.
White Papa Hemingway's objective situation is quite the reverse. In undertaking
to write about a safari encouraged and supported by the British colonial authorities, he
was recreating a favorite activity of generations of wealthy and prominent white men. In
the opening decade of the century no less personages than his Royal Highness, the Prince
of Wales; Winston Churchill later to be the British Prime Minister; and Theodore
"Teddy" Roosevelt, later to be an American president, had all gone on safaris, and
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published triumphant accounts of the wanton slaughter of hundreds of animals in the
Kenyan plains. Historically speaking, the Hemingway project had clear- antecedents. On
the surface, his is a journey into the sentimental European past, one of total access and
exploitation of Africa and Africans. It is this history which Hemingway, now in the
twilight of his life, will ponder in this curious and revealing narrative, curious because the
text is neither entirely fiction, memoir, nor literary journalism. It seems clear that the
Father may not even have intended its publication and that the son, in bringing this
compendium of sexual insecurity and cultural, racial and spiritual fantasy to public view
did a great disservice to the father. However, it is for precisely that reason, because of
the private, uninhibited exploration of the aging writer's most personal anxieties about
death, race, killing, and a childish identification with his peculiarly paternalistic and
archaic image of Africans, that this text serves our purpose so well.
The obvious irony is that Bwana Hemingway, the great White Hunter, fancies
himself African, while Wright, the black rationalist, satisfies himself that he is not. The
less obvious but more telling irony is that the Africa of each writer's imagination bears
little resemblance to the other's or to African reality. Both Africas are equally and
demonstrably constructs of radically different currents of the European intellectual
dispensation; one is a sentimental romantic vision of manhood and chivalry from an
ancient age and the other, a modernist and rationalist socialist vision of scientific realism.
The voyages of Hemingway and Wright into Africa stimulate and expose some
the central contradictions between the premises and conclusions in their collected works.
In his works on Spain. Africa, and rural America, Hemingway is committed to recreating
natural landscapes and the human relations in them, especially between himself and those
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who have the most non-exploitive attachment to the land, such as Native Americans,
Spanish guerillas, and pastoral Africans. He invokes his personal code to represent these
settings and the •"noble'* values of those who exist on the margins, yet he places himself
at the center of them. His self-profiled campaign in Kenya sustains the familiar
personality of the lone, exploring, expatriate maverick who affirms the true nature of
power and ethnic stratification in settings that he, the white foreigner, always has the
luxury of exiting.
Wright, on the other hand, professes that his deepest conviction is to depict the
mental deterioration of subjugated peoples in order to indict oppression in the most
explicit manner. In his eyes, his rationally informed awareness of. disbelief in, and
distance from Christianity, capitalism, and Communism grants him a "dreadful"
objectivity with which to assess the effects of persecution. The question is whether this
"dreadful" objectivity serves a larger purpose or is merely an expression of Wright's
desire to remove himself from personal identification with a group towards whom he has
historically retained a deep sense of frustration and impatience.
Hemingway finds himself in Kenya stretched between assuming a new attitude or
maintaining a fantasy. The reality of Kenya's back country as an unspoiled territory with
endless game under white domination was dwindling. The ability to cling to the
perception of Africa as the '"Last Good Country," a peaceful landscape removed from
politics and modernity, was eroding. Hemingway adjusts to these circumstances by
fusing responsibility with fantasy.
As an aging man made further vulnerable because of his race, his cultural
isolation in Africa, and the intermittent absence of both his wife and the paternal
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protection of a White hunter, he moves toward establishing a sense of belonging with the
Wakamba, a pastoral people of rural Kenya. He detaches himself from hunting for sport
and seeks to identify with the Kamba as subsistence hunters. Hemingway seeks to
identify with the Kamba in part because they are torn between an historical loyalty to the
British and the current demands of the Kikuyu for the redistribution of land. He equates
the Kamba' s political ambivalence to his own: his desire to create an egalitarian hunting
camp unfettered by colonialism's racial hierarchies as opposed to his duties to his wife as
her protector and guide in Kenya, Look magazine, and to the British Game Authority. In
other words, he is torn between an unrealistic withdrawal into a romantic, primitive, male
world and the responsibilities of the modern white man.
The shamba, or hunting camp in True at First Light continues Hemingway's
practice of constructing temporary Edens with an inevitable demise. Once inside,
individuals may act out their most sensual desires and honestly display emotional
vulnerabilities without fear of judgment. Their inescapable impermanence counter and
even ridicule the idealism of these settings and embrace a stoic acceptance of rejection,
loss, and death.
This African Eden assumes a special place in Hemingway's oeuvre because.
unlike others he creates, its collapse signals the end of some ill-fated romantic affair. He
goes further in True at First Light than in his most directly political novel. For Whom the
Bell Tolls ,in that the main character comments more fully on the inequity of the current
economic system in a foreign country and its effects on the local inhabitants.
Hemingway's final decision to blanket himself with the comfort of whiteness is not just
an avoidance of political responsibility, it is in line with his use of ideologies as a
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measure of personal growth. Throughout his life he refers to his admiration for the
discipline of Communism or the structure and order of Catholicism, yet ultimately rejects
both as a locus of faith. These experimentations with various philosophies signify
specific stages in his life: his interest in Catholicism as a possible remedy for his growing
disillusionment at seeing the triumph of fascism in Spain. As in another posthumous
novel, Across the River into the Trees, the fleeting embrace of social equality in Africa
ends ups being a cathartic excursion that allows the narrator to indulge a current fetish,
lifelong feelings of solitude, and a growing sense of inadequacy brought on by age before
returning to the security of wife and whiteness.
Unlike the main characters in his some of his other major works, Hemingway as a
character in True at First Light is not flawed by uncontrollable physical or mental
deformities such as Harry Krebs' depression, Jake Barnes' impotence, or Harry Morgan's
missing arm in To Have and Have Not . In True at First Light Hemingway is decidedly
disillusioned, vulnerable, and needy of acceptance in a foreign environment that makes
him similar to Robert Jordan in Spain, yet here in Africa his Cause is much more
personal. The published text of True at First Light is missing some of the original
manuscript's long depictions of Hemingway's efforts to establish a fellowship with some
of the older African men by forming a religion. What remains is a narrator who feels
isolated and unable to distract himself from his personal angst through a formal
connection with a political mission, as Robert Jordan is able to do in For Whom the Bell
Tolls . After some in time Kenya, the main character does not die honorably but decides
to retreat into the arms of his wife, leaving the reader wondering whether Hemingway
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would have wanted a public presentation of himself as deeply desperate for approval and
significance in response to his aging and impotence.
Ghana is Richard Wright's "First Good Country," or the first chance for the
creation of an African society that could actualize the idealism of the Enlightenment with
equity and technical modernity. Wright perceives the early 1950's as a rather significant
era politically and economically, a time when the Cold War has established a choice of
capitulation either to the domineering nature of capitalism or of Communism.. Africa
now has the chance to present itself to the world as a non-aligned example of egalitarian
development, before the world subordinates itself, terminally in Wright's view, to the
tyrannical control of either superpower.
Wright also arrives in Africa with the goal, as an African-American, of
objectively testing the idea of personal identification with Africa and the plausibility of
"African survivals." The idea of a detached observer evaluating personal identification
seems contradictory and is further complicated by Wright's stated disbelief in racial
distinctions and disregard for expressions of culture through religious practice and
indigenous art. However, what is missed by critics who are rightfully disturbed by
Wright's harsh language, is that he never sought to identify with African traditional
culture, but instead, adheres to a perspective conditioned by Marxism in which certain
conclusions on culture were inevitable. The only connection he sees, and would ever see,
between himself and Africans is the shared psychological responses to subjugation
common among oppressed people everywhere. His uncomprehending analysis of
African rituals is consistent with his position that non-scientific cultural practices and
myths lead to escapist fantasies that retard economic and political development. Though
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in the beginning of this journal he disclaims Communism, he admits to the application of
Marxist analysis to economic and social relations in Africa. The more valid question to
ask of Wright is whether he is qualified to advise on long term development in a specific
place since he, like so many of his characters, is constantly on the run. Can a man
viewing the world as a habitual narrator and distanced observer ever have a realistic
understanding of the actual application of his lofty ideals?
Wright spends a large portion of Black Power describing what he feels constitutes
the African personality. His conclusion is that the African personality is extremely
childlike, encumbered by bewilderment and shame, and consequently defensive. Could
he really believe that such people could relinquish this culturally determined world view
to become "modern"? He also contends that an African's individual autonomy is
severely restricted by a deference to an imaginary world, yet he questions the capacity of
Westernization as an effective antidote for this predicament: "I was literate. Western,
disinherited, and industrialized and I felt each day the pain and anxiety of it. Why then
must I advocate the dragging of these people into my trap?" 187 He ironically recognizes a
colonizing impulse in himself:
I wanted them to redeem themselves. ..with what godlikeness we all
thought of the lives of others. ...But was not my yearning for them
predicated upon the premises of the British... their (African)
participation in the world was what I was hungering for...Why?
Was it just my pride?.. But. if not that, then what? I didn't
know." 188
The contradictions multiplied. His preachment to Africans that the redemption of
modernity required a discipline and self-sacrifice was much sterner than that proclaimed
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by a Christian missionary. His exegesis was also predicated on Western cultural
arrogance motivated by the same mission: self-redemption through the conversion of
others. Yet, at the same time, he thoroughly identifies with Africans in a perceived
"ambivalent attitude of love and hate that he felt toward almost everything Western." 189
In Africa he may have been seeking freedom from his lifelong sense of personal
alienation from his race, but was that enterprise doomed to failure because of his own
degree of self-doubt?
A great deal of the content in Black Power is comprised of naggingly reflective
rhetorical questions. These are questions that ponder and challenge, what Wright
decides, is lacking in the African's "psychology" and "sophistication" and how this
undermines his efforts to move from colonialism to independence. Much like a critique
directed at Pagan Spain , who other than the cynical and ex-Marxist author is more
unqualified and unwilling to render an objective and comprehensive report on an
indigenous culture reluctant to embrace modernity. However, like Native Son, Black
Power is largely an alert to a Western and white reading audience on the dire
consequences of oppression, neglect, and their own culpability since "THE WEST IS
BEING JUDGED BY EVENTS THAT TRANSPIRE IN AFRICA" [capitalization his].
As a thoroughly Westernized writer himself, he speaks to this audience, informed on the
history of Africa only by British colonial literature, and thus makes the choice to describe
Africans as degraded victims of colonialist exploitation.
189
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Author Chinua Achebe takes serious issue with this literary use of Africa as a
"setting and backdrop" that often "eliminates the African as a human factor." 190 In his
review of Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness, he criticizes Conrad's "preposterous and
perverse arrogance in thus reducing Africa to the role of props to the breakup of one petty
European mind." 191 Achebe's scrutiny of this exploitation of Africa as a landscape
against which the Western narrator can measure his or her values is not simply some
quibble over style and presentation. Achebe understood that with regard to Africa, the
Western literary imagination was chief agent in the creation of national stereotypes of
Africans as well as the rationale for political, economic, and social intervention on the
continent. Hemingway is in error when he writes, "Africa turned everyone except the
professional invaders and spoilers into children." 192 Africa's colonizers assessed Africa
with the irresponsibility, untrammeled curiosity, and controlling impulses of a child due
to their learned perception of it as wide open, bountiful, untamed, and unchanging.
In her work, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, Mary Louise
Pratt tracks the development of European images of Africa from purposeful "colonial
meaning-making" to "anti-conquest" literature. Both perspectives focus on the landscape
of the continent and present it as formless: lacking order and boundaries while in
possession of the most graphic and extreme natural challenges to be found anywhere on
the planet. Pratt examines how "colonial meaning making" was undertaken in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by European naturalists or "advanced scouts for
190 Chinua Achebe, Home and Impediments: Selected Essays 1965-1987 London, 1988,
p. 257.
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capitalist improvement." They were there, often under assignment, to outline the "rest of
the world." with early global maps, racial categories, and the arrangement and
classification of raw materials according to geographic regions.
19 '1 The naturalist Carl
Linnaeus wrote a highly influential and early work of "colonial meaning making" in
1735, entitled Systema Naturae . Linnaeus' illustrated work was relevant to the "meaning
making project." through its early categorization and labeling of various species of plants,
animals, and humans then largely unknown to Europeans. Pratt contends that Linnaeus*
"global classification project" inspired a chain reaction ranging from specimen gathering
and naming of species to raw material location and extraction in foreign lands. 194 She
further presumes that the expeditions inspired by the works of important naturalists in the
eighteenth century, paralleled the global spread of religious conversion. These two
motivating principles, guided by concepts of religion and nature constructed in the West,
greatly enabled Europe's colonial imposition on Africa.
"Anti-conquest" is an ironic term since it is only "anti-conquest" in how it differs
from the more direct assertion of "meaning making" in service to a funded expedition
into Africa. "Anti-conquest" literature alerts readers to the "problem of Africa" and the
necessity of "civilizing" or introducing the continent to readers as an open and expansive
fantasy world overwhelmed by fearsome and unnatural challenges, tamed or braved by a
courageous narrator. The accounts rendered in "anti-conquest" literature move the
narrative focus from classifying varying elements in the landscape onto the observer
himself, his adventurous struggle, and how he interprets or reinterprets what he sees.
19-1 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Exes Travel Writing and Transculturation, London, 1992,
p. 23.
Pratt, Imperial Eyes, p. 37.
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Inside his role as an observer, the author of "anti-conquest" literature often relegates the
African to "objectified ethnographic portraits [which] set off the narrative of the
story."
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Piatt here is specifically referring to John Barrow's Travels into the Interior of
Southern Africa in the Years 1797 and 1798 . Piatt sees Barrow's narrative of Africa as
that of a benign observer yet one who prefigures and even forms Africa's presence in the
minds of its readers:
Drama in Barrow's travel account then, is produced not by history,
nor by agency of travelers themselves, but by the changing face of
the country as it presents itself to the invisible European seers.
Barrow's own language suggests the fantasy of dominance and
appropriation that is built into this otherwise passive, open stance.
The eye "commands" what falls within its gaze: mountains and
valleys "show themselves," "present a picture"; the country
"opens up" before the visitors. The European presence is
absolutely uncontested. At the same time, the landscanning
European eye seems powerless to act upon or interact with this
landscape that offers itself. Unheroic, unparticularized. egoless,
the eye seems able to do little but gaze from a periphery of its own
creation: again we are in the realm of the anti-conquest. 196
Africa seems to saliently offer to the Western writer of "anti-conquest" literature
the opportunity to express dominance and even autonomy; written proof of autonomy as
a courageous and solitary traveler and the luxury of rendering autonomous interpretations
on an area not familiar to most Western readers.
In the introductory pages of Black Power Wright explains his purpose for
traveling into Africa. He contends that the questions of what being African means and
how he might be African are for him far more important than the current political
situation in Ghana. "Was there something in Africa that my feelings could latch onto to
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make all of this dark past clear and meaningful?" 197 This motive is at odds with his
insistent rejection of the existence anywhere of commonly held "racial qualities."
However, his previously held beliefs are challenged in Ghana by familiar forms of
emotional expression. "My problem was how to account for the "survival" of Africa in
America when I stoutly denied the mystic influence of 'race.'" 198 His impulse to achieve
some type of unity with Africans is encumbered by his concern with the question of
African involvement in the slave trade. "What would my feelings be when I looked into
the black face of an African, feeling that maybe his great-great-great grandfather had sold
my great-great-great grandfather into slavery?" His most concrete connection to Africa is
that the mistreatment of Blacks in America was "predicated upon the presence of African
(italics his) blood in one's veins." 199 Thus his identification with Africa was based on the
effects of white supremacy on Africans throughout the diaspora since he believed that
what defined Black Americans was their psychological reactions to oppression rather
than the result of peculiarly African cultural responses.
The criticism by others that Wright approaches Africa with considerable
animosity and personal resentment is grounded in what he was truly able to identify with
while there. Kwame Appiah suggests that he enters Africa with a "Conradian dread" and
a need "to punish Africa for failing him."
200
His artistic choice was to focus on
negativity and the bleakness of life and his language always reflects that. The issue for
critics is whether one perceives this language as evidence of Wright's exposure and
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condemnation of the consequences of white supremacy or of a rejection of himself and
other Blacks.
On the other hand, in True at First Light Hemingway deconstructs his former
image as a White Hunter with a domineering attitude towards the land and the Africans
who serve him. He does this by plotting a progression in his perspective on hunting from
that in his earlier work, Green Hills of Africa . In this novel, written in the 1930's,
hunting is pure leisure. This is a time when Europeans came and sowed their white
supremacist oats on safari, proclaiming, *i am a king here. . . When I am ready I extend
one foot and the boy places a sock on it... I step from under the mosquito bar into my
drawers which are held for me. ..Don't you think that is very marvelous?,,2° 1 Later he
professes in True at First Light
,
"Twenty years ago I had called them boys. ...But the way
things were now you did not do it...Everyone had his duties and everyone had a name, not
to know a name was impolite and a sign of sloppiness." 202 His acknowledgment of this
change in general attitudes is a token of his timely withdrawal from the previous
insensitivity of the White Hunter: "I had no right to curse them [the Africans] and I
never did."
20 '1
A great deal of Hemingway's reaction to Africa is influenced by a more rooted
figure with whom he identifies, the White Hunter, Philip Percival. Percival was first
introduced in The Green Hills of Africa, and Hemingway additionally immortalizes him
as the stoic embodiment of an idealized version of British masculinity in the short story
"The Short and Happy Life of Francis McComber." Percival is not actually present to
201 Hemingway, The Green Hills of Africa, New York, 1935, p.31.
202 Hemingwav, True at First Light, p. 17.
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any large extent in True at First Light, but Hemingway consistently measures himself
against Percival's ideals about leadership, particularly as they relate to the treatment of
Africans by Europeans. Much like the portrayal of women in Hemingway's successive
stories about Africa, his depiction of Percival in True at First Light seems to indicate a
certain degree of political growth as it relates to cultural equity in Africa. However, it is
followed by a final capitulation to the comfort in the privilege to which he and Percival
continue to have access while there.
Toward the end of True at First Light
.
Hemingway explains that Percival or Pop
was never burdened by the need for acceptance from the Africans, nor was he interested
in it. "Pop never tried to like them at all. He was civil or moderately civil and then
observed them through his slightly bloodshot and hooded eyes without seeming to see
them. He was waiting for them to make a "mistake."204 The fact was that Pop never had
to try and "like them" because he retreats to the White Highlands at the onset of the
Kenya Land and Freedom Party's rebellion to protect his farm, much like Hemingway
himself, who later retreats into the comfort of his whiteness once his wife returns.
Early on in this trip to Kenya, Bwana Hemingway expresses a growing interest in
the internal affairs of the Kamba and prides himself on his access to the secrets he shares
with them, "the things that went beyond secrets and were understandings."203 This claim
of understanding marks the beginning of his efforts toward identification with the
Kamba.
Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 14.
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Hemingway's affinity for the Kamba speaks to how a fetish is often strongest
when we encounter aspects of ourselves within the differences of the exotic. His
descriptions of the Kamba* s history and their current predicament portrays them as a
group of beleaguered "Hemingway heroes." underdogs at odds with authority who are
fighting a brave but losing battle. He immediately identifies with them as skilled hunters
whose love of drink, moderated by tribal law. did not permit drunkenness. He also points
to a tension between the Masai and the Wakamba similar to the one he draws between the
main character, Harry, in the short story, "Snows of Kilimanjaro," and the rich. "The
Wakamba hated the Masai as rich show offs protected by the government."206 One of the
worst byproducts of "wealth" he sees infecting both the Masai and white travelers on
safari in Africa is how excessive leisure restrains ambition and can lead to sloth and
harmful addictions. Throughout this fictional memoir he consistently attempts to
separate himself from other Europeans whose interest in Big Game hunting was based on
the fact that only a few could afford it rather than any real appreciation of the sport.
In his book, Colonial Transformation of Kenya . Robert Tignor discusses how the
evolving relationship between the Kamba and the British points to how the Kamba
initially "enlisted in disproportionate numbers in the Kenya African Rifles and the
Kenya police and hence constituted an important element in the coercive apparatus
maintaining the colonial system."207 Hemingway himself tells how it was the Wakamba
that made up the majority of game scouts who worked on safaris. The Wakamba were
primarily nomadic and therefore not as vulnerable to British land alienation as the
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Kikuyu, who were the majority of the Kenya Land and Freedom Army. They were also
unlike the Kikuyu in that they did not have a large poor peasantry for whom insurrection
was a viable solution. The Kamba were able to establish a profitable cattle trade with the
British which for a time afforded them a certain distance from economic exploitation.
The comfortable association between the Kamba and the British began to shift
during the 1950's as colonial reforms resulted in the destocking of surplus cattle from
Kamba lands and sought to eliminate livestock as their primary form of currency. Tignor
maintains that the Kamba's political nationalism was directly connected to their loss of
cattle since "they regarded livestock as protection against colonial exploitation."
208 As
they watched the Kikuyus' entry into European labor markets, the Kamba believed that
their possession of cattle, sheep, and goats would safeguard them from such a distasteful
fate. Their livestock conferred a modicum of economic and political autonomy on each
family" (338).
Hemingway views the Kamba during this time of destocking as "noble poachers",
heroes in the tradition of "those people who brought good liquor into the United States in
prohibition" (Hemingway 1 12). He also sees their carnivorous diet as connected to their
fortitude and virility: "Kamba men if they have meat to eat, retain their ability to make
love well after they are seventy" (113). This is a rather comforting thought for an aging
man. He sees his primary means of identification with the Kamba as being a provider of
meat through his position as an official Game Ranger, 'There is no other way of making
this identification. Any alliance between tribes is only made valid in one way.. .if we got
some meat everyone would be happy" (113).
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Throughout True at First Light Hemingway's assertions about the motives
guiding his actions in Africa vacillate between the influence of his wife and the Africans
themselves. When his wife questions his determination to provide meat for the camp, he
invokes his personal duty to the British government by claiming that he acquires game
*"to make money for the Game Department and keep the white hunting racket going"
(114). He is not in Africa to '"bring order" to the continent but to "take some pictures and
write some captions for [Look magazinel and then to have fun and learn what we
could"( 115). His relationship to his wife recapitulates the need, and even the requirement
of the White Hunter to be a hero to his white female clients. This is a need that
Hemingway recognizes in the opening pages of his journal, even as he expounds on his
newfound link to the inner world of his former "'boys." Throughout the journal we see
this ongoing tension between a white world that represents duty and a Black world that
appears to offer emotional freedom and heroic "manliness." As a narrator, his reflections
consistently move back and forth between his passion for personal identification with the
Kamba and making Africa more accessible to his wife.
Wright identifies familiar feelings of emotional distance as he watches some
Africans dancing at a political rally. His response to them prompts one of the most
highly personal reactions he has toward anything he witnesses in Ghana. Old feelings of
alienation and a regretful inadequacy are conjured up as he watches these Africans dance:
How much am I a part of this? How much was I a pail of it when I
saw it in America? Why that peculiar, awkward restraint when I
tried to dance or sing. ...The crowds surged, danced, sang, and
shouted, but I was thinking of my mother, my father, and my
brother... .Had I denied all this in me?. ..Why had my hands and
feet, all my life, failed to keep time? It was useless to say that I*d
inhibited myself, for my inability to do these simple things
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predated any desire, conscious or unconscious on my part. I had
wanted to because it had always been a pan of my environment,
bur I had never been able to (italics his). 209
This strangely uncharacteristic conclusion raises the question if Richard Wright
had been able to dance, would he have escaped some of the nervous tension and anxiety
that plagued him throughout his life? Perhaps he would not have been the stiff, grimly
serious, self-conscious, and pensive wallflower, who by his own admission, could only
access and expend his emotions through writing and reading. Why does he grant so much
value to dancing? He could comprehend the need for, yet rejects, a belief in God. But he
did want to dance. Or, at least, he seems open to the idea that Blacks supposedly have an
innate ability to dance.
Wright strongly exhibits his Western frame of reference during a funeral
ceremony when he refuses to see the dances as a viable form of communal expression.
This refusal may be partially due to his inability to concentrate on the dancing itself since
he feels he is being watched and that his presence as a Westerner makes the Africans feel
self-conscious and judged. He hesitates before entering the ceremony and hopes that
being Black will allow him to blend in: "Ought I go in. They were black so was I."210
When he sits down he assumes the posture of a neutral observer and without irony
repeatedly asks the wrong question. He cannot accept the reasons given to him why the
Africans are dancing and is told twice that they are dancing because a girl has died, and
he consistently deems the answer to be unsatisfactory. Finally he declare, 'They were
Wright, Black Power, p. 59.
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black and so was I but my blackness did not help me."" This simplistic summation
reveals how he drops the ball on a more comprehensive assessment of a functional
activity in African societies.
Dance as a form of communication is emotional, sensual, and visceral, qualities
that Wright must have seen as ephemeral and not concrete. Unlike Wright, psychologist
Franz Fanon is able to establish dance as a therapeutic and advanced exercise which
communicates and exhausts emotions within allegedly primitive cultures. Fanon, in his
seminal work. The Wretched of the Earth , published nine years after Black Power ,
maintains that "any study of the colonial world should take into consideration the
phenomena of the dance and possession." 212
How would the thoroughly Westernized Wright react in Ghana when among a
group of Europeans? When Wright spends time at a workers colony for processing
timber as the guest of an Englishman, an executive with the United Africa Company, and
his family, he encounters sanctimonious benevolence and brazen racism. Since he is
black and American, or black yet "civilized," some of the British with whom he interacts
seek his understanding of the colonial system and its economic benefits to Africans. He
is asked whether he felt "just as good" as his African chauffeur, whether he is "for or
against the colonies." and couldn't he at least appreciate the economic investment made
by the UAC in Ghana and the financial benefits it offered to Africans, even though their
wages were significantly less than their European counterparts for the same work? Later
at a dinner party where liquor flowed, he had to endure the racist ridiculing of African
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laborers by their British management. Their behavior causes him to question "Why were
they acting like that? Did they think that they'd win me over to their point of view? Or
were they trying to see if I'd object? Or did they take it for granted that I was on their
side?"
21 '1
His rhetorical questions lead him to conclude, "Well, this was their Africa too;
the conquerors were godlike, aloof; they could derive their entertainment from the lives
and groupings of the people whom they had conquered/'214 These encounters with
English had left him even more drained, frustrated, and alone than his previous
interaction with Africans at the funeral dance.
In this British enclave he was not confused by unfamiliar behavior or forms of
emotional expression whose familiarity he could not adequately explain. He understood
these attitudes quite well. Wright himself had previously labeled the African personality
as childlike, patently insecure, and unnecessarily belligerent. However, he maintains a
belief in the possibility of successful African self-government, a possibility he believes
inspired the round of insensitive comments by the gathered Brits. This moment with the
British rattles and exposes his insecurities about his own identity in a way no other
experience in Ghana seems to:
An hour later I was in my mosquito-proofed room in a modern bungalow.
My emotions and my body felt bleak. I got ready for bed. then stood at
the window and looked out into the blackness...Jungle lay out there. Then
I started, my skin prickling. A sound came to my ears out of the jungle
night; something-it was a tree bear, I was told afterwards-began a
dreadful kind of moaning that stabbed the heart. It began like a baby
crying, then it ascended to a haunting scream followed by a weird kind of
hooting that was the essence of despair. The sound kept on and on,
sobbing, seemingly out of breath, as if the heart was so choked with
sorrow that another breath could not be drawn. Finally a moan came at
213
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long intervals, as though issuing from a body in the last extremities of
physical suffering. And when I could no longer hear it, I still felt that it
was sounding in my mind... 213
Why does Wright follow his depiction of his time with the British with stark
images of emotional bleakness, despair, and wailing? As a fiction writer he
intermittently describes the sounds of an African night to indicate vivid images of
vulnerability, perhaps to articulate his own loneliness and fear since his personality
prevents him from doing so directly. This may be one of the few passages in Black Power
where Wright is no longer reporting, but recognizing how elements in his identity, both
racial and intellectual, leave him feeling deeply alone.
The attempt to cope with the intense solitude of being a foreigner in Africa is a
shared theme in both journals. Hemingway seeks to cope with his loneliness by pursuing
his lifelong interest in big game hunting but in a more equitable fellowship with African
men. Hemingway's growing perception of hunting as an expression of dominance,
control, and ego gratification leads him toward a spiritual awakening. Hunting takes on a
ethereal aspect for Hemingway not only because of its immediate function of providing
meat for the camp, but also because he begins to perceive himself more as quarry than as
predator. The animals being hunted on safari in Africa were caught between their
preservation as commodities in the white hunting racket or their extinction. This
imbroglio mirrors Hemingway's stretch between his own growing interest in communal
responsibility and the social and economic pressure to maintain his image or status as a
thrill-seeking maverick looking for some wilderness to explore and tame. His description
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of a leopard hunt explores his feelings about a seemingly gratuitous killing, his
developing sense of unity with the Kamba, and the regrets he associates with his duties as
Game Ranger.
Hemingway recognizes a renegade leopard on the Shamba as an honorable foe.
The leopard is not being hunted for sport. The animal is an outlaw, guilty of poaching
livestock goats within the shamba inhabited by the members of Hemingway's hunting
camp. He sees himself on equal footing with the Africans as he hunts this leopard
because this time they are not his servants there to assure him a trophy. They all have a
stake in this essential mission, "There was no White Man to speak softly and knowingly
from his great knowledge, nor any White Man to give violent orders astonished at the
stupidity of his 'boys' and cursing them on like reluctant hounds. There was only one
wounded leopard with terrible odds against him." 216 Hemingway's empathy for the
animal was not only for its grace and power when wounded. He saw a correlation
between the leopard's situation and that of the Kamba. They were all displaced from
their original habitats and forced into poaching for survival. The leopard's death
characterizes the inevitable loss associated with intractable duty, a theme to which
Hemingway consistently returns, particularly in his writing about soldiers. He expresses
his identification with the leopard by comparing the animal's necessity to kill with his
own reasons for being in Africa, "I wish he had never killed the goats and that I had
never signed any contracts to kill and be photographed for any national circulation
Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 239.
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magazines."'
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Witnessing the wounded leopard's valiant battle for its life, induces
Hemingway to attempt to separate himself from the commercial exploitation of animals
and identify with the more admirable motives of the Kamba: "He was a good leopard
and we had hunted him well and cheerfully like brothers with no White Hunters nor
Game Rangers and no Game Scouts.. ..we were all Wakamba."218
As previously stated, the narrator in True at First Light is divided between his role
as provider for the Kamba people and hunting guide and instructor to his wife. There is a
further schism in his own perceived status as honorable caretaker or Dionysian
individualist who freely indulges in the sensual pleasures of drink and native women.
The arrogance of creating a user-friendly religious doctrine further places him at the
center of this narrative and represents an effort to make allowances for his contradictory
pursuits in Africa with personalized religious sanction. However, the fellowship- with
older African men is also based on their shared fears of aging and death. The narrator's
wife needles him about hypocrisy, irresponsibility, and the impossibility of his being
truly initiated into the Kamba. Her departure to Nairobi allows Hemingway to explore
his fantasies of being African, but her return inevitably signals the reality of his white
identity and all that it implies.
In a discussion about True at First Light, Patrick Hemingway remarks that his
father's decision to create a religion in Kenya was influenced by the writing of D.H.
Lawrence. Lawrence had written that religions should not be universal but should fit into
the cultural beliefs and practices of particular regions. Patrick goes on to state.
2,7
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"Hemingway mentions D.H. Lawrence in this memoir specifically to justify the invention
in this book of his own religion which was meant to apply simply to himself and the
people he was on safari with" (P. Hemingway xxi). Hemingway claims that his new
religion was earlier revealed to him in the Himalayas, which, according to him, are the
spiritual and geographic counterpart to Kibo or Mount Kilimanjaro. Some of the basic
creeds of this religion are ecumenical inclusiveness and the renunciation of whiteness:
"We retain the best of various other sects and tribal law and customs....We tolerate the
whites and wish to live in harmony with them but on our terms." 219 His religion's
establishment is made possible by his wife's absence. The narrator seems to believe that
white women are important symbols of white supremacy. He decrees that there will be
"no beautiful White Goddess in this faith, no [Christian] worship of Miss Mary" (his
wife), and that his religion can be most completely practiced in an area of the country
"where no white women had ever been." 220 The absence of his wife allows him to be
"alone with the people and the problems and the country that I loved."221 Like Robert
Jordan in Spain, Hemingway is temporarily able to distract himself from personal
concerns by becoming engrossed in, yet ultimately distanced from, the concerns and
politics of a foreign group.
Hemingway's religion is largely based on the Kamba's attempts to maintain
social and economic autonomy and his own personal attachment to the landscape.
Accompanied by Africans on a trip up the mountain, he proudly contemplates, 'There
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were no Game Scouts along so there were no people who had sold their Wakamba
heritage to denounce their brothers and no worship of Miss Mary and the hangman or the
puppies of the police so we were free in a way." -" There was to be no Game Department
in his camp nor flogging or capital punishment. Though the flogging of Africans by their
European employers had been outlawed, many Africans chose to be flogged rather than
be fined. Certain Muslim inhabitants of Hemingway's camp saw his newfound faith as
farcical, an attitude which he attributes to their allegiance to an imperialistic philosophy.
The narrator views shared personal histories between men as a powerful remedy
for loneliness, first as soldiers and now as non-Muslim men, unbeholden to a religion
which had enslaved Africans. One of the "shared and unsaid understandings" he claims
between he and the Kamba is "that the slave raiders who had come up different routes
were all Moslems." 221 During a prayer meeting one convert requests "beer and a new
wife with hard hands," after which Hemingway testifies that he wants to see "Africa for
Africans. Kwisha (an end) Mau Mau. Kwisha (an end) all sickness. Rain good
everywhere. Happy Hunting Grounds."224 The idea of a spiritual "Happy Hunting
Grounds" must have been influenced by Papa Hemingway's earlier relations with Native
Americans across the Atlantic. Hemingway's "religion" professes the value of racial
equality in Africa, yet Hemingway has no plans to defend this faith against whites who
cannot share its ideals, making it at best self-serving and at worst, reckless, particularly
for the Africans left behind in his Eden.
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As a white American visitor in East Africa, Hemingway asks a lot less of Africa
and African culture than his counterpart. Richard Wright, on the other side of the
continent. Hemingway seeks a connection with Africans partly because he recognizes the
present shift in power relations between Europeans and Africans. Yet this connection
draws from his ongoing worship of unspoiled wilderness, manhood, hunting, and virility.
Unlike Wright he is not there to evaluate the practical value of a culture's beliefs and has
a begrudging yet clear awareness of his cultural distance from the people who fascinate
him; his wife's role in the journal is to remind him of this. As an African-American,
Wright personalizes the question, "What is Africa to Me?" perhaps most pointedly when
facing whether there is concrete evidence for the survivals of African culture in the
behavior of African-Americans
Wright initially maintains that he could not accept the idea of African cultural
survivals in America because it conflicted with his closely held conviction that
similarities in the behavior patterns of humans could not be categorized racially. He
surmises that what anthropologists term "'African survivals" are actually an "attitude
toward life that springs from a natural and poetic grasp of existence and all the emotional
implications that such an attitude carries...what the anthropologists have been trying to
explain are not "African survivals at all-they are the retention of basic and primal
attitudes toward life":
If the American Negro retained, in part for a time,
remnants of his background of traditional African attitude,
it was because he couldn't see or feel or trust (at that
moment in history) any other system of value or belief that
could interpret the world and make it meaningful enough
for him to act and rely upon it. What the social scientist
should seek are not 'African survivals" at all, but the
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persistence and vitality of primal attitudes and the social
causes thereof. And he would discover that the same
primal attitudes exist in other people; after all, what are the
basic promptings of artists, poets, and actors but primal
attitudes consciously held? 2 "5
Wright seems to view "African survivals" as a coping mechanism to address feelings of
longing or confusion and perhaps even rejection from Western systems of "value or
belief." He does not give credence to or even acknowledge cultural and geographical
differences in African culture and the manner in which these variations influence
survivals in specific areas and activities. His insistence on a more universal interpretation
may speak to his Marxist background but even more importantly, speak to his highly
personal need to believe in a universal humanity outside of cultural boundaries, perhaps
in order to insure his access to unconditional acceptance.
In Black Boy
,
Wright recounts that human unity is "more important than
bread...without a common bond uniting men, without a continuous current of shared
thought and feeling circulating through the social system, there could be no living worthy
of being called human."226 In Black Power he asserts that "the tribal African's culture is
primarily human; that which all men had as their once indigenous way of living is his."
The way Wright refers to a "natural and poetic grasp of existence... the basic promptings
of artists, poets, and actors," place imagination on an equal plane with experience in
order to create a world or means of interpreting it. "He dreams naturally, spontaneously,
without even being aware that he does so. To live with the tribal African is to create."227
Wright is continually distressed in Black Power with what he sees as the propensity of
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Africans to apply spiritual explanations for natural occurrences such as extreme weather
or death, a perspective which he believes makes the African vulnerable, unable to
appreciate the need for technological change, and even irresponsible.
However, linking one's imagination with lived experiences in the interest of
fellowship is one of Wright's own desires, as he tells in Black Boy . "I wanted to try and
build a bridge of words between me and that world outside, that world which was so
distant and elusive that it seemed unreal." 228 He contends that as a writer he could not
venture outside of describing the extreme circumstances caused by oppression. He
cannot give credence to any spiritual retorts ~ Garveyism is a pipe dream, the spirituals
are a diversion, and the Africans dancing in honor of the dead is not viable explanations
for their performance. He wanted a complete sense of belonging with no "fear of rebuff
or reprisal" so he could not accept any philosophy that lent itself to exclusivity. He seeks
human unity more than anything else, but his cynicism prevents him from fully
embracing one of the primary gifts of being human: the ability to dream past the limits of
our present condition.
Unlike Richard Wright. Hemingway's alienation is more directly based on his
rebuff and rejection of modern society and its values rather than vice versa. Hemingway
in Africa rejects modern society's central value for professional productivity, and here,
unfettered by a racial identity that has not been degraded or questioned, he can seek in his
makeshift religion what Baldwin terms as his "innocence" or temporary sanction from
personal fears such as aging. As a Black writer and expatriate, Richard Wright is dogged
Wright, Black Boy, p. 148.
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by the belief that society must first change and make amends for its historical past before
these more personal concerns can be addressed.
Richard Wright's treatment of African involvement in the slave trade includes
some troublesome rhetorical questions about his likely reaction to seeing Africans whose
ancestors may have been agents of the slave trade. However, he ends his analysis of this
subject with a careful description of what may have been an individual response to it. He
begins his African journey in Liverpool, England, an important slave trading center, visits
Accra and some other trading centers and rural villages, and ends at Elmina Castle. By
asking the question of why Liverpool was such an important port during the slave trade,
he accounts for the beginnings of capitalism -- how the vast amounts of money changing
hands at this vital point in the triangular trade helped launch the British navy and
shipping industry, and how this staid, innocent, and elegant town was built on the
dehumanization of Africans. Later, at the castle in Elmina, he juxtaposes the majesty and
"awe inspiring" structure of European architecture against the tragic loss of black men,
women, and children, "whose number and identity we would never know," and upon
whose lives these magnificent edifices were built. 229 Wright later concludes that the
actual treasure was not the European buildings, nor was it the gold said to be stored
somewhere in the castle. The true treasure is a fossilized tear:
I'm sure that it has a sheen that outshines gold—a tiny, pear shaped tear
that formed on the cheek of some black woman torn away from her
children, a tear that gleams here still, caught in the feeble rays of the
dungeon's light-a shy tear that vanishes at the sound of approaching
footsteps, but reappears when all is quiet, hanging there on that black
cheek, unredeemed, unappeased-a tear that was hastily brushed off when
her arm was grabbed and she was led toward those narrow, dank steps that
229
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guided her to the tunnel that directed her feet to the waiting ship that
would bear her across the heaving, mist shrouded Atlantic. 2 '10
Wright's requiem for this woman is one of the most tender and powerful
evocations of the cost of slavery ever written anywhere. His conclusions are not about
balancing guilt or justifying Western imperialism, they simply make good on Wright's
mission as a writer to render the destructive effects of oppression through the depiction of
a personal experience.
Hemingway also experiences a moment in Africa that leads him to render a
passionate memorial for an important element of his past. While resting at Mount
Kilimanjaro, a group of brown eagles remind him how as a hunter of eagles in the
American Midwest he would use a dead horse as bait. The horse is a noble and sacrificial
animal, much like the bull in the corrida, whose final moments and eventual death in
Hemingway's eyes exemplifies some larger meaning. In his farewell, the narrator
justifies the use of the body by evoking loyalty to the dead horse, "Good bye Old Kite, I
know you'd do the same for me." 2 ' 1
As eagles swoop down to pick away at the horse's decomposing body,
Hemingway note them strutting arrogantly around the corpse as if it were they who had
killed it and he "thought that they were lovelier in the air."2j2 The eagles' arrogance, the
narrator's connection to them, and the horse's sense of duty each metaphorically explain
a realization that Hemingway came to in Africa. He correlates the eagles' arrogance with
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that of any spectator or critic who presumes a point of view as authentic as a participant.
Hemingway also manages to see the sacrifice of the faithful horse parallel to his own.
He sees the horse's devotion in life and productivity in death as analogous to the
relationship which Hemingway perceives himself to have with the Kamba. The horse
attracts eagles which Hemingway is then able to kill to sell to the Cheyenne. The
narrator remembers that, to the Cheyenne, an eagle was viewed as being "beyond all
other things or all other things that had been removed. To him the eagles on the land of
the reservation were unapproachable as they circled high in the sky when they settled on
a pile of rock to watch the country."""'
1 When Hemingway considers the eagle as
"beyond all other things that had been removed," he is recognizing that eagles had
remained one of the few resources to which the Cheyenne still had access after being
cordoned into reservations. He makes an African connection:
The Reservation was rougher than the Shamba. Maybe not. I did
not really know but I did know that white people always took other
people's lands away from them and put them on a reservation
where they could go to hell and be destroyed as though they were
in a concentration camp.
2 ,4
In Africa he further casts himself as a provider helping the Kamba to secure cattle. The
Kamba prize this resource above all others, a resource being threatened by the changing
political and economic dynamics of their relationship with the British. In his role as
provider, working in fellowship with the Wakamba, Hemingway seeks to distance
himself further from the Europeans who come to Africa to hunt.
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As someone who deeply values full engagement with a challenge, Hemingway
has a particular disdain for those who only partially take them on or falsely claim them.
The eagles strutting around the dead horse are similar to the Europeans Hemingway
castigates for coming to Africa, not out of any genuine love of hunting, but because going
on safari was something inaccessible to others: "it something that others could not do
so. ..it was increasingly attractive.
"
2
~° The lack of knowledge or skills in big game
hunting made them novices, dupes of their White Hunter guides who were quite skilled at
constructing the illusion of danger while "preserving the game for the next client who
would come along." 2 ' 6
On a more literary level, the eagle's arrogance reminds the narrator of a problem
he associates with the current scholars of his work. In the beginning of True at First
Light
.
Hemingway, castigates his biographers and critics for pretending they had access,
enabling them to write about his inner life, motives, and aims. Hemingway contends that
reviewing these books was like "reading an account of a battle written by someone who
had not been present or even born when the battle took place." 2 ' 7 This dismissal of his
critics is not merely a self-consciously defensive position. Hemingway's connection with
others such as his African comrades was based on earned membership in an elite
community of valor in the face of danger, "shared understandings" or a fraternity of
participants who engaged in activities that express athleticism and courage.
2 '5 Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 91.
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One of the more remarkable qualities of True at First Light is the progression it
shows in the former portrayal of the white female character from his earlier stories about
African safaris. The reminiscence about eagles is triggered by his concern for his wife's
feelings of isolation in Africa. Unlike the narrator, she has no memories through which
she could connect what she is currently experiencing. She cannot look at the eagles and
share the memory the narrator has for them. This reflection sparks some very poignant
conclusions about the nature of love and the sharing of what we love with our partner:
"There is a virginity that you, in theory only, bring once to a beautiful city or a great
painting. This is only a theory and I think it is untrue. All the things that I have loved I
bring this [virginity] to each time but it is lovely to bring someone else to it and it helps
the loneliness. " Though he later recounts, "It is stupid to expect or hope that a woman
that you love should love all the things that you do."
2,8
This particular lament signifies
the narrator's conflict between a wife and a group of Africans, each with conflicting
claims to the author's loyalties.
Critics of True at First Light have often interpreted Hemingway's pursuit of the
African woman, Debba, as a primary element of this fictional memoir. Debba is referred
to throughout the text as the narrator's African fiancee or "Papa's new wife." Debba is a
young African woman living in the Shamba and one of his reasons for continuing to
venture there is to bring her gifts. His relationship to Debba in a sense crystallizes his
connection with Africa. He is attracted to Debba' s insolence, which he sees as lush, wild,
and enticing. The narrator claims that what he has in common with her is "Africa and a
Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 213.
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not too simple trust."2
,9
Debba cannot speak English, has no understanding of the
narrator as a prominent American writer, and is therefore open to his charade as a
paternalistic caretaker and seasoned hunter, temporarily removed from other professional
pressures.
Debba represents Hemingway's attraction to Africa as both a short term escape
and an assumption of responsibility. Debba was the woman who could accompany
Hemingway up into Mount Kilimanjaro, "where no white woman had ever gone," and be
present at the establishment of his new religion. When she is seated next to him in the
truck she occupies a place that draws the envy of other villagers. Hemingway scholar
Debra Moddelmog comments that his desire for an African woman coincides with his
temporary desire to "renounce whiteness and become the native African." 240 Much like
the idyllic religion he has created, the relationship between Debba and Hemingway is
characterized by unreality. His fantasy is threatened by the disapproval of Debba'
s
mother and the older men in the village.
The narrator's potential mother in-law and the elder men in the camp consider
Debba' s engagement to an outsider is a violation of Kamba protocol. Hemingway
accepts the decree that Debba be returned to her family, yet continues to declare that he
would have taken responsibility for any children they may have had. This seemingly
noble proclamation affirmed the virility of an aging narrator capable of impregnating a
young woman. Critic Rose Marie Burwell contends that, 'This opposition of fertility and
impotence progresses by image and juxtaposition to embody the aging writer's anxiety
239 Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 32.
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about his ability to write in the world outside Africa."241 Debba's exit from the text takes
place when the narrator acknowledges the finale of the religious experiment and
egalitarian camp he has instituted among some members of the Kamba. Debba had
braved the disapproval of other Kamba and enters Hemingway's camp after being forced
to end their affair. The Christmas tree planted by his wife is most likely a fictional point
of departure in the journal, signaling that Hemingway must acquiesce to the demands of
the "real world" and let go of his African bride and invented faith. After speaking with
some Africans at the tree, he looks around for Debba and, finding her gone, he
acknowledges the end of his African dream. Debba, like Africa, was another body that
Hemingway was acting on. He was never able to consummate a connection with her, or
any of the Africans for that matter, and reluctantly acknowledges the authority of his
white wife and his racial position in colonial Africa.
Hemingway and Debba's relationship follows a pattern common in the journals
written by European men traveling in Africa. In Imperial Eyes, Pratt discusses this
matter^ noting how interracial relations in Africa often depict "a particular form of
colonial sexual exploitation, whereby European men on assignment to the colonies
bought local women from their families to serve as sexual and domestic partners for the
duration of their stay."
242
Pratt quotes author Peter Holmes that the mission of the
transracial love theme in colonial literature is to affirm the "ideal of cultural harmony
through romance." The problem is that this "ideal" is more of a rationale for the
Europeans' pursuit of sexual exotica than any intimate attachment. The author's
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inevitable absorption back into Europe at the end of these tales indicates that the vision of
"cultural harmony through romance" is not fulfilled and the allegory of an integrated
post-colonial society never completes itself.
24,
Debba' s other role in True at First Light
,
according to Patrick Hemingway
in the journal's introduction, is to "serve as a sort of dark matter opposite to what was
Mary's real class act."
244
The use of a white and Black woman to illustrate opposing
impulses in the white man is also achieved with the character of Kurtz in Joseph
Conrad's The Heart of Darkness . Kurtz's European fiancee represents a genteel civilized
sensibility and the higher aspects of Kurtz's personality whereas his African mistress is
depicted as erratic and tempestuous and is present to witness Kurtz's most primitive and
irrational behavior. Hemingway scholar Robert Gajdusek sees the contrast between Mary
and Debba as "culturally determined." Mary's "Europeaness" is demonstrated by her
"competitive acquisitory nature," while Debba' s "insolence, pride, and arrogance
displays her African background."243 According to Gadjusek. this variation displays the
great racial and cultural divide between colonialism and tribalism. The dilemma posed
by this statement is that Debba' s alleged insolence, arrogance, and pride is culturally
determined from a Western point of view. Debba is an impoverished young woman
whose intrusiveness was steadily encouraged, baited with gifts, and then dismissed by the
narrator. Furthermore, the narrator's relationship with Debba was encouraged, or at least
tolerated, by his wife because she understood that it was temporary and, in her own
;
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words, said she was not threatened by an African mistress. In the end, Debba, like the
band of Kamba men, is a childlike refuge or temporary safe house, controlled by
Hemingway and then abandoned for more mature and legitimate responsibilities.
Wright's own response to women in Africa was largely colored by what he
deemed to be their cavalier attitude toward sexuality. After seeing casual nudity in Ghana
he recounts that
Sex per se was absent from what I saw: Sex was so
blatantly prevalent that it drove all sexuality out; that is it
eliminated all of that evidence of sublimated and projected
sexual symbolization with which Western men are
habitually prone to decorate their environment in depicting
to themselves the reality of the hidden bodies of their
women.
246
Margaret Walker, in her highly personal biography of Richard Wright, describes him as
"asexual" and asserts that his ability to express himself sexually was severely stunted by
his Puritan upbringing. Walker feels that Wright's sexual energy was most explicitly
released in his "passionate prose," though he remained highly intrigued by sexuality,
particularly as it relates to deviancy. and the relations between sex and violence.
Wright's use of sex in his own literature shows an interest in the tension between
frustration and lust, in the moments leading to, during, and after intercourse. What
piqued the curiosity of Wright in Africa was the unaccountable absence of this frustration
and lust. "Undoubtedly these people had chosen some aspect of their lives other than sex
upon which to concentrate their passions and what that other aspect was and the manner
with which they concentrated their passions upon it was something that I did not know
Wright, Black Power, p. 38.
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nor could I guess at its nature."" What is significant here is that Wright marks his most
fervent disconnection from Africans on their attitudes toward sex. Much like his ongoing
connection with aspects of Communism, his Puritan upbringing continues to inform his
attitudes and interpretations of others.
While in Africa, Wright exhibits a unique type of compassion for the Africans he
believes to be the victims of Western influence. He sees the imposition of certain
Western mores and practices as leading to a previously unknown self-consciousness in
Africans. Wright believes that their "enlightenment'" would "necessitate the uncovering
of all that which religion was now covering up. There would be doctors to coax these
people to believe in that which religion had taught them to suppress. I could feel the
mental suffering and emotional anguish that had yet to come into those innocent lives."248
This statement recapitulates Wright's lament about the '"dragging" of Africans into
inevitable personal alienation by their adoption of Western ideologies. Wright's
compassion is sparked by his ability to identify with the shame that a staunchly Christian
upbringing can attach to natural emotions along with feelings of guilt, self-disgust, and
isolation. However, his personal discomfort still prevents any recognition that the
African lack of shame or sexual inhibition could indicate a level of advancement beyond
the reach of psychological repression. Once again, Hemingway, across the continent,
counters Wright's admonishment of the supposed lack of inhibition of the African and
Wright. Black Power, p. 40.
Wright, Black Power, p. 83.
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finds the enticing openness of his African bride-to-be as evidence of the emotional
maturity and lack of the guilt of Africans that encumbers Westerners.
Some of the more memorable individuals presented in Black Power are those who
are presented as fabricated Westerners: poor imitations of American fantasies or
idealized versions of British grace and manners. Throughout his journal, Wright
consistently views Africans as evasive, taking great delight in causing bewilderment in
outsiders. This is reaffirmed when he was accosted by an African prostitute. Wright
interviews the young woman and concludes that her choice of profession is a product of
her Christianity and an unrealistic interpretation of American films. Even when she
informs him that she is working to earn money to study in England, Wright maintains she
is "accepting a shop girl's escape dream as a realistic vision of life" and that '"before
professing Christ she might have slept with a man for the sheer physical pleasure; now.
she still wanted to sleep with a man but she wanted to be paid, and, moreover, being out
of touch with reality, she had placed a fantastic overestimation upon herself." 249 The
harsh dismissal of this would-be courtesan lends credence to criticisms of Wright's
sexism, especially as it relates to Black woman. His compassion or identification with
Africans is always visited by self-righteous judgments. He determines that this young
woman is an amalgam of African's supposedly uninhibited nature and Western
capitalism. Readers of Black Power can't help but surmise that Wright's skewed and
damning assessments of Africans offer continuous evidence of his desire to maintain a
certain distance from them. The attitude starkly differs from Hemingway's desire to be
Wright, Black Power, p. 302.
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welcomed into the world of his "former boys," speak their language, and share their
"secrets" in a way that other White Hunters did not or would not. Both men were
privileged outsiders in Africa, cognizant of its tumultuous political climate. However,
Hemingway was not concerned with how African behavior may undermine their socio-
political development and could not rely on Wright's repeated refrain that, since "they
were black and so was I," there should be some innate or obvious connection between
himself and the Africans with whom he comes in contact that would help him understand
their behavior.
Much like Wright's literary characters, his African subjects are usually used to
signify some larger social problem, or, in this text, the psychological effects of
imperialism on the personality. Wright creates an ironic character when retelling an
earlier encounter he has with a judge on a boat trip before reaching the Gold Coast. He
grants him the nom de plume of Mr. Justice, and considers him an example of the
"victory of the Enlightenment: he could read, he could vote, he was free, but he was
adamant against the hungers of the new generation."250 The British stodginess and
Christian morality which Wright attributes to the judge is tested when the two men
adjourn to a house of prostitution. This unity of opposites between an allegedly self-
repressive and straight-laced victim of British influence and the "simplicity" and direct
"honesty" of the whorehouse provides Mr. Justice with a contest of wills where Wright
serves as the final judge. Mr. Justice justifies his presence at the whorehouse by claiming
a disinterested curiosity and the fact that "all the leading British administrators,
250
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merchants, and soldiers in West Africa go to such houses." Yet while there, he never
indulges in the company of the prostitutes, even though Wright's perception is that he
desperately wants to. Wright presents himself here, and in other incidents throughout
Black Power ,as an eye in the wall. He declares that he himself has no interest in these
prostitutes and if Mr. Justice did, then "he'd have to show me what a staunch
individualist he was, how morally independent the British had taught him to be."231 Mr.
Justice, being true to the character Wright has presented, does not.
Consider how these two incidents contain evidence of some of the contradictions
within Wright's recounting of actual interactions and the people involved. In the first
scenario, Wright severely admonishes an African woman for her chosen involvement
with prostitution and blames it on her "Christianity." He explains the use of the term by
positing that in Africa, "asking a person if he were a Christian does not mean what it does
in the West; it is asking if the person belongs to a certain social status. It has nothing to
do with morals, ethics, or metaphysics." In this incident it also means to be highly
individualistic and self-seeking. However, in the second scenario, an African's refusal to
engage with prostitutes serves as a sign of the stranglehold Christianity has fastened to
his natural impulses. Wright smugly asserts, "I could have easily put him at ease, could
have spoken a sentence and released him from the high flown sentiments of honor and
Christianity," but "if he must continuously fling Christianity and imperialism in my face,
then let him squirm and wriggle a bit on the hook of his own hypocrisy.""" The
contradiction in Wright's discussion of prostitution can be seen as a further example of
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his sexism — a woman must be condemned for her career decision but a man may be
excused for a momentary indulgence. Furthermore, it is significant how Wright's
critiques of these two Africans highlights the varying influential relationship between
class and Christianity in Ghana. An African Christian woman is more likely to be self-
centered and independent, thus more open to prostitution, whereas an esteemed African
Christian man is more likely to have absorbed "Westernized" repression or shame in
regards to sex than his non-Christian counterparts.
Hemingway also comes across an interesting individual in Kenya whom he
cannot respect because this African, known as the Informer, has. in the narrator's view,
been ruined by the influence of Europeans and Western attitudes. The informer is
actually a police informer who informs the Europeans or Bwanas of the internal activities
of the Kamba. The Informer also has the specific role of carrying messages between
Hemingway and Debba. Hemingway's attitude toward this African is a mixture of
sympathy and pity. He admits to being somewhat fond of him. yet "he still disapproved
of him completely and had several times told him that it might be my duty to see him
hanged." 25 "
1
Hemingway's admiration of certain Africans is because he is able to relate to
them as soldiers or hunters, activities in which the Informer has never engaged. The
Informer's forbearance toward the Europeans also disallowed his entry into
Hemingway's religion since there were to be "no puppies of the police" nor any "worship
of Miss Mary." 234 Hemingway and Wright benefited from the presence of Mr. Justice
and the Informer because each African man offers their narrator momentary suspension
2X1 Hemingway, True at First Light, p. 39.
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of judgment as an outsider and the ensuring feelings of self-consciousness. Hemingway
did not have to change to maintain his acceptance of the Informer, nor did Mr. Justice
stimulate the nervous emotions which Wright felt as a Western outsider in the presence of
most of the Africans he encountered in Ghana.
Another African Wright uses to represent the effects of Westernization on the
African is Kwame Nkrumah. Wright posits that Nkrumah's chief political dilemmas
were products of his attachment to Western economic endowment and perhaps more
importantly, the fact that he was educated in the West. Wright assesses the cost of a
Western education to an emerging African leader by describing a generic African
politician's experience as student in a Christian missionary school on through the effects
of his study abroad in France, England, or the United States. The primary assumption
Wright's prototype takes on is an early value for the Protestant work ethic or practical
individualism which distances him from his African countrymen's •'impractical"
submission to unseen spirits. Once abroad in the Western world, this newfound sense of
individualism is coupled with an awareness of racial stratification. According to
Wright's table of metamorphosis, this understanding will reinvigorate the African's
bitterness toward colonizing countries. When this resentment is combined with the
deepening value for personal independence, it will inevitably lead to his desire to achieve
political autonomy for his home country. The primary drawback that Wright sees is that
the only constituency able to subscribe to the emerging African leader's political platform
are those with no stake in the colonial system: the lower and despised classes from which
the politician's Western education was supposed to distance him.
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Inside the pages of Black Power , Prime Minister Nkrumah is someone who
perhaps initially "spurned the fetish religion of his people [yet] returns and finds that the
religion is the only thing that he has to work with; its muck but he must use it... So. not
believing in the customs of his people, he rolls up his sleeves and begins to organize that
which he loathes.""^ Earlier in the text Wright comments that Nkrumah' s political
advantage was that he was able to fuse "politics with tribalism."
He writes that Nkrumah most emphatically achieves this by having the initiates
into his Convention People's Party take an oath of loyalty to the party's principles.
Wright muses on the practical application of oath taking in the twentieth century,
especially to a leader, but then he concludes that this oath was much more practical than
one which served invisible gods. This oath would bind Nkrumah, "a living man," to
actual responsibilities. However, the problem, as Wright interprets it, is that this strategy
may be more effective in instigating and fermenting emotional desires for change rather
than achieving long term political results. Wright voices this concern with a suspicion
that Nkrumah was actually an "agent provocateuf (italics his) of emotions which he did
not quite grasp or understand in all of its ramifications."256 The challenge to Nkrumah
and other Third World political leaders in a similar situation was whether they would
placate these "emotions" to maintain power or use them to move their constituents
toward more concrete progress.
Manthia Diawara's review of Black Power shares Wright's concern for the
seeming manipulation of highly charged emotions for political purposes. Diawara
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applauds Wright for courageously criticizing Nkrumah's application of "tribal religious
practices to win votes for his Convention People's Party." 257 Diawara feels that actions
such as these were in effect "replacing white dictatorial rule with an African one,
preparing the ground for an even more oppressive and archaic system of rule based on
magic and superstition instead oLscience and objectivity. Why did the African, once he
had found the tools of liberation in modernity, have to revive the traditions "which
oppressed African women and opposed the creation of secular and democratic
institutions."
258
Diawara argues that Wright's prescription for the application of
modernity in Ghana demonstrates his concern for the continent's future rather than his
disdain for the Africa he witnessed while there. However, it is important to recall that
Wright's progressive attitude was afflicted by an inability to grant any significance to
expressions of culture, which often can strengthen cohesion and galvanize groups of
people toward a collective mission or goal.
Franz Fanon, in his celebrated work. The Wretched of The Earth , further assesses
how the "native intellectual," or Third World leader, confronts and processes the fervent
and often chaotic yearnings of his people. Fanon was greatly concerned with whether the
"native intellectual" would use the faith of his people to demand that they progressively
embrace the ideals of modernity. He warns against being the "uncritical mouthpiece of
the masses" and making the "people dream dreams" rather than being focused on more
viable political plans of action. "If nationalism is not made explicit, if it is not enriched
and deepened by a very rapid transformation into a consciousness of social and political
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needs, in other words into humanism, it leads up a blind alley. "~ :> The coldness in
Wright's platform reflects that of an artist who can objectively shape a world from a
narrative distance, and his political projections for Ghana, though logical, may not be
completely viable.
Wright ends Black Power with a mandate for Nkrumah to move the "masses"
from their "'primitive" belief systems into political sophistication. Perhaps no other
section of Black Power was more of a lightning rod for criticism of Wright's harsh
condescension and disgust for the Africa he witnessed than his final call for the
continent's "militarization." Mr. Wright outlines his concept of militarization in a
personal letter to Prime Minister Nkrumah that appeal's at the end of Black Power .
Wright forewarns that an application of this directive would require the kind of thinking
that "cannot be done by men whose hearts are swamped with emotion...You must be
hard...Our people must be made to walk, forced draft into the twentieth century." 260
The primary mission for Nkrumah in Wright's call for militarization is to initiate
a process that will undo the psychological handicaps caused by the African's belief in
"mumbo jumbo." Wright's vision of African militarization calls for sacrifice, discipline,
and a purposeful cohesiveness that can be adapted out of the already "truncated tribal
structure in Africa." He emphasizes that this is not a call for a military dictatorship.
Wright is preaching about the virtue of a "secular religion" whose primary resource
would be the people's willingness to change and comply with the long term application
of scientific reason to their political and economic concerns. This indeed contrasts the
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faith created by Hemingway and its focus on sustaining the Kamba's traditional role as
nomadic hunters undisturbed by colonial authority or the current demands for political
and economic change being made by the Kenya Land and Freedom Party. Wright is
careful toward the end of his letter to note to Nkrumah that the program he proposes need
not be restrained by political theories for the purposes either of guidance or foreign
sponsorship: "Be on top of theory, don't let theory be on top of you. In short be free,
[italics his] be a living embodiment of what you want to give your people." 261 This final
dictate is optimistic in its prescription that Ghana be non-aligned in a world moving into
the Cold War where developing countries evolved or were constrained by their choices of
political sponsorship. Ironically, Wright, the avowed individualist, finds himself in
Africa advocating a responsible yet totalitarian regime, which indicates that his deepest
political conviction is the modern advancement of subjugated peoples.
Wright addresses the future criticism that was to come with regard to his call for
militarization: "I'm not speaking of a military dictatorship. You know that. I need not
even have to say that to you, but I say it for the sake of others who will try to be naive
enough to misconstrue my words."262 Kwame Appiah, in his critique of Black Power ,
still presumes that Wright's call for militarization was a "simply mad" and untimely tilt
toward fascism in the wake of the post World War II examples of Hitler and Mussolini.
Diawara recognizes in his review of Black Power that initially he too took issue with the
term militarization until he learned from Dr. Abodulaye Ly, a former minister in Leopold
Senghor's government in Senegal, that in the 1940's and 1950's, the word, as it relates to
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Africans, was associated with "creating fraternal bonds beyond tribal groups", "forming
disciplined militants for the Pan-African cause of decolonization and modernization of
Africa" and that "militarization in Africa signified nationalism, with the masses as the
basis of political power."
26.
This final phrase corresponds with Wright's earlier statement
that the most valuable commodity available to Nkrumah is the people's disciplined
willingness to enact political change. Nkrumah himself used Wright's letter fifteen years
later in Dark Days for Ghana , a personal rumination on the political future of Ghana after
he himself was ousted from power. He uses the Wright letter to criticize Ghanaians'
inability to act cohesively, therefore allowing Ghana to become vulnerable to
opportunistic corruption.
Hemingway and Wright decidedly share the view that the African is childish but
their understanding of what it means to be childlike reflects each man's preoccupations
and personal attitudes. Hemingway's African is pure: expressive, uninhibited, and
lacking regret. Wright's African is childlike, irresponsible, evasive, and easily
bewildered. Both authors* investment in Africa is staunchly paternalistic. Wright, an
avowed believer in individualism, steps out of character to use the term our people when
informing Nkrumah on the responsibility he has to move Ghanaians toward applying
political maturity to their present circumstances and relinquish reliance on "hocus-
pocus." Much like Robert Jordan in Spain. Hemingway, in the middle of a larger
conflict, attaches himself to a band of alleged outlaws, has a relationship with a native
girl, and seeks to understand how the personal concerns and routine of the Kamba people
will be affected by the changing political climate. Like Jordan, he seeks to establish
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connection with "a people he loved," by serving in the indispensable role as provider of
meat in a time of destocking by the colonial authority. Their paternalism is linked with
their status as outsiders in Africa on assignment and judging from a cultural distance the
rationality or benefits of the behavior they witness while there.
Each man's cultural baggage and ego prevents the ability to see Africans outside
of his limiting perceptions. Bwana Hemingway steps down from the authoritative cover
of the White Hunter for reasons of political timeliness and self-conscious fears of cultural
isolation, loneliness, aging, and inadequacy. Kenya, in the mind of Hemingway, is like
the "Indian Camp" of In Our Time
,
wild, untamed, and peopled by natives who are free
of the emotional repressiveness and baggage he finds in conventional society. He vies
for the affection of the Africans who surround him with alcohol, presents, and food and
is, perhaps, humored by them in his efforts to bond together in a spiritual fraternity. The
Kamba with whom he comes in contact must have had a sophisticated understanding of
the "white hunting racket" and known how to perform various acts of contented openness
or subservience for Western tourists, a fact in part implied by Hemingway's wife.
Wright's efforts to blend in and observe are also difficult and he is continually stifled and
frustrated by the fact that he is seen primarily as a prominent American in Africa, often
referred to as Dr. Wright, rather than seen as a fellow black. He never recognizes that the
supposed bewilderment and shame which he interprets in the African could be a sign of
general distrust toward Westerners including himself.
Both writers* understanding of the political tensions and consequences occurring
in the areas of Africa they are stationed reinforces philosophies developed in their earlier
works. Like Robert Jordan who critiques the draconian tactics of both fascists and the
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Russian communists in For Whom the Bell Tolls, the narrator in True at First Light
condemns the insensitivity of the colonial authority in Kenya and the activities of the
Kenya Land and Freedom Party, which he sees as unproductive and even irrational.
Hemingway seems enraptured in both books by how so-called "peasants" respond and
cope with repressive governments and militant movements who claim their predicament
as a Cause and whether a people's more traditional cultural practices will be threatened
by political change. Wright has spent a career celebrated as a creative yet realistic
chronicler of a "peasant" response to oppression. However, as an expatriate, his writing
on race and social matters by the 1950's was considered out-of-touch and insignificant.
Black Power may be considered a complex attempt by Wright at relevancy. It is complex
in part because Wright could not bring himself to admit that the title Black Power was
meant to imply any racial meaning, though his journal's content is his first completed
work since Uncle Tom's Children to openly express the need for political responsibility
and social cohesion on the part of people of African descent. As Hemingway openly
expresses in True at First Light
.
Wright, too, was sensitive to the growing criticism of his
work and its current significance, particularly in the latter part of his career.
The value of Black Power and True at First Light can be measured by what they
add to the traditions of writing on Africa by Western writers. Neither journal can be said
to offer an authentic picture of Africa per se, but they are autobiographical expositions of
Wright and Hemingway's political, racial, and social concerns written during periods of
their careers that are mistakenly overlooked. Black Power continues the tradition
established by writers such as Alexander Crummell and Martin Delany, who chose
investment in the social, economic, and political development of Africa as a way of
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expressing that continued subjugation and indifference toward Africa would have
negative consequences for how people of African descent are perceived everywhere.
Like those men, Wright is a missionary in Africa, yet without a Bible, completing a
secular manifesto on what is required in Africa for '"civilization" to occur. Hemingway,
like other Europeans completing journals on their experiences in Africa, is not invested in
Africa's change or movement into modernity. He momentarily considers, and even aligns
himself, with the on-the-ground effects of a political and social transition taking place in
Africa. However, the effort can't help being seen as largely self-serving because of his
racial privilege and ability to conveniently escape from his temporary religious
experiment abroad. Black Power 's determined sense of urgency and grim evaluation has
prophetic value in how it foresees the economic and political turmoil Africa will face in
the years to come. True at First Light is an honest portrayal of an aging icon able to once
again distract himself, albeit temporarily, from thoughts of suicide through involvement
with the concerns of a group of people made vulnerable by changing political times. He
can simultaneously avoid and address fears of professional and even sexual inadequacy
while role-playing as a heroic provider in an exotic world distanced from conventional
society even though their pressures and demands remain close by.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation was inspired by the convergence of three sources. The first is
the book Harlem Renaissance in Black and White by George Hutchinson . This book is a
study of similarities in both subject and style, in the work of Black Americans writers of
the Harlem Renaissance and white American modernist poets of the 1920's. The
Hutchinson book argued that there are issues beyond Zeitgeist and geography affecting
American identity and common to the work of American artists regardless of ethnic
background. These defining themes include the country's youth, measuring ourselves
against the traditions of Europe, idyllic perceptions of individual freedom, recurring
waves of immigration, and of course the African American presence. Could there be two
artists, I asked, one black and the other white whose work demonstrates these interests
and themes extending across race? And also, how might their interpretations of similar
subject matter be different?
When I later read The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway and Pagan Spain by
Richard Wright, I was attracted to their differing treatments of the corrida or the bullfight.
Wright emphasizes the trapped and inhumane condition of the bull whereas Hemingway
celebrates the tauromachy, the skilled athleticism and artistry of the bullfighter. This to
me illustrated an interesting difference in their approach to themes common to both
men's work: power, violence, and dominance.
Consistently when addressing the same subject be it cultural or political both men
often approach the subject from diametrically opposed directions. Even when exploring
the same literary territory, the approach, assumptions, elements emphasized, and
questions raised, by the two writers rarely coincide. Could one account for these
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differences simply by subjective factors such as the uniqueness of individual personality,
taste, inclination, or talent? Or were social and cultural factors involved? What
behavioral psychologists would see as the argument of nature versus nurture?
The James Baldwin quote which leads my dissertation's introduction sharpened
my focus and was instrumental in giving the dissertation its thesis. It is significant that
the quote is taken from Esquire, a popular American men's magazine, in 1961, at the
height of the Civil Rights Movement. The passage is classic Baldwin, provocative,
intelligent, and grandly general. Baldwin asserts that there are fundamental and
irreconcilable differences in the way white American men see the world and their
situation in it as compared to that of Black American men. Race is an undeniable factor
in American life. Everything beginning with the brute reality of power and dominance,
obligation, values, personality, aspiration, as well as identity all proceed out of one's
race. What would result I thought, if one applied Baldwin's dictum to a close reading of
selected works by Hemingway and Wright.
To what extent can the glaring and ongoing differences in approach and
conclusion to similar subject matter and theme in the work of Ernest Hemingway and
Richard Wright be attributed to their race? And to what extent can the similarities be
attributed to their Americaness? These are the questions we set out to investigate.
What the writing of the dissertation demonstrates is that race is not the only factor
which influences their differences but it is a determining factor. Race is determinant
because a host of other factors which inform one's worldview and self-image derive from
it. Race is a determining factor which affects how a man understands power and his
ability to assert or be controlled by it. Race is a factor which affects the nature of one's
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experiences particularly in regards to interactions with those of a different ethnic
background. Hemingway and Wright also lived and wrote during a time when race was a
significant determinant of class in American life. The role of class and its connections to
one's political concerns or lack there of is an important theme of my dissertation.
Chapter One of my dissertation examines how themes and subjects in early short
story collections by Wright and Hemingway Uncle Tom's Children and In Our Time ,
respectively, lay a foundation for what was to come in their later works. Each collection
is a vivid presentation of naturalism and social realism and takes place largely in
America's Heartland: either in middle class communities in the Midwest during years
following World War I or the Jim Crow American South after the Depression.
Some of the preoccupations and attributes of male characters of Hemingway's In
Our Time later present themselves in the widely celebrated Hemingway hero. Restless,
wounded, resourceful, virile, and alienated from the boredom and routine of white small
town Midwestern civilization. They possess skills such as marksmanship, tracking,
hunting, fishing, woodcraft, or survival skills in the mythic American frontier. Skills
with no readily practical application in conventional middle class society yet are a
therapeutic distraction or temporary escape from its mechanistic, soul destroying, and
robotic conformity. There is a romanticaztion of the outlaw in the Hemingway
collection. Men whom Wright would label as members of the lumpenproletariat,
gamblers, boxers on the run from the mob or other men struggling to sustain themselves
economically outside of a standard bourgeois professional routine, or by such rugged
occupations as fisherman, hunters, or professional athlete.
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Wright in Uncle Tom's Children is deeply concerned with how race and class
affect a Black man's independence. For Wright's Black male characters the dangers
menacing manhood are indigenous to their social circumstances. They are virtually
inescapable and are racially determined. Like all Southern Blacks they live in extreme
circumstances marked by powerlessness, physical danger, and poverty. Unlike
Hemingway heroes they are not in flight from security but are in search of it. They are
not abandoning society but seeking to survive and perhaps even transform it.
The differences in the two writers interpretations of marginalized populations or
those whose social status forces them to struggle for economic survival is a common
factor that runs through the works which I compare in the rest of this dissertation.
Wright's working class origins colors his writing and perspective. It makes it impossible
for him to sentimentalize his character's weaknesses, shortcomings, or the negative
effects of their oppression. Hemingway, on the other hand, writes as an observer of the
underclass or indigenous cultures and is inclined to emphasize some say romanticize
qualities he perceives as vital to all human beings such as ingenuity, courage, honor, and
the wherewithal to face physical threats grace under pressure. These are qualities which
would supposedly allow one to transcend the psychological wounds of loneliness and
depression. These are also qualities which he often perceives as being virtually
omnipresent in allegedly "primitive" cultures.
This value of specific skills that prove courage and an ability to survive, skills
with no practical application to the daily functioning of modern societies would later
carry Hemingway and his heroes outside of middle class America into the moral chaos of
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modern war, the savannahs of East Africa, or to violent tests of macho athletic
competition such as the bullfight or the prizefight ring.
My next chapter compares The Outsider by Wright and For Whom the Bell Tolls
by Hemingway, two novels which reflect each writer's experiences abroad. Both novels
feature main characters who are existential heroes and who fight for the Cause of
individual freedom against authoritarian leadership or systems. Robert Jordan, of For
Whom The Bell Tolls is a classic Hemingway hero, an American expatriate soldier
fighting for the Republic against Franco's fascists during the Spanish Civil War. His
values of stoicism, honor, and courage are preoccupations and characteristics which
emerged in the earlier collection In Our Time . However the genesis of Cross Damon the
main character of The Outsider is more difficult to explain.
Unlike Hemingway, the writing of Richard Wright does not smoothly follow a
direction established by his earliest work. Uncle Tom's Children in emphasizing the role
of community support in individual survival and community activism suggests a
trajectory toward politically committed literature or literature of social protest. This is
clearly present in his first published novel Native Son .
Wright's observable movement into Marxism implied the conclusion that there
was no serviceable, inclusive, orientating intellectual perspective coming either out of the
Black American cultural legacy or the myths of white America that was available to a
Black writer of Wright's ambition. Hence to be an American literary presence and force
meant moving beyond what he understood to be the intellectual resources of the Black
community. Later rejecting Marxism, his first intellectual base in white culture, and from
his perspective, having moved beyond the limited intellectual confines, of black culture
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where could he now turn? What intellectual and literary terrain would prove hospitable
to the black intellectual refugee? This is a crisis not only of political commitment but of
intellectual orientation. Where can this established and self-consciously Black American
writer position himself so as to participate in the literary discourse of his time. After
Native Son , his next novel The Outsider would be Wright's answer to this fundamental
dilemma of identity.
Cross Damon is a Nietzschian existentialist who parrots the language of the
German philosopher on the uber man throughout the novel. Robert Jordan and Cross
Damon are sacrificial one to an idealized sense of personal responsibility during a just
war, or the other declared a disruptive political nuisance by Communist leadership in the
urban North and later murdered by them.
Each novel portrays a different group as victims, Spanish peasants as victims of
Fascist brutality or of the cold pragmatism of Communist officialdom and Members of
the Black working class as victims of capitalist exploitation and the manipulations of
communist party leadership. Incidentally both books have been criticized for their
limiting and even offensive descriptions of one Spaniards and the other of Blacks. Their
often narrow interpretations of foreign cultures and elements which effect these
depictions are a major subject of the next chapter on Spain.
Chapter Three compares the nonfictional journals Pagan Spain and Death in the
Afternoon books about Spain and Spanish culture during and after the Spanish Civil War.
Specifically their shared approach to Spain and Spanish culture by way of the bullfight
where Wright sees only an archaic ceremony needed by an underdeveloping society to
compensate for insecurities caused by their growing loss of global stature. Hemingway,
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on the other hand sees heroism, artistry, ritual spectacle and even a maturity indicative of
a cultures' comfort and realistic engagement with the inevitability of death.
The practical function of traditional culture is the subject of my final chapter.
Wright and Hemingway both arrive in Africa in 1953 on opposite coasts of the continent.
Wright in Ghana and Hemingway in Kenya. Wright like other African Americans before
him is rather impatient with African traditional rituals and beliefs which he sees as
barriers to their economic and technical advancement particularly now during the final
days of colonialism. Throughout True at First Light Hemingway too is impatient with
colonial authorities but for a rather different reason. Hemingway sees their rigid racial
hierarchies and land encroachment as interfering with his sentimental vision of a soulful,
subsistent, unchanging, and noble band of hunters. Much like Robert Jordan before him
he finds himself attracted to an outlaw band of foreigners with conflicting loyalties to
political movement or state. He even attempts to become a member of the African tribe
albeit temporarily. Each man's picture of Africa is a mix of failed efforts at personal
identification and commonly held Western ideas projected onto the continent.
Hemingway and Wright's Americaness is evident in their assumption of prerogative and
entitlement when facing indigenous cultures, each writer is prone to projecting their
limited and idealistic perceptions onto foreign settings.
What of the differences in the personas of Hemingway and Wright which extend
beyond race. Hemingway was a large physical man, an ex soldier, sportsman, with a
voracious appetite for the extremes of pleasure or expressions of physical prowess, either
as participant but often as observer. Wright has been described as a small man who never
played a competitive athletic game or held a sporting rifle or shot gun. a grimly serious
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and repressed intellectual, a hypersensitive wet blanket with great difficulty seeing past
horror or tragedy whenever present in an experience. These dramatically opposing
characteristics must have influenced differences in their work, their assumptions, and
conclusions. However, would a black man with Hemingway's disposition and interests
living during the period in which he did have access to the same opportunities? Ralph
Ellison claims to have been more deeply influenced artistically by the work of Ernest
Hemingway's than that of Richard Wright but even he could not help but consistently
write on if not around the subject of race. His most celebrated novel the Invisible Man is
much closer in subject and theme to Richard Wright's short story the Man from
Underground than anything published by Hemingway.
Are the differences examined here just as heavily influenced by timing as well as
race, for example Pagan Spain was written twenty years into the rule of Franco's regime
while Death in the Afternoon was completed before the beginnings of the Spanish Civil
War. Hence Wright's focus on the crushing effects of fascism on the society as opposed
to a time when the fate and future of the Spanish people was uncertain and gathering
worldwide interest and sympathy.
Ultimately applying Baldwin's dictum to other white and black American authors
would further test the existence and relevance of the definitive influence of race in their
work. Perhaps a work on Richard Wright and Faulkner on racial interrelations in the
American South, other such provocative pairings come to mind such as Phillip Roth and
James Baldwin on American identity and male sexuality. But clearly the implications go
beyond comparative readings of paired authors, as interesting as that has proved here.
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Look. On an instinctive and visceral level we all know that race matters in
American life. Of course it does. In many ways, some profound, some subtle, some
glaringly obvious. And one can begin with the obvious and quickly be led into
complexity. (For an example simply read Hemingway and try to imagine the ways in
which the work might have been different had he been born to a black Mississippi family
or Wright had he been born the son of a white Midwestern physician?)
Yes race matters. Even, or especially, in literature. It is how it matters. It is how
it works its effects out in complex, varied, and often disguised ways that is important. No
less an eminence that Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison has argued eloquently that the
looming, unresolved shadow of the African presence has imposed itself powerfully on the
narrative of American national identity. And consequently on the contours and shape of
the literature in fundamental ways in which the established discourse does not recognize
or admit. All of which suggests a future direction for useful scholarly work.
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